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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 

The choice of economic development incentives involves a complex system of political 

and economic considerations. Policy tools theory has largely focused on the individual 

characteristics of each particular tool and has not considered interactions among instruments or 

explained why multiple tools are used simultaneously in practice. Extant research has overlooked 

interdependence among policies and the fact that policies may serve as substitutes or 

compliments to each other. Building on theories of policy tools and policy diffusion, a theory of 

policy bundling is developed in this dissertation to explain why multiple tools are used in 

conjunction with one another to solve public problems. A diverse set of motivations and 

strategies are formed to explicate why bundling occur.  

The theory of policy tool bundling is empirically tested using panel data from the state of 

Georgia. The presence of policy tool bundling is assessed by modeling four economic incentives 

simultaneously with a multivariate probit model estimated using Bayesian methods. The results 

demonstrate that bundling is occurring between free or reduced cost land and expedited 

permitting and also between free or reduced cost land and industrial development bonds. No 

evidence of bundling was found between other incentives indicating that while policy bundling 

does occur in economic development, many of the observed relationships between policies are 

not strategic.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

Over 50 years ago Robert Dahl and Charles Lindblom (1953) identified policy 

instruments as “perhaps the greatest political revolution of our times” (p. 8), but their research 

program developed gradually (Schneider & Ingram, 1990). Recent work in law, economics, 

political science, and public administration has brought to light a variety of policy 

tools/instruments that governments use to pursue their policy goals (De Bruijn & Hufen, 1998; 

Feiock, Jeong, & Kim, 2003; Howard, 1995; Linder & Peters, 1989; Peters & Nispen, 1998; 

Salamon & Elliott, 2002; Salamon & Lund, 1989; Weimer & Vining, 2004). Unfortunately, 

while governments use a variety of policy tools, the extant research has focused almost 

exclusively on individual policy instruments in isolation. This oversimplifies the complex reality 

that configurations of policy tools are used in combination with each other.  

This issue is particularly salient for state and local economic development, because of the 

wide variety of tools that local governments use to pursue economic growth and development. 

Economic development research is emblematic of this oversight with the vast majority of studies 

focusing on a single incentive, such as tax increment financing, without acknowledging 

codependency between tax policies and development programs such as infrastructure 

improvements or land use policies. This research will investigate how policymakers bundle 

different policy instruments to answer questions such as: Are policy instruments adopted in a 

deliberative and strategic manner? What are the political and institutional factors that influence 

policy bundling decisions? Are policies used together haphazardly or are there strategic and 

deliberate goals in adopting each additional policy? Does the analysis of single instrument 

accurately capture the policies impact, or does prediction of program effectiveness require 

accounting for the gamut of systems in place?  

A city or county government's economic development program is essentially a bundle of 

discrete policy tools that are adopted to promote growth or attract development. These 

configurations serve as an exemplar testing ground for policy bundling. Modeling the choice of 
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incentives requires integrating the complex system of political and economic considerations that 

factor into local economic development decisions and the relationships between instruments 

within the bundle of policy options. The configuration of economic development policies 

adopted can result from the pursuit of economic and administrative efficiencies such as 

economies of scale gained from pursuing similar policies or choices may be derived from 

political motivations if local constituencies or ideology drive the policy process. Thus similar to 

economic goods, policy instruments can compliment or substitute for one another, and the choice 

of any specific policy alternative is not independent of other policies adopted.  

The policy tools framework pioneered by Lester Salamon provides a theoretical 

foundation for investigation of policy tool bundles by arguing that multiple tools are typically 

employed to achieve the same ultimate goals (Salamon & Elliott, 2002). I extend this framework 

to examine the configurations of policies cities adopt to promote economic development. This 

theoretical framework also draws insights from the study of policy diffusion and political market 

theories to address how external pressures from neighboring jurisdictions, as well as internal 

political incentives, influence the configuration of selected development policy instruments.  

 

1.1 Theoretical Framework 

 
My "policy bundling" conceptual framework combines and enhances three related 

streams of literature. The policy tools literature provides the basis for separating out the 

distributional consequences of different policy options but has neglected interdependencies 

among instruments, largely focusing on internal determinates for predicting choices. The policy 

diffusion research incorporates both internal and external determinates in modeling adoption and 

provides some general theory for interactions although empirical modeling of relationships 

between innovations has been lacking. The political market framework combines supply and 

demand factors within local jurisdictions to explain policy choices.  

 

1.1.2 The Policy Tools Approach  

The policy tools approach generally seeks to “combine the concrete concern with 

procedures and organizational dynamics of public administration, the sensitivity to policy press 

and substantive outcomes of policy analysis, and the theoretical aspirations of political science 
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typologies” (Salamon & Lund, 1989, pp. 27-28). Numerous authors have advanced typologies of 

different policy tools (De Bruijn & Hufen, 1998; Feiock, et al., 2003; Feiock & Stream, 1998; C. 

Hood, 1983; Howard, 1995; Linder & Peters, 1989; Peters & Nispen, 1998; Salamon & Elliott, 

2002; Salamon & Lund, 1989; Weimer & Vining, 2004). Feiock and Stream (1998) review the 

majority of these classification schemes and point out that despite the similarities among schema 

there is a glaring omission of how each of these individual tools works with other tools. 

Similarly, Peters and van Nispen (1998) observe that very little research has addressed positive 

or negative interaction of policy tools. Despite these calls for investigation of policy bundling, 

theorizing about interactions among instruments has been conspicuously absent.  

Some scholars contend that applying more than one type of tool in practice is a cause of 

policy failure (De Bruijn & Hufen, 1998, p. 24). However, few governments at any level rely on 

only a single policy tool. Thus, isolating the impact of an individual policy with the confounding 

effects of other policies is nearly impossible. For example, if a city has already invested in 

infrastructure improvements and also offers grants, how do we know if the grants would have 

been successful without the infrastructural improvements? Thus a single policy approach is 

unrealistic and misses the importance of bundling.  

Other rationales for analyzing a single tool initially included lack of computational power 

and appropriate methodologies for analyzing numerous simultaneous choices. Michael Licari 

and Ken Meier (2000) overcome this limitation using an error correction model, but they only 

include two policy alternatives for smoking prevention. The only research that includes multiple 

interactions is Feiock and Stream’s (1998) study of state environmental policy instruments. 

However, their work suffers from data limitations and they model each alternative independently 

despite theorizing dependencies among policy choices. This research extends and overcomes the 

limitations of these previous works by providing a more expansive and detailed theory of policy 

interactions and by modeling choices among multiple policy options simultaneously over time.  

 

1.1.2 Policy Diffusion 

The policy tools in question here are economic development policies and their adoption, 

thus linking these choices to previous work in policy diffusion. The policy diffusion work of 

Walker (1969) and Gray (1973) trace the role of external influences on adoption. Building on 

this work, Berry and Berry (1990) include internal and external factors prompting adoption. The 
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basic policy diffusion framework has been expanded to include political incentives and 

opportunism (Berry & Berry, 1992; Kwon, Berry, & Feiock, forthcoming), has integrated the 

role of policy entrepreneurs (Mintrom, 1997, 2000), and distinguishes between diffusion based 

on learning and competition (Berry & Baybeck, 2005). Competition between neighboring 

jurisdictions is an aspect of diffusion theory that is integral to local economic development. 

Adjacent municipalities are likely to be more homogenous in resources, labor, and other salient 

characteristics. Therefore, the configuration of polices in neighboring jurisdictions is expected to 

influence the adoption of economic incentives locally.  

A second aspect of diffusion theory is its ability to account for “other policies” adopted 

by a jurisdiction (Berry and Berry 2006). Other policies can influence adoption and innovation in 

four ways (Mahajan & Peterson, 1978, 1985); 1) they can be independent and have no impact on 

one another, 2) policies can be complementary and positively influence each other, 3) policies 

can be substitutes and negatively correspond to each other, and finally 4) policies can be 

contingent on one another when the adoption of a policy is conditional on the previous adoption 

of a different policy. The influence of other policies on diffusion is possibly the most 

understudied aspect of policy adoption. Mintrom’s (1997) work is one of the few to consider 

other policies in the formal analysis, and even then he simply uses an index of previous 

innovations in school reform without truly modeling the choice process between alternatives. 

This research applies policy diffusion theory by controlling for the economic development 

policies of surrounding areas and extends the policy diffusion framework by modeling the 

complete set of other policy options.  

The political market theory of policy change combines political economy theories of 

property rights (Libecap, 1989; Eggertsson, 1990; Alston, 1996; Lubell, et al. 2005; 2009; 

Feiock, 2006) with the interest group framework by focusing on how the influences of these 

factors are conditional on the structure of local government institutions (Clingermeyer & Feiock, 

2001; Ostrom, 1990; 1999). The political market framework conceptualizes policy and 

institutional change as the result of a dynamic contracting process between the suppliers and 

demanders of change in a community (Alston, 1996; Libecap, 1989). Generally, the demanders 

are the private interests in society, and the suppliers are the government authorities (Schneider, 

1989). Interest group demands are driven by the local economic changes described by the 

property rights perspective, such as scarcity of a resource or public good. In return for political 
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support, elected officials will supply policies that affect the utility of different social interests. 

Hence, the political market framework encompasses both property rights and interest group 

perspectives. 

 

1.1.3 Extant Research on Economic Development Policy Bundles 

Despite the flexibility that the policy tools framework provides for the study of multiple 

economic development incentives, academic research has been indurate. Economists have 

followed the classical approach by focusing on a single instrument and comparisons among 

instruments (Bennear & Stavins, 2007). In addition, these economists and policy analysts view 

the use of multiple tools as being “ad hoc and unrelated to economic efficiency or cost 

effectiveness” (Bennear & Stavins, 2007, p. 112). For example, one of the most utilized 

economic treatments of policy tools is Weimer and Vining’s (2004) exposition of different 

instruments to solve both market and government failures, yet there is no mention of how these 

tools work in conjunction with one another. 

The political science and policy literature has considered multiple policy tools, but only 

in case studies. In the study of multiple policy tools in environmental policy, technology 

standards, taxes, subsidies, tort liability, and management-based regulations are examined 

(Bennear & Stavins, 2007). These comparisons fail to provide insight into how the different 

policy choices work with each other, and they lack generalizable results because of the 

dependence on case studies. The empirical economic incentive literature drawn from policy 

studies that include multiple policies tend to aggregate the data prior to any analysis through the 

use of indexes, cluster analysis, or factor analysis. These techniques are typically used to validate 

or create policy typologies rather than explain the set of choices. The limited empirical analysis 

at the local level fails to adequately test the validity and utility of these typologies, and 

researchers have not found consistent patterns in the data (Reese, 1993; Reese, 2006a). I contend 

that these inconsistencies are at least partially due to the removal of some of the interesting 

variance in the aggregation processes by these multivariate techniques.  

 This paper builds upon the work of Feiock, Jeong, and Kim (2003) who are the first to 

argue that separate economic development policies (zoning, grants, tax increment financing, etc.) 

each have a distinct political economy. These authors’ central hypothesis is that council-manager 

city government prevents opportunistic use of highly political incentives. They are also the first 
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to model choices among several policies separately, and they report significant variation in the 

predictors for each policy choice. While the modeling of policies at a disaggregated level was not 

the primary focus of Feiock, et al., it is the primary contribution of this paper to the current 

theory.  

The Feiock, et al. (2003) study of grouped incentive data is more realistic than the 

research on single instruments, but it suffers from the fact that information is lost in the 

aggregation process. In particular, this type of analysis excludes the mechanisms that drive joint 

policy instrument implementation. Because grouping patterns are chosen prior to analysis, many 

of the conditional relationships are missed. The multivariate probit (MVP) model utilized in the 

first two papers of this research allows each incentive to be modeled individually through a 

system of simultaneous equations that capture the relationships among different policy tools.  

 

1.2 Contribution 

 

The primary contribution of this dissertation is building a theory of policy bundling and 

providing an innovative method for testing for the presence of policy bundling. The current 

policy tools literature is overly focused on individual characteristics of instruments and neglects 

the system of policies which affect adoption and implementation. I contend that there are 

different motivations for adopting policies in groups and these motivations are unique from 

simple internal motivations which single policies studies examine. Each policy has different 

redistributional effects and therefore can be bundled to effectively purchase political support, 

similar policies have economies of scale which make implementation easier, and diseconomies 

of scale push governments to adopt different policies that do not duplicate existing impacts. Each 

of these influences requires knowledge of the current policy subsystem prior to predicting the 

next policy choice. Moreover, simply examining a policy in isolation without regard to other 

policies ignores these elements and aggregating polices removes individual effects in order to 

gain averaged impacts across all polices.  

One caveat is that this dissertation is empirically solely examining the existence of policy 

bundling. While a theory of policy bundling is detailed, the separate causes of policy bundling 

are not individually assessed. The purpose of this dissertation is to find evidence of strategic 

bundling of policies and then to investigate the causes of bundling in future work. This is 
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analogous to the development of many policy sciences. For example, the existence of policy 

diffusion was the intent of many earlier works (Berry & Berry, 1990, 1992) with the 

understanding that there were multiple causes of diffusion, particularly learning and competition. 

Later works investigated specific causes of policy diffusion and eventually new techniques led to 

methods to parcel out when diffusion was from learning or competition (Berry & Baybeck, 2005; 

Volden, 2006). This dissertation provides the first and necessary step of proving the existence of 

a policy driver and leaves the motivational causes for future works to discover.  

A theory of tool bundling will also improve the literature on why economic development 

policies are adopted. Currently, the economic development literature is plagued with typologies 

and contradicting analyses from grouping data in different manners. This dissertation predicts 

conjugate use without losing information by any variance clustering technique.  

Finally, a theory of bundling would help guide practitioners facing multiple policy 

options. Administrators often utilize combinations of policy choices but have little guidance as to 

what instruments would work effectively together or why. This problem is not limited to 

economic development or even policy studies. For example, information technology managers 

are frequently charged with picking a variety of online services which can maximize community 

needs under budgetary constraints. While the political economies of IT services and economic 

development are drastically different, the same generic set of factors outlined in this dissertation 

impact the bundle of tools chosen.  

The author concedes that practitioners are not going to gather data and run a multivariate 

probit analysis to determine which policies should be implemented, but the findings from this 

research can provide general guidance to which factors are having the greatest impacts on 

previous decisions. Administrators can use this information to navigate local politics and 

implement the most advantageous policy for their community.  

 

1.3 Organization of the Dissertation 

 

This dissertation begins with an overview of economic development research in Chapter 

two. Economic development is a broad area of research and this chapter focuses on the 

determinates of adoption literature and pays special attention to previous research that has 

investigated multiple polices. Chapter three provides a theory of policy tool bundling and the 
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multiple, competing motivations for using instruments in conjunction with one another. After 

laying out a general theory of bundling, chapter three provides specific hypotheses related to the 

study of bundling in economic development. Chapter four provides the research design and 

background information on the data used in this dissertation. Chapter five describes the data in 

detail, providing special attention to the four dependent variables and measurement issues in the 

independent variables. Chapter six provides the multivariate probit results and interpretation. 

Chapter seven discusses the conclusions and implications of this dissertation. Despite numerous 

data issues, the findings support that policy bundling is occurring, but not at the levels theorized 

in chapter three. Chapter seven also provides a research agenda for future studies stemming from 

this dissertation.  
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CHAPTER 2 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT POLICY TOOLS 

 

 

 

 

Economic development has been one of the primary policy arenas for the study of policy 

tools. This is due at least in part to the wide assortment of policy options and approaches 

available to governments for this purpose. Before we can examine policy tool bundling, we need 

to have an understand the purpose and objectives of the economic development tools used in 

local government and the logic and economic purpose of the primary policy tools cities utilize in 

their pursuit of economic development. In other words investigation of how tools are bundled 

together requires an explanation for why do local governments pursue economic development 

goals in the first place.  

This chapter begins to build this foundation by describing the local economic 

development process and the economic and political logic underlying it by linking local 

government action to the barriers to private investment. The description focuses on the economic 

rationale for local government provision of economic development programs and outlines how 

the four policy tools are intended to stimulate economic activity and development at the local 

level. Next the literature critical of the logic and process of local economic development is 

reviewed along with evidence regarding the efficacy of development programs and the four 

policy tools.  

The critique of this economic logic emphasizes the political benefits not just the 

economic benefits of economic development and describes the distributional consequences of 

development. Thus this works provides a basis for understanding the motivations underlying 

policy adoption of specific policy tools and how and why they may be combined. The final 

section of this chapter reviews the extant empirical research on development policy adoption 

highlighting the conceptual and methodological limitations of the work that are addressed by the 

analysis in this dissertation. 
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2.1 Why do Local Governments Provide Economic Development Programs? 

 
 State and local governmental efforts to influence the location of private investments 

decisions has a long tradition. Economic growth provides benefits to communities, but it 

generally not produced directly by government, instead, through economic development policies 

governments stimulate private development that will impact community welfare. Public benefits 

result because changes in income and employment are spatial externalities of the location of 

private investment. Social welfare can be enhanced if governments are able to stimulate 

economic growth in line with the preferences of their citizens.  

 Paul Peterson argues that developmental policies are the instruments with which 

policymakers pursue the economic interests of a city and alter growth rate in the community. 

Peterson (1981) argues that since developmental policy benefits the median taxpayer, cities 

promote growth regardless of economic need since the median taxpayer's marginal benefit from 

developmental programs exceeds her marginal cost. Feiock (2002) argues instead that the growth 

preference of the median taxpayer varies across communities as local conditions lead citizen to 

place differing values on additional development. In some instances, like rapidly growing 

communities, the benefits of promoting additional growth are less than the costs. In most 

instances the benefits of new development are seen as outweighing these costs. 

 Private investment location choices influence economic opportunities and the physical 

character of the communities where firms choose to invest or not invest. Where labor mobility is 

constrained and economic problems give rise to demands for additional growth, cities may offer 

substantial location incentives to firms. Some policies, such as tax abatements, loans, land 

provision, and regulatory relief can target benefits and significantly reduce a particular firm's 

investment or production costs. Development policy is efficiency enhancing when local 

governments subsidize development up to the point where the marginal benefit of the last dollar 

spent on development programs equals the marginal benefit of the growth induced. In a quasi-

market cities compete for development until the marginal benefits of growth to the median 

taxpayer equals the marginal cost. Feiock (2002) illustrates this relationship by graphing the 

relationship between supply and demand for additional development for a single community at a 

given point in time. This figure is reproduced below.  
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Figure 2.1: Political Market Framework 

 

The downward sloping demand for development reflects the median taxpayer's marginal 

benefits from, or willingness to pay for, additional units of new development under different 

economic conditions. The upward-sloping supply curve (S) indicates that the marginal costs of 

stimulating additional development increases as the lower cost opportunities for development are 

first exploited. Figure 2.1 the first demand curve depicts development demands under conditions 

of economic distress. The second curve depicts demand with moderate to high income and high 

employment levels. In this scenario without any government intervention the level of new 

growth approximates the preference of the median taxpayer. The third demand curve reflects 

demand when cities experience rapid development and affluence. This figure suggests that the 

benefits of additional growth to the median taxpayer are greatest when a community is 

experiencing severe economic problem because it growth produces a high marginal social 

benefit. Without using any economic development instruments, a city would attract new 

investment or jobs at the point where the supply curve intersects the horizontal axis. This point 

falls well below demand for new development under conditions of economic distress. If public 

officials seek to maximize benefits to the median taxpayer, they would respond to these 

development demands with development incentives to level C to stimulate growth to X where 

the marginal costs of promoting additional development equal the marginal benefits. Public 
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officials maximize benefits to the median taxpayer by offering zero incentives in the context of 

adequate growth and low unemployment. This results in new development at point Q.  

 By framing economic development policy choices in terms of the supply costs and 

demanded benefits we gain a benchmark to evaluate the economic logic of adoptions of various 

policy tools and identify political, administrative, and distributional factors that can also 

influence economic development programs and adoptions of particular instruments. 

 

2.2 Four Economic Development Policy Tools 

 
What are private costs to firms that are barriers to locating in a community?  Although 

there are an enormous number of factors that influence firm location decisions, the literature 

points to the cost and availability of land, the availability of financing, regulatory restrictions, 

and delays and tax costs imposed by governments as the most salient factors that impede private 

investments (Clingermayer & Feiock, 1987). Thus local government’s development programs 

typically address some or all of these costs of development.  

This dissertation focuses on four development policy tools: land or infrastructure 

provision, bonds, tax incentives and regulatory relief. These four tools were chosen because they 

are frequently used in Georgia and nationally. They also directly correspond to the key private 

development costs that are barriers to locating investment in communities. If communities seek 

to maximize their economic interest by pursuing a level of economic growth at which the 

marginal value of additional development to the median taxpayer equals the marginal cost, they 

would need to take into account the opportunity cost of using any particular instrument.  

The next sections describe each of these generic sets of policy tools. It describes their 

purpose, logic and how they operate. This is followed by a description of their usage, along with 

a brief review of the literature on the effectiveness where available.  

 

2.2.1 Land/Infrastructure 

The provision of land and physical infrastructure has perhaps the longest history in 

industrial recruitment. Since developable land is a key factor of production. Both directly and 

through municipal development corporations the assembly of land for development and 

providing it at little or no cost can be a powerful development tool.  
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 Government land-use and acquisition policies affect the supply of buildable land for 

commerce and industry. Shortages in various categories of land use can result when local 

governments fail to adjust land uses to demand (Bollens, 1998). Without an accurate land 

inventory, public policies affecting the amount of land available for development may regulate 

growth too rigidly with and detrimentally affect the price of raw land for new development. 

While provision of free land to business is a frequently utilized economic incentive there 

is almost no academic literature studying its effect. The government can either buy the land, 

sometimes making infrastructural improvements upon it prior to giving it away, or it may already 

own the land as open space or from tax defaults. Newspapers and trade publications frequently 

report on the issue (Kalomiris, 2000; Pierre, 2004; Trask, 2010) and these is some administrative 

evidence that it is an ineffective incentive (Unruh, 2006). However, little to no sophisticated 

empirical analysis of free land exists and previous theories as to why free land would be apt are 

absent.  

Local governments can obtain land for giveaways by voluntary purchasing, repossessions 

from unpaid taxes, or eminent domain. After the land is targeted for developmental purposes, it 

is common for the land to be put in a local development cooperative in which the city is the key 

actor. Less frequently, the city retains the land but this has the disadvantage of creating a liability 

on the cities records, which is why municipalities prefer to spin off the land into a development 

authority. Placing the land in a development has the additional benefit of removing some of the 

politics of the incentive process. Economic development authorities are not subject to the same 

public scrutiny as regular budgetary items and even if public hearings are required they are not 

required to be on the same night as other city business and are less attended.  

The price of free or reduced cost land to a city is largely dependent on the amount of 

infrastructure invested upon the property. In rural areas, land is often the most abundant resource 

available and therefore is the easiest and cheapest method of attracting business in the absence of 

development costs. Frequently, development land is improved by adding utilities, road access, 

and sometimes even buildings prior to being given away. The outlays can be substantial and 

risky if no industry relocates to the area, but the improved infrastructure may improve the public 

services at large even if the development efforts fail.  

Excluding infrastructural improvements, providing free land to businesses can be a 

revenue generation stream at the same time as being an incentive. While land is in the hands of 
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the government, there are maintenance costs and no property taxes collected from the land. 

Therefore, free land can be a benefit to both the government, which loses a liability, and to the 

company, which gains assets (Reese, 1997). 

 

2.2.2 Industrial Development Bonds 

Lester Salamon identifies bond financing as one of the primary policy instruments 

wielded by government. Nowhere is this truer than in economic development policy. Industrial 

Development bonds provide low cost capital to private companies by having the government 

back the loan (Marlin, 1987). ID bonds are tax exempt financing for private companies since 

they are issued by a state or local government. The bonds can be issued as general obligations or 

as revenue bonds, but since general obligations are subject to debt limits almost all ID bonds are 

revenue bonds. In almost all cases they are used to improve infrastructure or to purchase 

expensive equipment and are consequently more frequently used by capital intensive industries 

such as manufacturing. In Georgia, they are also frequently used to provide housing construction 

incentives. Typically, the government retains ownership of the facilities and equipment 

purchased with the bond until the firm repays the loan. Therefore, the private firm gets a tax 

bonus by paying a lease as opposed to depreciating capital. Once the debt is repaid, the 

ownership of the materials is transferred to the private firm.  

Unlike tax incentives, ID bonds tend to be delivered from regional economic 

development organizations or the state government and therefore are not directly paid for by the 

city. Each state differs in how stringently it regulates ID bond funds. In Georgia, there is an 

application and cities must demonstrate the number of jobs and economic benefit of the proposed 

project. However, as is frequently the case with economic development policies, the monitoring 

of these projects is lax.  

Marlin (1987) points out that practitioners view ID bonds as a way to achieve a 

competitive advantage without incurring any substantial costs. ID bonds come from state and 

national taxes, so only a small and unfelt percentage of local revenue is risked. The economic 

incentive literature in general finds that incentives alone do not drive firm location decisions, but 

they may be deciding factors in choosing between similar locations or within the same region. 

This gives ID bonds the ostensible appearance of bringing in jobs to local officials. ID bonds 
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also serve as a method to equalize access to financing for rural areas where large banks are 

nonexistent or simply uninterested.  

Contrary to the practitioner view, academics consider ID bonds as a costly, inefficient, 

and a misallocation of government resources (Marlin, 1987). Cities typically forego large 

amounts of taxable revenue after issuing the bonds, particularly if we assume the firm would 

have relocated within the region regardless of the bond. Some economists believe that ID bonds 

crowd out private financial lending. ID bonds are considered circumspect to political 

manipulation because politicians are more willing to spend external money on questionable 

practices than city funds.  

As with most incentives the research is mixed with some studies finding ID bonds to be 

economically beneficial (Marlin, 1990) and others hold them in a negative light (Steinnes, 1984). 

Georgia law requires a single public hearing before issuance of a bond along with local 

government approval. While this does offer more transparency than some other states, it is not as 

strenuous a standard or tedious a political process as a tax abatement for local officials.  

 

2.2.3 Tax Abatement/Incentives 

 Tax abatement is unquestionably the most controversial policy tool for local economic 

development. Because tax liabilities can be a substantial proportion of firm operating costs, 

abating taxes can offer a powerful inducement for new investment within a community.  

 While some authors classify almost all economic development programs as tax 

incentives, we use a more limited term here. Tax incentives are a range of policies that are 

usually implemented in the form of exemptions, abatements, or credits. Tax incentives do not 

include aspects of the tax system, such as the corporate income tax rate of the state (Eisinger, 

1988).Tax incentives can be applied to income taxes, sales taxes, property taxes, or land and 

capital taxes to name a few. Tax abatements can apply be applied to the entire taxable property at 

the local level, but they usually apply to the increase in land value from the firm’s investment. So 

any improvements from infrastructure or surrounding developments are not charged to the firm. 

Tax abatements also are employed to encourage neighborhood rejuvenation or foreclosed or 

condemned properties by allowing houses to be fixed up and resold without taxation. Tax 

abatements can also be applied to sales taxes, but this is uncommon in comparison to property 

tax abatements. Tax abatement are contracted to last for a fixed time frame.  
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Tax credits, particularly in Georgia, are often applied to job creation. In Georgia, tax 

credits for employment are largely run by the state and not the local governments. Therefore, we 

control for them separately with an independent variable. All states have different restrictions on 

local governments concerning tax incentives (Ziance, 1998). Most states prohibit tax abatements 

of 100%, but beyond that there is great variation. In Georgia, the state forbids taxation of 

manufacturing machine purchases at both the state and local level. However, while the state has 

no inventory tax on manufactured goods, municipalities have the option of taxing these product 

stores. In practice, few municipalities tax these inventories (The Georgia Department, 2010) but 

they have the choice nonetheless.  

The logic of tax incentives is that by reducing the tax burden, commercial land will be 

developed and businesses will relocate to the area and produce employment. The employment 

produced and the tax revenue from after the abatement has expired are intended to recoup the 

revenue forfeited by the tax abatement. Cities used tax abatements mainly in a competitive form 

against surrounding areas. Economists usually view tax abatements as encouraging inefficient 

production and moving firms to sub optimal locations.  

The wide variety of tax incentive options also leads to an array of implementation 

methods. At the state level, tax incentives are not usually not considered in the political 

budgetary process and therefore are easily manipulated based on constituency politics (Snow, 

1999). There has been less theorizing concerning the politics of incentives at the local level, with 

the notable exception of Clingermayer and Feiock (1995). While many local governments have 

statutes for incentives that would be hidden from public scrutiny, any sizable incentive plan 

would undoubtedly make it way to the city council because many localities require public 

hearings, stricter budgetary rules on local governments, zoning issues associated with new 

development, and the political incentive of creating jobs. The reality that cities must actually pay 

for tax abatements makes them more politically risky than other forms of incentives.  

By far the most researched aspect of economic development is tax incentives as 

demonstrated by recent reviews of the literature surrounding them (Buss, 2001; Liard-Muriente, 

2007). The results are mixed on the effectiveness of tax incentives. Positive findings have been 

found in metropolitan areas (McHone, 1984), low income communities (Goss & Phillips, 1999), 

and at large (Bartik, 1991; Feiock, 1987). Some overall studies find positive but mixed results 

such as incentives only working in metro areas (Shah & Slemrod, 1991) or improved 
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employment coming at the cost of other city needs (Figlio & Blonigen, 2000). The opposition 

tends to be more universal in its findings that incentives fail to work overall (Carlton, 1983) and 

that incentives reinforce existing conditions (Goss & Phillips, 2001).  

 

2.2.4 Regulatory Relief 

Regulatory burdens impose costs that are a significant impediment to investment within 

some industries. Another relatively understudied development tool is permitting assistance. 

Permitting is required for almost all business dealings because of the numerous environmental 

regulations, building codes, infrastructure needs, and particularly zoning issues that factor into 

firm location. All of these regulatory issues have overlap, which is why the permitting process 

can be costly and burdensome to developers (Dowall, 1984; Mayer & Somerville, 2000), 

particularly if they must go through multiple agencies. Local governments have wide discretion 

in the permitting process and can use administrative delays to slow growth or expedited 

permitting to encourage development and thus permitting can be selectively imposed as an 

incentive or disincentive (Ramirez, 2008).  

Expedited permitting is the cheapest and easiest tool for local governments to implement. 

While the administrative costs of permitting assistance can be high, there is no substantial loss in 

tax revenue or resources involved in implementing this policy. Regulatory relief is less risky than 

the other investments because the tool is labor intensive. Cities can hire and fire in Georgia with 

relative ease as it is a right to work state, consequently the use of expedited permitting can be 

implemented with relatively few long term repercussions.  

Permitting assistance is politically neutral in that the procedure does not necessarily 

require council approval. However, the internal politics of regulatory relief can be prominent if 

the administrators, such as professional planners, view the expedited process as a violation of 

their professional standards or if it conflicts with their civic responsibilities.  

 

2.3 The Critique of Local Economic Development 

 

 While the economic basis for local economic development tools is compelling the case 

against development policy is grounded in normative and efficiency arguments, the assumption 
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that economic gains are zero-sum and assessments of the political and distributional consequence 

of development programs.  

One argument opposing economic development incentives follows a libertarian argument 

that government interventions create inefficient markets and a misallocation of resources (Buss, 

2001; Hood, 1994; Noll & Zimbalist, 1997). Economic development spending can be thought of 

a zero sum game prisoner’s dilemma where everyone would be better off not competing, but as 

soon as one actor adopts an incentive program the other actor must follow suit in order to 

minimize losses. For instance, the most economically efficient location may be in city A absent 

any governmental interference. But if city B offers enough incentives to lure the firm from A, 

then A’s best response may be to match the offer if the lost revenue from the incentive is less 

than the total amount of revenue the firm would produce. Therefore, governments are forced to 

participate in order to protect themselves from surrounding jurisdictions (Ambrosius, 1989; 

Burnier, 1992). Even when cities realize incentive policies negatively impact society, they still 

would play the game under this scenario because a soon as a single player defects, the optimal 

move is for everyone to defect. The negative externality effect of incentive adoption is not 

limited to competition across jurisdictions, but also within. After a firm has been provided an 

incentive, then other firms within the municipality may begin demanding awards which can 

exacerbate the problems (Wolkoff, 1992). The incentive to defect in economic development 

games and the negative externalities that ensue are the reason numerous scholars have called for 

an outright ban on all business incentive policies.  

Opposition to economic incentives is not limited to classical economic thinking. Liberals 

vilify economic incentives as corporate welfare and numerous case studies have been used to 

demonstrate that frequently these policies are used for political kickbacks as opposed to 

economic gains (LeRoy, Healey, Federation for Industrial Retention and Renewal, Grassroots 

Policy Project, & Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy (Washington D.C.), 1997). This 

position is amplified by the fact that few cities report doing comprehensive cost-benefit analysis 

on economic incentive programs and the adopting municipalities do not have accurate estimates 

of the true cost (Barnekov & Hart, 1993; Bartik, 1994; Buss & Yancer, 1999; Sands, Reese, & 

Khan, 2006; Wiewel & Persky, 1995).  

Possibly the most potent criticism of economic incentives is the large body of policy 

analysis literature that finds incentives ineffectual ( Buss, 2001; Fisher, Peters, & NetLibrary 
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Inc., 1998; Hood, 1994; Lynch, Fishgold, & Blackwood, 1996; Wassmer, 1994). While some 

studies do find positive results (Bartik, 1991; Oakland & Testa, 2000), the majority of evidence 

favors economic incentives as ineffective from a economic viewpoint (Peters & Fisher, 2004). 

Reese (2010, p. 263) provides the following list of incentive criticisms:  

� are only effective at the margins in business location decisions; 

� serve to increase the “zero sum” aspect of local development; 

� tend to redistribute public sector revenues to private sector interests; 

� are used primarily by healthy cities that can “afford” to forgo potential tax 

revenues; 

� tend not to produce jobs and tax base benefits commensurate with the loss of 

local revenues; 

� have not achieved the levels of growth desired and have negative secondary 

impacts; 

� are essentially useless because firms would have remained in place, or even 

expanded, absent the incentives, thus cities are “pirating” jobs from each 

other; 

� fail to have an additive impact on overall business activity and have only very 

short-lived positive effects; and 

� are not large enough to counterbalance negative attributes of otherwise high 

cost or undesirable locations. 

But if incentive policies are as ineffective as the literature portrays them, then why do 

cities continue to use them? Obviously the first possible answer is this research body is mistaken. 

Proponents of economic development argue that economic incentives are not problematic 

because any negative effects are marginal (Wiewel & Persky, 1995) or that economic payoffs do 

occur (Bartik, 1991). One reason this may occur is that most policy analysis simply look at raw 

employment data. Bartik (1991) offers the idea that even in the case of no job creation, these 

incentives can shuffle jobs and provide training and resources that lead to long run community 

benefit. Economic incentives are less of an employment provider in this case and more of a 

social safety net.  

Practitioners may simply be disregarding the previous econometric analyses. Local 

policymakers are egocentric and not concerned with the common good as much as the wellbeing 
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of their community. Even if incentives are only marginally effective, they will still support them 

in the hopes of bringing the marginal payoff to their constituents. Assuming local governments 

are acting rationally in their own self interest, models can show an inefficient outcome can occur 

(Wolkoff, 1992). Stepping away from the concept of rationality, Lewis and Neiman(2009) argue 

that local officials adopt policies based on the future goals of the community and therefore they 

are making policies based on expectations, but not necessarily rational ones.  

Bartik (1991) and Noll and Zimbalist (1997) make similar arguments that economic 

incentives can be used as public policy intervention to correct local economic market failures. 

Local markets can be underutilizing resources, lacking capital for investment, or the economic 

incentive could produce an excess return on investment in the same manner as a positive 

externality. Unemployment is the obvious case of underused resources. Rural areas often state 

they lack sufficient investment because they have fewer banks to finance necessary 

infrastructure. Returns on investment is one of the excuses frequently provided in healthy cities 

for continued development spending and growth. Unfortunately, the policy analysis literature 

does not address if a market failure existed in the first place, so evaluating the palpability of this 

argument is difficult. If market failures did occur and government programs were corrective, 

they may simply have a stabilizing effect as opposed to an increase in production.  

Economic development incentives can be advocated for the purposes of social equity. 

Some evidence exists that economic incentives are used to provide additional assistance to low 

income and disenfranchised populations (Reese, 1998). Some scholars have even gone so far as 

to promote economic incentives as a tool for social justice (Mier, 1993). Social equity as a 

motivation for policy tool adoption is still academically in its infancy.  

In summary, the research on the effectiveness of economic incentives is muddled, even 

for the exact same program in the exact same state (Papke, 1994; Rubin & Wilder, 1989). 

However, the purpose of this dissertation is not to explain the value of any particular policy, 

merely the circumstances surrounding the adoption of a set of policies. One benefit of this 

attenuated focus is that the literature surrounding adoption is more conclusive.  
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2.4 Motivations for Economic Development 

 
The policy adoption literature for economic development tools can be broadly divided up 

into broadly into two groups (McGuire, 1999). The first is literature that looks at adoption of a 

single policy (Cable, Feiock, & Kim, 1993; Clingermayer & Feiock, 1990a; Feiock & 

Clingermayer, 1986a, 1986b; Fleischmann, Green, & Kwong, 1992; Sharp & Elkins, 1991), and 

the second group looks at the number of policy adoptions from a range of possible instruments 

(Donovan, 1993; Feiock, et al., 2003; Green & Fleischmann, 1991; Greenbaum, Russell, & 

Petras, 2010; Reese & Malmer, 1994; Rubin, 1986; Rubin & Rubin, 1987; Sharp, 1991).  

What has the previous literature on economic incentive adoption taught us? In almost all 

the studies fiscal health of the city (i.e. debt) and economic health of the community (i.e. 

unemployment) are strong effects because cities in need are more likely to adopt economic 

incentive policies or because they have more resources and can afford more policies (Bowman, 

1988; Cable, et al., 1993; Clarke & Gaile, 1998; Clingermayer & Feiock, 1990b; Donovan, 1993; 

Feiock & Clingermayer, 1992; Feiock, et al., 2003; Fleischmann, et al., 1992; Pagano & 

Bowman, 1992; Pelissero & Fasenfest, 1989; Reese, Larnell, & Sands, 2010; Rubin, 1986; Rubin 

& Rubin, 1987; Sharp, 1991; Sharp & Elkins, 1991). At least one study found that severe fiscal 

stress can limit the use of expensive development policies (Sharp & Elkins, 1991).  

Large populated cities are have been shown to adopt more economic incentive policies 

because they have more need and resources (Feiock & Cable, 1992; Fleischmann, et al., 1992; 

Green & Fleischmann, 1991) and also because economic incentives are more costly to small 

cities (Rubin & Rubin, 1987). State policies and restrictions have been found to be influential 

(Reese & Malmer, 1994). Competition from neighboring jurisdictions increases the use of 

incentives (Feiock & Clingermayer, 1992; Fleischmann, et al., 1992; Green & Fleischmann, 

1991). Citizen participation has been demonstrated to lower the use of costly incentives (Sharp & 

Elkins, 1991). Numerous community characteristics such as homeownership (Donovan, 1993; 

Feiock, et al., 2003), race (Reese, 1998), and income (Feiock & Cable, 1992) also impact 

incentive adoption. 

One of the few contested results in the economic development adoption literature has 

been the influence of political institutions which started to appear in the literature around 1990 

(Clingermayer & Feiock, 1990a; Feiock, 1989; Fleischmann & Green, 1991; Sharp, 1991). Sharp 
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(1991) was one of the first studies to use city manager form of government as a political 

institutional predictor and the correlation fails to achieve significance. Her results were 

challenged (Feiock & Cable, 1992) largely based on methodological grounds and the 

multivariable model demonstrated a negative impact of city manager on incentive adoption. 

Reese’s (Reese, 1997) study of planning and evaluation functions based on US and Canadian 

data found city manager more likely to support development. Contrarily, mayoral form of 

government was found more innovative in their economic development policy choices (Clarke & 

Gaile, 1998), positively related to adoption nationally with panel data(Feiock, et al., 2003), and 

more recently mayors were associated with the early adoption of tax abatement policies (Reese, 

et al., 2010). In summary, there appears to be more support that mayoral form of government is 

positively related to adoption, but the evidence is mixed.  

While form of government has been the primary institutional debate at the local level, 

several other key findings are present. At large representation is found to be less supportive of 

targeted benefits than district based council elections (Clingermayer & Feiock, 1995). 

Clingermayer and Feiock (1995) is also one of the few studies at the local government level to 

control for political party and finds that partisanship fails to significantly influence adoption. 

Administrative resources of the city are another consistently positively impacting adoption 

(Donovan, 1993; Feiock, et al., 2003; Green & Fleischmann, 1991; Reese, 1997) as is the degree 

of centralization of executive power (Feiock & Clingermayer, 1986b; Sharp, 1991).  

One aspect the research on the performance of economic incentives shares with the 

research concerning their adoption is poor methodologies. Liard-Muriente (2007) provides 

numerous reasons why the divergent findings concerning the effectiveness of the incentives, 

particularly the lack of consensus on a dependent variable (employment rates, firm numbers, 

investment,…). Similar problems plague the adoption literature, particularly with the 

measurement of the dependent variable (McGuire, 1999; Wolman & Spitzley, 1996). Simply 

having a policy does not indicate any level of intensity and neither does a count of policies. For 

the State of Georgia, data does exist on intensity insofar as if they never, sometimes, usually, or 

always use a policy. However, as is demonstrated below in the descriptive statistics the variation 

is so small that dichotomization is required. The fact that intensity was checked reduces the 

threat of measurement error in this study.  
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A second and possibly more damning problem with the economic incentive adoption 

literature is the abundance of cross-sectional studies. The majority of research on economic 

incentive adoption is from survey data, frequently the ICMA data sets, with few exceptions 

(Feiock, et al., 2003; Reese, et al., 2010). Cross sectional studies are more prone to spurious 

relationships and endogeneity problems. Endogeneity can also be handled by experimental 

designs, which has been attempted in a quasi-experimental setting (Rogers & Tao, 2004). A time 

sequence of events is necessary for any causal theory and the economic development adoption 

literature lacks this crucial aspect.  

 

2.5 Empirical Shortcomings of Economic Development Research 

 
While the majority of the literature either considers a tool in isolation or as an index, 

there are a number of case studies and a few empirical studies that come close. The case study 

literature on economic incentives tends to focus on the costs associated with the programs and 

not the underlying reason each policy tool was picked. For instance, Spindler’s (1994) study of 

Alabama’s offer to Mercedes-Benz points out that worker training, utility subsidies, tax breaks, 

and tax credits were all utilized together to attract the company. The bundle of incentives picked 

by the state was not the center of attention and instead the outrageous cost of $200,000 dollars 

per worker was Spindler’s focus.  

The Mercedes-Benz example where multiple developmental tools are used together is the 

norm and not the exception in the case study literature. Despite this reality, little empirical work 

has been done on the bundling or joint adoption of economic development policy tools. The 

majority of the quantitative work concerning multiple economic development policies has been 

focused on typologies and categorizations (Feiock, et al., 2003; Fleischmann, et al., 1992; 

McGuire, 1999; Reese, 1993; Reese, 2006a; Sternberg, 1987; Walzer, 1995). The empirical 

economic incentive literature that examines multiple policy tools tends to aggregate the data 

prior to any analysis through the use of indexes, cluster analysis, or factor analysis. These 

techniques are typically used to validate or procreate policy typologies. One of the major 

assumptions of these economic development typologies is that “certain types of techniques 

cluster in natural categories like marketing/promotional activities or financial incentives” (Reese, 

1993, p. 492). However, the limited empirical testing on the local level has failed to fully test the 
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validity and utility of these typologies (Reese, 1993) and have depended heavily on factor 

analysis to generate empirical typologies, which has resulted in several methodological 

implications and produced mixed results (Reese, 2006).  

While many of the methodological problems described by Reese (1993; 2006a) are 

related to measurement and statistical estimation, the deeper problem is that typologies do not 

necessarily correspond to bundling. Typologies and the statistical method of factor analysis both 

combine like tools into amalgamations that remove any distinctive attributes and then place them 

at odds with another group of tools. For instance, in all of the empirical typologies ID bonds and 

tax incentives are joined together, despite the fact that the politics and the cost to the community 

are highly differential for the two tools. Typologies classify policies but provide no information 

on the relationships between policy options.  

Moreover, the typology mindset often assumes that each public policy problem has a 

single policy solution. For example, McGuire (1999, p. 157) states “The proposed model is based 

on the assumption that city officials adopt a development policy because they feel it will provide 

the best fit for the city’s particular situation.” Typologies focus on a single policy to fix a 

particular solution and therefore will always be lacking descriptive and predictive power in 

multidimensional problem spaces. This bias towards a single, optimal policy leads researchers to 

unrealistic results and oversimplified models of local decision-making. Beyond the standard 

internal and external determinates associated with adoption, cities may base policies on what best 

compliments the policies already in place in an incremental fashion as opposed to starting with a 

blank slate and picking the best overall option. The adoption of policies may also be based on 

optimizing loopholes in state restrictions. Most states forbid 100% tax abatements and ID bond 

promotions, but local politicians may be able to get a business 100% or even more by combining 

a series of incentives together in a bundle and bypassing each incentive’s individual restrictions. 

A proper theory of policy adoption must take into account interdependencies for explaining the 

determinants of adoption and in order to properly evaluate the usefulness of each of the tools.  

Factor analysis, cluster analysis, and indexes exclude the mechanisms that drive joint 

policy instrument implementation. The authors or the data are choosing the grouping patterns 

prior to analysis and therefore many of the conditional relationships are missed. The next section 

of my dissertation focuses on building a theory of policy tool bundling. Why would localities 

choose a specific set of policies to entice a firm as opposed to an individual incentive of roughly 
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equal value? The chapter following my theory of policy tool bundling develops a rarely used 

statistical model termed a multivariate probit which estimates numerous policy choices 

simultaneously without aggregating or collapsing data and is therefore an optimal choice for the 

study of policy tool bundling.  

 

2.6 Previous work on economic policy tool bundling 

 
The empirical work considering bundles of tools is extremely limited in the economic 

development arena. Wassmer (1994) actually estimates the effect of a package of economic 

incentives including ID bonds, manufacturing property tax abatements, development authorities, 

and tax increment financing in Michigan. However, instead of measuring the individual 

contribution of all of these policies or checking to see if there were tradeoffs between the tools, 

Wassmer combines all incentives into one cost measure for his analysis.  

Lewis (2002) is the closest research to policy tool bundling in the economic incentive 

policy sphere. Lewis considers four land growth policy tools simultaneously in a seemingly 

unrelated regression. However, the correlations/covariance between the models is not even 

reported. Indeed, Lewis treats the different policy tools simultaneously as a control, but neither 

hypothesizes relations between the variable nor offers any evidence as to the impact of running 

such a model. Additionally, Lewis’s study is cross sectional and lacks for the ability to estimate 

the impact of previous policy choices on adoptions.  
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CHAPTER 3 

A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR POLICY TOOL BUNDLING 

 

 

 

 

While the policy diffusion literature provides typologies for investigating the interactions 

among policies, no research incorporates multiple, codependent policies. Furthermore, the four 

types of associations (independent, complementary, substitutes, and contingent) derived from the 

policy diffusion literature fail to provide a motivation for these relationships, as no variables are 

provided to predict these interactions (Mahajan & Peterson, 1985). This section provides several 

general motivational and strategic explanations for why policies would be packaged together and 

how this impacts the political economy of the decision.  

 

3.1 Motivations 

 
Policy bundling can result from economic, political, or administrative incentives. The 

logic for each of these motivations is considered below.  

 

3.1.1 Economic Motivation 

Classical economic theory would suggest that incentives are bundled optimally to 

maximize economic gains. Economically rational local governments choose the mix of policies 

that are most cost effective through calculation of marginal revenue, trial and error, or by means 

of analyzing other jurisdiction’s programs. In the most simplistic of terms, policymakers would 

calculate the marginal cost of each additional incentive and choose to implement policies where 

the marginal benefit was greater than the marginal cost. If the cost and benefits could not be 

calculated, policymakers could try adding and subtracting policies to determine which work 

together. The most likely course of action is that cities would study the results of existing 

programs because it is the often the cheapest, easiest, and frequently the quickest method of 

evaluating the programs. Classical economic motivation requires that compliments and 

substitutions be chosen in a rational matter based on the expected value to society.  
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Economically optimal bundling is a logically appealing explanation but also an 

oversimplified version of reality. It assumes a high degree of information and rationality. 

Economically optimal bundling is synonymous with the idea that cities do a cost benefit analysis 

on policies, which the literature clearly states rarely occurs (Barnekov & Hart, 1993; Bartik, 

1994; Buss & Yancer, 1999; Sands, et al., 2006; Wiewel & Persky, 1995). The classical 

economic motivation also assumes that the unique effect of each incentive can be calculated for 

periodic evaluation. However, there is no reason to believe that the marginal impact of these 

policies is independent which makes the mathematics difficult to calculate.  

Under classical economic assumptions, players have total information concerning the 

payoffs of each incentive and they also have precise understanding of what strategies other 

actors, particularly surrounding cities, will play. This is termed common knowledge in most 

game theory literature. But do economic motivations necessarily have to be rational? A less 

restrictive economic motivation for economic development is that cities maximize based on 

expectations, but these expectations may not be realistic (Lewis & Neiman, 2009). This concept 

is related to McGuire’s (1999) proposal that cities strategically adopt policies that provide the 

best fit. The basic underpinnings of maximization based on expectations are that city 

policymakers choose policies based on their long run plans in an attempt to make economic 

profits, but the plans are based on incomplete information and policies may have uncertain 

results. Maximizing based off expectations allows imperfect information and irrational behavior 

to impact adoption but keeps the overall intent of producing economic gains for the city.  

Efficiency motivations also lead to efforts to attain economies of scale. The use of one 

policy may lower the marginal cost of specific other policy instruments from an administrative 

point of view. Implementing numerous policies with similar structures such as low-cost loans 

and grants may be a cheaper method of arranging economic incentives than plans that require a 

range of activities such as tax increment financing, grants, and land giveaways. The economies 

of scale argument for bundling is likely to occur under Mahajan and Peterson’s (1985) concept 

of contingent policies because the marginal cost of an additional policy is based on the additional 

administrative cost of previous policies. Bundling based on economies of scale is driven by the 

homogeneity among policies and not necessarily the cost-benefit analysis of the policy.  

Diseconomies of scale may also be present and influence the choice of incentives. While 

economies of scale allow reduced cost as the number of policies increase, diseconomies of scale 
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are factors that raise the adoption cost. The foremost diseconomy is duplication. A city that 

already has loan guarantees might not gain any competitive advantage from adopting low interest 

loans because the policies are focused on the same economic development instrument. The city 

might attract more businesses by diversifying into a wider range of policies, such as 

infrastructure, and tax abatements to compliment the loan policy already in place. Other 

diseconomies of scale include the cost of communication between agencies if incentives are not 

centrally housed and in rare cases the possibility that incentives may be working against each 

other. Incentives working against each other are more likely in areas of high growth where an 

additional development project might take away from previous giveaways, such as a new plant 

with higher wages recruiting skilled labor from other businesses in the area.  

 

3.1.2 Political Motivation 

Policies may also be bundled in order to maximize political benefits to internal 

constituencies. In particular, elected officials with narrow short-term electoral interests may seek 

to use policies to target benefits to key constituencies (Clinger & Feiock, 1995; Steinacker, 

2002). Policy tools such as tax abatement and ID bonds could be used to sway political support 

because they are narrowly focused on single industries or individual clients. These politically 

optimal bundles are particularly useful when employed to bypass legal restrictions. Most states 

prohibit 100% tax abatements and 100% ID bond funding, but cities can offer partial incentives 

of both types in order to reach 100%. In this manner, incentives may be combined together to 

create politically optimal policy bundles for officials even if the cost to society exceeds the 

benefit. District representation in particular is expected to lead to the support of narrow 

constituencies.  

Political party membership is more difficult to theorize in terms of economic 

development and has received mixed results in the few studies that include partisanship as an 

explanatory variable at the local level. Surveys that ask individual policymakers their political 

affiliation have found some evidence of a partisan impact in that democrats view economic 

policies to have a negative impact (Clingermayer & Feiock, 1995). One reason why so few 

studies even consider partisanship is the inability to measure it accurately at the local level. City 

level voting pattern data is scarce and usually only available at the county level if one is prepared 

to download the data state by state. Moreover, since most local elections are nonpartisan, the best 
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we can hope for is the percent democratic presidential or congressional vote. A better measure 

would be the partisan makeup of the city council, the party membership of the mayor, and 

whether the city administrator was appointed under a republican or a democratic local 

administration. This level of detail is absent, thus we must either accept aggregation bias by 

using a county level measure of vote for a national office or neglect the variable and exclude it.  

Even if political partisanship were available the logic behind it is muddled. Clingermayer 

and Feiock (1995) predict Democrats will support economic development policy because of its 

distributional consequences, yet the only significant finding they find is in the reverse direction. 

However, this predicament is not unreconcilable. While Democrats do tend to favor 

redistributive programs and government intervention into the economy, they also tend to support 

controls on the free market, corperate taxes, and are against corperate handouts. Republicans 

tend to support free markets and fiscal conservatism, but they are also pro buisness and tend to 

support tax exemptions for companies. Economic development as an idea is not easily classified 

into a Republican or Democrat category.  

 

3.1.3 Administrative Motivation 

Professional public administrators have administrative and professional norms which 

may lead them to favor specific policy bundles. One of the classic rationales for professional 

public management is to avoid the spoils system and the political favoritism it provides towards 

special interests. The professional norms associated with public administration serve as a 

deterrent to the adoption of possibly harmful politicized policies. Public managers’ motives are 

not purely altruistic however, and professional advancement also plays a key role in policy 

decisions. City managers who adopt economic development policies that improve the fiscal 

position of the community are able to advance their careers and enrich their professional 

reputation. Previous literature has demonstrated a pro-development bias in manager/council 

forms of government (McCabe, Feiock, Clingermayer, & Stream, 2008; Stein, 1990). Thus, 

professional management may shield administrative decisions from political intervention by 

elected officials and special interests but still promote community interests (McCabe, et al., 

2008; Miller, 2000).  

Regardless of whether administrators are motivated to adopt sound development policies 

by a public service ethos or advancement of their careers, several administrative strategies 
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impact the bundling choice. The primary issue is contract management. Most economic 

development policies are contracts, where the city puts up some resources in return for increased 

employment. Some of the most famous failures of development packages from the 1980’s, 

including Ypsilanti, MI and Yonkers, NY, are cases where industries formally promised 

employment numbers and firm relocation and then reneged. In both of these famous cases, the 

cities tried to take the businesses to court in order to recoup losses from breach of contract and in 

both cases the cities lost because of poorly negotiated and vague agreements.  

Since the early experiences in cities like Ypsilanti, cities have strived to make economic 

development agreements into legally enforceable contracts (Ziance, 1998). Ziance includes 

contract cancelations, clawbacks, penalties, and recalibrations of subsidies as the major tools for 

contract enforcement. Of these, penalties are the most difficult to legally enforce, partially 

because in all the other situations the city is still has partial ownership of the resources at stake. 

Therefore, professional administrators will prefer incentives where the city retains some 

ownership. Of the incentives considered in this analysis, free land is almost always provided in 

the form of a lease where the company slowly buys the property at a reduced rate, but the city or 

development authority retain ownership until the deal is complete. This type of arrangement 

gives the city a contractual advantage.  

Another aspect of contracting is performance measurement and monitoring costs. The 

city and the firm must agree upon clearly defined expectations in regard to the additional number 

of jobs provided or the longevity with which the firm will relocate. Profession al administrators 

will prefer performance measures that are effortlessly and inexpensively collected with periodic 

frequency. This issue becomes particularly tedious when part-time and season employment 

figures are included. If the firm pays them as contractors, then tax records may be lacking and 

auditing the firm’s performance agreement would be difficult. Another problem could be annual 

reporting as companies might hire additional workers before Christmas but offer few additional 

jobs at other times of the year.  

Monitoring costs are not solely linked to the contract, but also to the bureaucratic 

institutional design. If the city has a separate economic development office to oversee all policies 

simultaneously, then the internal management costs will be lower than if several agencies must 

coordinate policies while each monitors their incentive separately. A centralized economic 

development department also provides more accountability but might also lack some technical 
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sophistication in certain areas. For instance, economic development staff will probably know the 

finances behind tax incentives better than the details concerned with individual rules in an 

expedited permitting process.  

These technocratic administrative skills impact policy bundling by pushing policymakers 

to use goods where the city retains ownership, performance measurement is efficient and 

accurate, and coordination problems are limited. In practice, free land based on firm longevity is 

easily measured and the development authority retains oversight. However, if the city has an 

economic development department separate from the land authority, coordination problems 

might occur. If the city has a planning department in addition to a land authority and an 

economic development authority, then we might expect that the economic development 

department would prefer to bundle with either the land authority or the permitting department but 

not both in order to minimize administrative costs.  

 

3.1.4 Strategies 

Many contend that economic development policies are a spurious mix frequently termed 

the “everything and the kitchen sink” approach. Descriptive plots of the data tend to show cities 

with many or no economic development policies, which leads to an all or nothing concept of 

adoption. Additionally, the numerous inconsistent typologies that have been developed add to the 

perception that adoption is not deliberate. This strategy of using all policies available is not 

necessarily irrational or random. Using all possible options and hoping anything works may be 

the most rational choice available in some instances. It may be a signal to the business 

community that the city is willing to negotiate incentive packages to fit the needs of the industry. 

Using all possible policies would therefore be more likely in cities which are flexible in the type 

of industry they seek to attract as opposed to municipalities which develop land in a manner to fit 

one particular industry. Implementing all possible policies may also be risk adverse in that the 

municipality is not beholden to any particular set of programs. This determination would depend 

on the cost of administering multiple policies and the chance of them actually being used.  

Another partial explanation for the “everything and the kitchen sink” approach is 

economic cycles. Local governments naturally provide more incentive policies during economic 

downturns. If governments apply an "everything and the kitchen sink" in a random approach to 

development policies, then what appear to be bundles is not the result of strategic economic, 
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political or administrative choices, but purely coincidental patterns. This could result regardless 

of actors’ motivations where lack of information produces decision-making under uncertainty. 

However, this would not explain the many fiscally sound government who use multiple 

development policies in both the fat and lean times.  

A second reason local government policy choices may appear haphazard is path 

dependency. Path dependency plays an important role in policy choice because once a policy 

tool is implemented, it becomes embedded in the political and bureaucratic structures of the local 

political system and impacts future adoptions. This is particularly the case with incentives 

created to retain local businesses because the policies have a natural local constituency. 

Businesses tax incentives become seen as an entitlement after being enacted regardless of need 

(Reese, et al., 2010). Path dependencies are one of the few areas where policy bundling has been 

recognized. Studies of economic development have shown that adoptions behave in a cumulative 

fashion, adding on to previous policies but rarely removing ineffective incentives (Buss, 2001; 

Reese, et al., 2010; Reese & Rosenfeld, 2004) which provides one rationale for policy 

accumulation.  

The cumulative nature of path dependency may also be a form of incrementalism. Local 

governments are likely to make incremental changes to the bundle of incentives they offer over 

time because of informational limitations on policymakers (Lindblom, 1959). Administrators 

choose to make small changes in existing programs because they are risk adverse and 

governmental bureaucracies create barriers to rapid change. Incrementalism can be impacted by 

economies of scale in that policymakers know more about policies already employed and 

therefore the decision-making costs are lower for similar brands. Regardless of the reasons 

behind the incremental behavior, if policies are adopted slowly and then have a tendency to stay 

forever the end result could look haphazard even when each adoption resulted from strategic 

deliberate behavior. The incremental nature of local government coupled with the possibility of 

path dependent relationships makes a pooled time series approach to studying incentive policies 

necessary.  

Another neglected relationship is that of “lead” and “lag” policies, or to use Mahajan and 

Peterson’s (1985) term, “contingent policies.” The economic development literature tends to 

treat all economic incentives as equal. This false equality is often unintentional and unrecognized 

because the statistical techniques (particularly indexing) simply assume sameness across 
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categories. For instance, if the federal or a state government designates an enterprise zone in a 

given locality, then the municipality might want to designate local enterprise zones in the 

vicinity surrounding the original. Identification of leading policies could help local governments 

direct development planning and provide insight into the evolution of economic incentive 

policies. Tax abatements in particular have been seen as the “gateway drug” of economic 

incentives, where if abatement use is adopted then more incentives begin to surface (Anderson & 

Wassmer, 1995; Byrnes, Marvel, & Sridhar, 1999; Reese, 2006b). The problem with this recent 

literature on contingent policies is that the only lagged policy they account for is abatements. 

There could be other policies that predict abatements and therefore a missing link in this 

literatures causal chain.  

 

3.2 Specification Issues 

 
There are numerous problems that arise from not modeling the interactions among policy 

tools: underspecification, omitted variable bias, and incorrect functional form, to name a few of 

the technical issues. All of the associated problems lead to bias estimates and inaccurate results. 

An important theoretical miscalculation developing from such errors is that the amount of policy 

bundling occurring may be hidden in the data. One of the most appealing aspects of the MVP 

model is that it provides a correlation matrix for the economic incentive choices. Unlike the 

standard Pearson correlation matrix, the MVP correlation matrix is conditioned on all the 

independent variables. Consequently, we get an estimate of the association between policy tools 

for similar locales after removing the noise from the data. This can provide drastically different 

estimates from those of standard procedures and can allow us to differentiate between purposeful 

clustering of policies and an “everything and the kitchen sink” approach.  

Possibly the greatest advantage to modeling local economic development policy tools in 

bundles is to move research to a more realistic unit of analysis level. If the research leads to 

clearly defined policy bundles, then comparing groups of policies with one another would create 

more realistic comparisons and more meaningful results for practitioners. This would also open 

up new research into explaining the motivation behind choosing each basket of incentives and 

why those particular policies work in coordination.  
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3.3 Policy Bundling at a Micro Level: Development Policy Tools of Local Governments in 

Georgia 

 
This dissertation tests policy bundling in the state of Georgia. Unlike other states, 

Georgia requires all local governments to annually submit a list of policies they are using to 

foster economic development in the Government Management Indicators (GOMI) survey. This 

data is available from 2001 through 2008 on each municipality in Georgia. Only cities are 

modeled in this analysis.  

This research simultaneously estimates regression equations for four of the twelve 

economic development incentive options given in Table 1, which incorporates all of the available 

tools in the state. The list of policy instruments is self explanatory except for the QuickStart 

program which is an employee training program administered by the state which local 

governments can apply for if they meet the specified criteria. Several of the incentives listed are 

not actually choices for local governments, but are instead state or federal assistance directed 

towards local governments. State and Federal grants and loans and the QuickStart program are 

all financed from sources outside the locality on a formulaic basis. Industrial development bonds 

are frequently financed by outside entities, such as the state, but are choices that require 

applications and are not automatically granted.  

 
 

Table 3.1: Economic Incentive Options in Georgia 
 

Economic Development Policies 

Land (at little or no cost) 
Local or regional low-interest or deferred payment 
loans 

State grants and loans  

Federal grants and loans  

QuickStart program  

Subsidies  

Tax incentives  

Utilities at little or no cost 

Commitment of additional local government services 

Industrial development bonds  

Expedited permitting  

Waiver or reduction of required fees or assessments  

Other (please specify)  
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Only four incentives are considered in this dissertation. Free land, tax incentives, 

industrial development bonds, and expedited permitting are the incentives modeled in this paper. 

These four incentives were picked because they offer a diverse set of choices, they are used 

relatively frequently, and they are options available in almost all fifty states. As mentioned 

earlier, not all these programs are choices. Industries that gain federal loans do not need to go 

through cities and the cities have little discretion in the matter, therefore it makes little sense to 

model a city’s “choice” in using this or other externally guaranteed programs. Utility cost 

reductions are primarily given by the cities that own their own utilities and are an infrequent 

choice that is not generalizable to all cities. The remaining options are not modeled directly as 

choices because of computational limitations. These options have so little change in usage over 

the panel years that modeling them becomes problematic from a statistical perspective. Future 

work will attempt to model all of the choices simultaneously when more data is available.  

 

3.4 Economic Incentive Bundling Hypotheses 

 
While policies in general can be substitutes as in Mahajan & Peterson’s (1978, 1985) 

conceptualization, economic development policies are not expected to serve as replacements to 

each other. The literature shows that economic development policies are adopted cumulatively 

(Buss, 2001; Reese, et al., 2010; Reese & Rosenfeld, 2004). Instead, policies are expected to 

serve to compliment and build upon each other in a path dependent manner that leads to more 

frequent use in certain settings (Reese, et al., 2010).  

But not all compliments are equal, some policies may be used together at all times and 

others only rarely bundled together. The following section hypothesizes about the bivariate 

relationships between each pair of policies. While bundling can propagate any number of ties 

between policies, bivariate relationships are the metric used in the multivariate probit model 

described in the next section. Suffice it is to say that while bundling estimates are reported in the 

form of bivaraite correlations, higher order bundles such as three way relationships are accounted 

for by the Gibbs sampler and the simultaneous equations.  

The provision of free land is a frequently used tool in local economic development. It is 

often part of a package with tax rebates or other financing options such as bonds, so an average 

sized positive correlation (~.5) is expected between these policies. Many building permit issues 
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associated with development concern zoning. Land use problems can be avoided if local 

governments provide development ready land. Therefore, the relationship between free land and 

permitting assistance is expected to be positive but small.  

H1: Free land is expected to be bundled with tax incentives and industrial development 

bonds an average amount of the time.  

H2: Free land is expected to be bundled with expedited permitting infrequently.  

Tax incentives and industrial bonds are frequently employed as part of an incentive 

packages. Industrial development bonds are often backed by a multijurisdictional or regional 

development authority which controls how much assistance is provided. Tax incentives can be 

used to supplement ID bonds with funds directly from the local government. Since neither ID 

bonds nor tax abatements are allowed to cover all operating cost of a new firm individually, they 

are frequently pair together in order to bypass statutory limits of the individual tools. 

Additionally, both incentives can be targeted at individual firms and narrow constituencies. 

Therefore, a high positive correlation is expected between the two incentives.  

H3: Tax incentives and industrial development bonds are expected to be frequently used 

compliments with a high correlation.  

Permitting assistance, unlike the other options considered here, is relatively inexpensive 

for local governments to implement. While taxes and bonds require highly formalized 

procedures and arrangements, permitting assistance can sometimes be carried out in less formal 

venues. Because of the low financial and political costs associated with permitting, we expect it 

to be used commonly with both tax and bond incentives.  

H4: Permitting assistance is expected to be bundled with tax incentives and ID bonds an 

average amount of the time.  

 The above relationships are all contemporaneous, however bundling can also occur 

sequentially. In each of the prediction equations we also include the lagged duration of each of 

the other policy variables to test for any contingent relationships. There is little theory to guide 

joint use of policies as the only policy that has been tested as a lagged predictor is tax incentives 

(Anderson & Wassmer, 1995; Byrnes, et al., 1999; Reese, 2006b). The logic behind tax 

abatements as the contingent policy makes sense for other tax incentive and finance policies such 

as ID bonds because it is possibly the most renown and utilized policy and thus the incentive 

local governments tend to adopt first. However, numerous incentives exist which are less costly 
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and easier to implement, such as expedited permitting. Permitting assistance does not require 

council approval, is less political, and usually can be accomplished without additional resources. 

Logically, the policy that is most accessible would predate the more politically charged and 

difficult to implement incentives. Therefore, I offer two hypotheses considering contingent 

policies. The first is that expedited permitting is employed prior to all other policies. Second, tax 

incentives are employed prior to ID bonds and free land as is found in the previous literature.  

H5: The previous adoption of permitting assistance will be positively related to the 

adoption of all other policies.  

H6: The previous adoption of tax incentives will be positively related to the adoption of 

ID bonds and free land.  

 

3.5 Economic Development in a Political Market Framework 

 
The previous section describes my central hypotheses regarding the bundling of 

economic incentive policies. However, in order to appropriately test the bundling phenomenon, 

each incentive’s internal and external determinants must be explained. I apply the political 

market framework to determine the independent variables necessary to explain each individual 

adoption choice along with the effect of bundling. While numerous frameworks could have been 

applied in connection with the bundling theory I’ve provided above, the political market 

frameworks’ flexibility and focus on existing policies already in place made it a consummate 

choice.  

While a sufficient list of explanatory variables is provided below, formal hypotheses are 

not labeled for each of these variables. Considering there are four simultaneous regressions being 

estimated each with twenty-three covariates and a four by four correlation matrix, over one 

hundred hypotheses would be necessary if each were to be given an in-depth treatment. While 

the number of hypotheses is restrictive, the reason for not providing more than a brief logic for 

the inclusion of each variable remains that the focus of this dissertation is on the bundling and all 

the independent variables are merely controls. In the cases of tax incentives and industrial 

development bonds, almost all of these or equivalent measures have been tested numerous times. 

Conversely in the case of free land and permitting assistance, there are no adoption studies to 

base hypotheses upon. The policy determinates literature for these two incentives have focused 
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on indexes and other amalgamated measures of intensity which only marginally relate to these 

policy tools directly. I provide logical relationships for some of the independent variables in 

relation to free land and permitting, but these can all be considered controls as this is the first 

paper to measure their direct impact on adoption.  

 

3.6 Independent Variables and Hypotheses 

 

The first variable considered is form of government. Mayor council relationships have 

been tied to short-term horizons and therefore the prospect of self-serving, opportunistic policy 

choices (Clarke & Gaile, 1998; Reese, et al., 2010; Sharp, 1991; Steinacker, 2002). Manager 

council form of government is expected to be less inclined to adopt symbolic policies, but to 

promote development policies that produce economic development because of professional 

norms and improving personal reputation and chances for advancement (Feiock, Tavares, & 

Lubell, 2008; McCabe, et al., 2008; Stein, 1990). Professional public managements’ ability to 

deter opportunistic policies in the area of economic development has been previously identified 

in the literature by Feiock et al. (2003). The contention made in this paper is that city managers 

prefer certain types of economic development polices. We expect city manager form of 

governments to prefer permitting assistance because it is a smart growth form of economic 

development with little direct cost, low risk, less opportunity for political opportunism, and 

within the span of control of the professional manager. We expect city managers to prefer ID 

bonds because they do not directly cost the city any revenue and often have some obligatory 

requirements to prevent abuse. We expect city managers not to favor tax incentive policies since 

they directly cost the community and serve narrow interests.  

SubH1a: City manager form of government is expected to be positively associated with 

permitting assistance.  

SubH1b: City manager form of government is expected to be positively associated with 

industrial development bonds.  

SubH1c: City manager form of government is expected to be negatively associated with 

tax incentives.  

The city/county council serves as the legislative unit for local governments and while 

party membership on these boards is unavailable, the size of the council and nature of the 
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election of these representatives are attainable. The size of the council is included as a control for 

barriers to decision making or policy adoption with the expectation that larger boards make the 

adoption of any incentive more difficult. At-large representation is expected to deter 

constituency-based politics and dissuade the use of tax abatements and other forms of narrow, 

industry-specific handouts. District representation is expected to support opportunistic economic 

incentives because those elected have a smaller group of constituents to which they are 

accountable and they are more inclined to follow minority interests (Feiock, Clingermayer, 

Stream, McCabe, & Ahmend, 2001; Langbein, Crewson, & Brasher, 1996; Welch & Bledsoe, 

1988). District representation is expected to lead to policies that target narrow constituencies in 

specific geographic areas such as free land and industrial development bonds because of their 

selective constituencies.  

SubH2: As city council size increases, the likelihood of adoption of all incentives is 

expected to decrease.  

SubH3a: District representation is expected to be positively related to the free land 

incentive.  

SubH3b: District representation is expected to be positively related to the industrial 

development bond incentive.  

SubH3c: District representation is expected to be positively related to the tax incentives.  

Supply of policy outcomes is limited by political will and fiscal ability. Almost all 

research into economic development finds fiscal health to be a key determinant (Bowman, 1988; 

Cable, et al., 1993; Clarke & Gaile, 1998; Clingermayer & Feiock, 1990b; Donovan, 1993; 

Feiock & Clingermayer, 1992; Feiock, et al., 2003; Fleischmann, et al., 1992; Pagano & 

Bowman, 1992; Pelissero & Fasenfest, 1989; Reese, et al., 2010; Rubin, 1986; Rubin & Rubin, 

1987; Sharp, 1991; Sharp & Elkins, 1991). Local governments operate under stringent balanced 

budget requirements that prevent excessive debt for development purposes. The first budgetary 

measure of fiscal health is the log of long term city debt and it expected to be positively related 

to economic incentive adoption. A second and related measure is the fiscal effort index provided 

by the Georgia Department of Community Affairs which is an appraisal collected revenue 

compared to potential revenue sources in the city. The fiscal effort index captures short term 

resources available as opposed to the long term debt obligations. We expect that cities with 

higher fiscal capacity are less in need of economic development policy expenditures.  
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SubH2a: Jurisdictions with higher long-term debt are expected to adopt more incentives 

in general. 

SubH2b: Jurisdictions with higher fiscal effort are less likely to adopt economic 

incentives.  

Managerial and administrative capacity will influence both the number of policies and 

sophistication level of the policy bundle for each local government. This variable has been 

conceptualized several ways in previous studies, including centralized decision authority, 

separate economic development departments, or as it is here regarding the staffing levels and has 

always been found to be positively related to adoption (Donovan, 1993; Feiock, et al., 2003; 

Green & Fleischmann, 1991; Reese, 1997). One caveat concerning this hypotheses is that 

endogeneity is a problem. Cities may hire economic development staff because they plan on 

expanding policy options or they may have more staff and therefore are able to produce more 

incentives. Unfortunately, this problem is neglected in this study because almost no change 

occurs in this variable over the ten year span of this study. As a proxy variable for administrative 

capacity, I include a dummy variable indicating if the city has full time economic development 

staff. Cities with specific economic development staff are expected to be associated with higher 

degrees of adoption. In particular, full time economic development staff is expected to be 

associated with high degrees of permit assistance as they have predisposed bureaucratic 

influence. A second measure of economic development capacity is a dummy variable indicating 

whether the city is a member of an economic development authority. These authorities help to 

provide cost savings to members by pooling resources and provide specialized staffs.  

SubH3: Jurisdictions with separate economic development staff are expected to adopt 

more incentives in general. 

SubH4: Jurisdictions with membership in economic development authorities are expected 

to adopt more incentives in general. 

 The demand side of the political marketplace is driven by multiple social characteristics 

and completion between different political groups. Almost all of the specialized independent 

variables associated with each equation represent different demand factions. Demand for 

employment is measured by the tax tier variable. The tax tier determines Georgia’s Job Tax 

Credit program funds for each locality. Unemployment, income, and poverty rate are all used to 

create this scale by the state government and lower levels of the variable indicate higher levels of 
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funding and need. Since unemployment data is only available at the county level, this variable 

serves as a proxy.  

SubH5: Jurisdictions with lower tax tiers are expected to adopt more incentives. 

Policy diffusion for purposes of policy learning and economic competition are both 

expected to influence adoption (Berry & Berry, 2006). Policy adoption and the influence of 

neighboring jurisdictions has been a consistent finding across all of the economic development 

literature (Donovan, 1993; Feiock, et al., 2003; Green & Fleischmann, 1991; Reese, 1997). Cities 

watch when neighboring jurisdictions adopt incentives to see if they are working. Cities also 

receive pressure from firms considering location decisions when negotiating a bundle of 

development incentives. Therefore, concurrent with the former literature, we expect the diffusion 

variable to be significant and positive for all incentives. The one caveat on this hypothesis is that 

permitting assistance may not be as visible as the other policy options which require formal 

contracts. Therefore, the policy diffusion variable is likely going to have less effect on permitting 

assistance, but is nonetheless expected to be positive in direction.  

SubH6: Policy diffusion will have a positive impact on the adoption of all incentives.  

Path dependency could be considered both a supply and demand side factor. Path 

dependency limits supply options because it is politically and possibly economically expensive 

to overcome (Arthur, 1990; North, 1990, 2005). Path dependency also entrenches special 

interests who favor the policy into protective, organized groups. Path dependency has been found 

to play a major role in the continued usage of economic development policies after initial 

adoption (Reese, et al., 2010).The choice concerning how to account for these dynamics is 

complicated. Both lagged dependent variables and a single measure of policy duration were 

considered (Beck, Epstein, Jackman, & O’Halloran., 2001), and the duration variable seemed to 

provide more sensible results and make more theoretical sense considering we expect the length 

a policy has been in place to impact how entrenched the policy becomes. The lags and duration 

models both showed that a four year time horizon was appropriate. Therefore the data set was 

truncated to 2004 in order to allow for a four year lag in the dependent variable as measured by 

the duration variable.  

The common usage of path dependency which I covered previously is what Page (2006) 

terms state dependency, but a second source of path dependency is what Page terms PHAT 

dependency. PHAT dependency is basically path dependency based on a set of previous choices, 
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but unlike other forms of path dependency the order of the choices does not matter only the set of 

previous decisions at any time period. In economic development instrument adoption, this is part 

of Mahajan & Peterson’s (1978, 1985) idea of contingent policies concept, but not completely 

the same since Page’s theory is more general. Both forms of path dependency are expected to be 

present in this analysis as previous adoption of the policy in question is expected to have a 

positive impact on future adoption while the previous set of policies in place is also expected to 

influence adoption in any period. For this reason, a lagged dependent variable for each 

competing policy is included in all the adoption equations. In the final model, this will also be 

shifted to be a lagged latent value.  

While the adoption of only four policies is being modeled, the other available policies in 

Georgia are included in the analysis as independent variables. Additional economic development 

policies in Georgia include local or regional low-interest or deferred payment loans, state grants 

and loans, federal grants and loans, QuickStart program, subsidies, utilities at little or no cost, 

commitment of additional local government services, and waiver or reduction of required fees or 

assessments. Instead of simple binary indicators, each of these is measured using a duration 

variable as are the previous policy variables for the four dependent variables.  

Federal grants, state grants, and the Quickstart program are rarely policy choices and are 

typically a matter of meeting the qualifications for the intergovernmental aid. These three 

intergovernmental transfer programs offer cities a method of promoting development at minimal 

direct cost to the community. Cities which strategically adopt external policies for the promotion 

of economic development would pursue industrial development bonds for the same reason. 

Additionally, industrial development bonds often have similar state mandated minimal 

requirements, but unlike block grants bonds must be applied for and actively sought after by the 

local government or economic development authority. I expect that cities who have adopted 

federal grants, state grants, or the Quickstart program will be more likely to employ industrial 

development bonds.  

Sub7: Other externally funded policies including state grants, federal grants, and the 

Quickstart program are expected to be positively related to the adoption of industrial 

development bonds.  

The impact of other policy options is frequently missing from most policy adoption 

studies (Berry & Berry, 2006) and therefore there is little theory to guide individualized 
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hypotheses for each policy option. Consequently, these other policies are controlled for in this 

study, but are not explicitly hypothesized to have any relationship with the dependent variables. 

These variables are included theoretically to account for other policies but the precise 

relationships are unknown and therefore the other policies are included on an exploratory basis.  

Political partisanship has received mixed support at the state level and no little support at 

the local level. There are several logical reasons why political party membership might not work 

in adoption models. One reason political party membership is difficult to measure at the local 

level because offices are nonpartisan and even when political affiliations do exist they are not 

centrally located. A second measurement issue is that most states only provide election results by 

county, which incorporates aggregation bias when analyzing cities. A third problem is that local 

elections are often not scheduled at the same time as more prominent statewide elections, which 

allows small minorities to have undue influence in local electoral politics (Berry, 2009). There 

are also some reasons which are particular to economic development. In general, Republicans are 

seen as small government and pro business. Economic incentives split this ideology by having 

government intrude into markets to build local businesses. Democrats are also split because of 

their ideological support for government intervention and their abhorrence of private sector 

abuses such as corporate welfare. Therefore we include county level party voting percentages as 

a control, but we do not expect them to have any significant impact because of measurement 

error from aggravation bias and an unclear political ideological linkage between party and 

support for economic incentives.  

Some additional control variables will be included in the analysis. A dummy variable for 

each year is included in the analysis. The population and percent of citizens with a four year 

degree are included as controls1.  

                                                 
1 Population, income, and race were all dropped due to excessive multicollinearity.  
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CHAPTER 4 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

 

 

 

 

4.1 Data 

 
 I use pooled, longitudinal data to examine the codependences among economic incentive 

policies in the state of Georgia. Since the year 2000, Georgia has administered the Government 

Management Indicators (GOMI) survey to all local governments annually. The instrument 

inquires about a broad range of local government operations including planning, service delivery, 

and the main focus of this dissertation, economic development. The survey asks administrators to 

indicate which of the twelve most prominent economic incentives they currently provide. 

Additionally, the Georgia Department of Community Affairs (DCA) collects facts from all 

localities in the state and records the data on the website http://www.dca.ga.gov/. All the data 

used in this study except election results are available from the DCA, even though some of it is 

gathered by other agencies, such as the U.S Census Bureau, and then reported on their website. 

The DCA website houses all the GOMI surveys and independent variables after 2004. The data 

for cities prior to 2004 are available from the DCA upon request. The election data were 

downloaded from the Georgia Secretary of State’s webpage at 

http://sos.georgia.gov/elections/election_results/default.htm.  

The GOMI survey is sent out to all local governments, mainly cities and counties. The 

unit of analysis for this dissertation is cities. The GOMI data sets cover all 534 cities in the state 

of Georgia even though the number of cities responding to the GOMI survey changes over the 

years. However, many of the independent variables used in the analysis are only available for 

cities large enough to get census figures. Only 308 of the cities in the GOMI survey were sizable 

enough to be included in the analysis. While all ten years of data are technically utilized, the use 

of five years of lagged values limits the working set to five years of data on all cities in Georgia. 

A comprehensive treatment of specific data measurement issues and missing data is included in 

the next chapter.  
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While analyzing economic development in a single state may ostensibly appear as a 

limitation, there are several distinct advantageous to doing so. The main argument for a state 

specific study is that all state places specific limits on the economic development tools used by 

local governments. For example, in the state of New York, tax increment financing can be used 

for anything from development to school band uniforms while in Florida it is limited solely to 

infrastructure improvements. States have enormous influence over the choice set and the amount 

spent on for each policy choice and analyzing only Georgia allows these higher level rules to be 

held constant across municipalities.  

States not only have limits on which policies can be utilized, but many states have 

specific programs which are completely unique. For instance, Georgia’s QuickStart program for 

training employees is not available in other states. Excluding these state specific policies and 

focusing on only universal policies is tantamount to omitted variable bias as these programs are 

important factors in the decision making process. Examining a single state provides the 

opportunity to have an inclusive set of policy options that multistate and national surveys often 

neglect or ignore.  

Each state also has distinct regulatory agencies along with public/private economic 

development organizations. The amount of assistance or interference a locality receives in 

promoting growth will be similar within the same state whereas it may be very different between 

them. By focusing solely on a single state, I can assume similar decision structures and problem 

characteristics across jurisdictions. A benefit of researching the state of Georgia is that local 

governments have high levels of service responsibility and less interference from state agencies. 

However, Georgia requires greater transparency and reports more information on cities which 

indicates Georgia is a state where cities can make relatively free decisions, but are held to a 

standard of accountability.  

The final advantage to studying a single state is the ability to have a full range of 

explanatory variables over time. The longitudinal nature of the study allows us to predict the 

influence of previous and current economic policy choices while avoiding spurious relationships. 

Most states are neglectful in recording information on local governments, but Georgia’s ample 

supply of data makes a single state study superior to a survey research design. For instance, 

gathering information on membership in regional economic agencies would be tedious if not 

impossible nationally, but is accessible for Georgia. Single state analysis also permits a census of 
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local governments as opposed to random sampling. Having information for each locality and its 

neighbor is particularly important as competition is seen as a driving force in local development 

(Tiebout, 1956). Confining the study to Georgia allows the incorporation of diffusion variables 

and geographic competition into the analysis.  

This is not to say that focusing on a single state does produce numerous limitations to the 

generalizability of the study. Georgia has some unique incentives that are unavailable in other 

states (such as the QuickStart program), it is more politically conservative than the nation as a 

whole, and it has smaller counties with fewer cities than many other states. However, Georgia is 

the only state with the detailed, longitudinal data necessary to test the hypotheses. Additionally, 

in order to incorporate geographic competition from the diffusion variable I must limit the 

sampling frame to a reasonable area. 

 

4.2 Methods 

 
The method used in this paper is multivariate probit (MVP) analysis (Ashford & Sowden, 

1970). The MVP is a system of binary response models with correlated errors, very similar to 

seemingly unrelated regressions (SUR) when the dependent variable is continuous (Zellner, 

1962). The MVP model is different from a multinomial probit/ logit because respondents can 

pick any subset of items from a choice set instead of simply choosing one option. More formally, 

the MVP model is the following system of equations: 

 

 

Where ymi is a set of dummy variables indicating the presence of economic incentive m. The i 

subscript represents the individual observations for each city. The subscript k symbolizes the 

regression covariates, with k=1 signifying the intercept. The MVP model permits different sets 

of independent variables to be used for each equation and can also accommodate fixing 
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parameters to be the same value across incentive types, but neither of these properties was 

employed in this analysis. Each error term emi is correlated with the other models. This 

correlation is modeled using a multivariate normal distribution (MVN) with mean zero and 

covariance matrix Σ. The correlation among the errors captures the complementary nature of 

each pair of incentives. The model used in this paper has m=4 economic incentives and k=23 

covariates including the intercept. This equates to 130 parameters to estimate.  

The MVP model has historically been underutilized because of computational difficulties 

whenever the number of choices is above three (Amemiya, 1985; Greene, 2003). The normal 

distribution assumptions underlying the model make correlations between equations and model 

coefficients easy to interpret, but higher order derivatives of the multivariate normal distribution 

are arduous to solve in a maximum likelihood framework without making additional assumptions 

(Ochi & Prentice, 1984). Recently, the MVP model has received considerable attention in 

medicine, finance, and particularly marketing (Ainslie & Rossi, 1998; Chib & Greenberg, 1998; 

Manchanda, Ansari, & Gupta, 1999; Seetharaman, et al., 2005; Stefanescu & Turnbull, 2005). 

These modern applications have shifted away from maximum likelihood estimation and are 

using generalized estimation equations or Bayesian techniques. Bayesian estimation is 

particularly suited to high dimensional choices (Rossi, Allenby, & McCulloch, 2005) and is used 

in this application because the dependent variable has four possible choices.  

 The major methodological advance from the MVP model is its allowance for the 

estimation and testing of correlation among separate regressions. Unless the researcher includes 

unique covariates for each equation, the MVP model will produce coefficient estimates similar to 

running each of the probit regressions individually. The covariance matrix produced by the MVP 

model improves efficiency and reduces standard errors but does not dramatically impact the 

parameter estimates. The major improvement of the MVP model lies in the additional 

information provided by the correlation matrix. A negative correlation will indicate substitutable 

goods while a positive correlation signifies complementary policy options. Most of the previous 

studies on the use of different economic incentives have used some form of grouping, be it a 

single index or multiple categories. Information is lost in these aggregation methods and policies 

with similar usage patterns are treated equivalently even if they are being bundled for very 

different reasons. The MVP model does not lose information in the aggregation process as do the 
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previously indicated methods and it allows researchers to gain a more complex understanding of 

the choice mechanisms.  

 Another clear advantage of the MVP model is the researcher’s ability to include separate 

sets of covariates for each equation. For instance, a loss of construction jobs might predict 

infrastructure improvements but not enterprise zone creation because of constituencies within the 

city that benefit from the infrastructure contracts. This particular aspect of the MVP is exploited 

by the diffusion variable for each equation. Each diffusion variable is uniquely calculated based 

on the dependent variable. So while all four models have a diffusion variable, it is not the same 

variable.  

 

4.3 Measuring Time Effects 

 

  The MVP model estimated in this dissertation has pooled data and must account for 

repeated measures over time. Random effects estimation is frequently used with categorical 

panel data, but it is inappropriate when serial correlation is present (Wooldridge, 2002). 

Moreover, random and fixed effect models effectively remove time by detrending the data. In 

this analysis, the time effects and the dynamics are of key interest and should not be removed 

from the regression equations. Modeling the dynamics of qualitative dependent variables is not 

straightforward and several methods exist. The most simplistic of these methods is to lag the 

binary response. However, the binary outcome is by definition a proxy measure for a latent 

variable (Agresti, 2002; Maddala, 1983), and thus we introduce measurement error into the 

independent variable set by using its lag. This study employs a duration measure to remove serial 

correlation (Beck, Katz, & Tucker, 1998). Since economic development policies rarely are 

disbanded, the model is only really focused on the adoption, or the positive dynamics and not the 

negative. While the MVP model only includes years 2005-2009, the duration variable begins in 

the year 2000 and can therefore be considered to incorporate lagged information.  

The duration measure used for this dissertation is a reasonable fix, but possibly not the 

optimal solution. Beck, et al. (1998) attempt a simple duration and duration transformed using a 

cubic spline. Only the simple duration measure is used here because it is easier to interpret and 

theoretically the cubic spline is unnecessary in this case. The spline is necessary to model the 

nonlinearities from people dropping a policy and then starting again. Since economic 
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development is infrequently abandoned, this effect is negligible. Probably the most optimal form 

of time adjustment would be through a lagged latent variable (Beck, et al., 2001). Unfortunately, 

a lagged latent variable is not possible using the MLwIN software which is used in this 

dissertation. Additionally, a lagged latent variable would be more effective and important to have 

if more policy switching were occurring. Since change over time is negligible, a duration 

measure is sufficient.  

 A more compelling threat to model validity is endogeneity. The inclusion of duration 

from five years before the panel begins adjusts for sequential endogeneity but the model still 

assumes contemporaneous endogeneity. Several administrative variables, particularly economic 

development staff and economic development authority membership, are considered predictors 

of adoption assuming they are influencing which policies are being adopted. The contrary could 

also be true, and after a city adopts a particular economic development policy they decide that 

staff is necessary to administer the program. If these variables changed over time this 

relationship could be parceled out, but unfortunately the values are mostly static. While the threat 

of endogeneity is always present, I contend that the stronger logic rests on these administrative 

variables influencing policy rather than the policy influencing staffing decisions and group 

memberships. 

 This dissertation makes use of lagged dependent variables in order to mitigate the 

possibility of endogeneity. Lagged independent variables theoretically fit most time series 

decisions as policies are based on previous experience and information is not assumed to be 

collected and analyzed simultaneously. However, lagging variables does not solve the problem 

of endogeneity even though using previous values reduces the probability of occurrence. The 

lack of change over time coupled with only ten years of available data make the threat present 

and inextricable.  

 

4.4 Why Bayesian? 

 

 Bayesian statistics offer a more logical and comprehensive approach to statistical 

reasoning compared to classical statistics (Carlin & Louis, 2000; Gelman, 1995; Gill, 2002). The 

Bayesian paradigm provides a unifying framework for estimating, testing, and selecting between 

statistical models. Bayesian estimation is based on the concept of taking existing knowledge, 
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termed a prior distribution, and updating the belief with observed data. The updated knowledge 

exists in what is labeled a posterior distribution. The advantage of a posterior distribution is that 

it contains exact sample statistics and a full account of the model uncertainty, unlike maximum 

likelihood estimation (MLE) which provides only point estimates for parameters and errors 

based on distributional assumptions. While the differences may seem abstract, obtaining a full 

posterior distribution allows Bayesians to interpret probabilities in a straightforward way, 

incorporate prior knowledge, and provides a bevy of model comparison tools unavailable in the 

classical statistics. Each of these issues is briefly discussed below, but more detailed information 

is available in any introductory Bayesian textbook (Carlin & Louis, 2000; Congdon, 2006; 

Gelman, 1995; Gill, 2002; Lynch, 2007). 

Classical statistical theory, often termed frequentist, bases inference on the long-run 

frequency of a true model with known distributions of estimators. In simplistic terms, the model 

is fixed and the data contain random error. Bayesian statistical theory switches this relationship 

and treats the observed data as the fixed quantity and conditions a random model based on these 

observed values. A simple example of how this distinction plays out in practice is studies of the 

fifty states. Under a frequentist statistical approach, data on all fifty states should be treated as a 

census because there is no error from sampling. When frequentist statistics are calculated on all 

fifty states the justification is based on a peculiar logic raising the possibility of more states being 

created. Bayesians do not need this twisted logic, because the data are fixed and a population can 

be analyzed the same as a sample. Under the Bayesian purview, the underlying process is 

random and that the researcher is updated their prior beliefs with additional information 

encapsulated within the data.  

  Making the model the random quantity to be estimated also eases interpretation of 

results. Frequentist confidence intervals are often misinterpreted as the range of the mean 95% of 

the time instead of the stating that if new samples were collected, they would include the true 

parameter 95% of the time. This decision based on collecting more samples is not the logical and 

fails to tell us the quantity we care about, which is a range of values in which we are 95% certain 

the true mean lies. Since Bayesians have the entire posterior density for each parameter, they can 

simply choose the 5th and 95th percentile and use them to create a range for the true parameter 

value. This is called a credible interval and it provides the range of values where we are 95% 
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certain the true parameter lies. One of the greatest advantageous of credible intervals is that they 

need not be normal or even symmetric, and often follow unique distributional patterns.  

 One of the main criticisms and greatest strengths of Bayesian methods is the specification 

of the prior distribution. Prior distributions allow the researcher to add in existing information 

before estimating a new model. In research areas which reuse standardized data sets, such as the 

correlates of war, this can be a powerful tool to test meaningful differences between coefficients 

on competing models as opposed to the standard equal or not equal to zero. But a more intriguing 

feature of prior distributions is they allow qualitative research, such as case studies and expert 

surveys, to be incorporated into the analysis. This is done frequently in medical studies where 

panels of doctors are asked what the expected effect of a treatment will be on a health outcome, 

but is rarely done in political science or public administration. However, the ability to combine 

qualitative and quantitative research into a comprehensive model is a key advantage of Bayesian 

thinking.  

 Critics of Bayesian statistics often attack the prior as a subjective and artificial method of 

altering statistical results. It is true that adding information to the prior is equivalent 

mathematically to adding data into the analysis. However, uninformative priors are usually 

employed and will result in the same point estimates as MLE for any analysis where both are 

equally plausible estimation techniques. Additionally, the prior distribution is inconsequential in 

any analysis with substantial amounts of data because the information in the data outweighs the 

information in the prior.  

Priors tend to have impacts in small sample cases, which are usually the same situations 

where qualitative information can be readily gathered and included in the analysis. In the case of 

small samples, priors offer a scientific method to combine multiple sources of information and 

produce statistical results which are unavailable by focusing on long-run frequencies. Priors are 

also useful in cases of high dimensional parameter spaces because they can be used to add 

additional structure without requiring fixing multiple parameters to specific values. In any case, 

priors should only be used to help an analysis and will not excerpt influence over standard 

statistical models when sufficient data is present.  

 A major drawback of classic statistical methods is the inability to compare across non-

nested models. For example, a binary outcome that is regressed using a probit and an exponential 

link function can be compared because the normal distribution is a special case of the 
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exponential. However, a binary outcome regressed using a logit and a probit cannot be compared 

directly because the distributions are not nested within one another unless a Bayesian approach is 

used. Even critics of Bayesian thinking usually admit that the paradigm provides a more robust 

set of model comparison tools such as Bayes factors and the DIC to name a few. The ability to 

compare between models becomes more important in multilevel modeling and structural 

equation modeling.  

 The ability to compare across models does come with some theoretical criticism. 

Detractors of Bayesian point out that Bayesian analysis requires a properly specified likelihood 

function, whereas some frequentist estimators such as generalized method of moments achieve 

consistent estimates regardless of distributional assumptions. However, this criticism neglects 

one of the advantageous of Bayesian thought that there is not one true model. Bayesians 

overcome the limitations of a fixed likelihood by experimenting with multiple model 

specifications. Often, multiple models are run and sometimes the results are combined using 

Bayesian model averaging.  

  

4.5 Advantages of Bayesian Techniques for the MVP 

 

The use of Bayesian estimation has multiple advantageous specific to the estimation of a 

MVP. The fact that MCMC can integrate a higher dimensional than standard MLE was 

mentioned earlier. MVP’s have been around since the 1970’s, but were largely unused because 

of the massive computational requirements. The advent of MCMC in the early 1990’s made the 

problems tractable, and increased processor power and memory have led to the recent expansion 

of MVP usage. One note is that several packages, including STATA, use simulated MLE to 

solve higher dimensional problems. Simulated MLE is almost Bayesian in that it basically adds a 

Metropolis–Hastings step to the gradient maximizing technique. This forces the numerical 

optimizer to navigate several portions of the likelihood before settling upon an answer. The 

accuracy of this method is highly dependent upon the starting values provided by the researcher 

and the complexity of the likelihood function. A key difference between these two estimation 

techniques is that the Bayesian model will always produce the true maximum of the likelihood 

regardless of starting values assuming the MCMC chains have converged while the simulated 

MLE may produce the true values. Unfortunately, there is no method to check to see if MLE has 
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produced the true maximum, thus MCMC is a safer and more appropriate estimation choice in 

cases where the integration of a normal distribution has over three dimensions.  

 A second advantage of Bayesian techniques in panel data is that they do not require 

simultaneous exogeneity. Chib (Mátyás, Sevestre, & Chib, 2008) demonstrates that simultaneous 

endogeneity is not a problem in a Gibbs sampler because each parameter is estimated iteratively 

one at a time conditioned on all other covariates. MLE on the other hand must simultaneously 

estimate parameters and therefore cannot account for relationships between the variables. 

Sequential endogeneity is a severe problem in traditional panel data studies and Bayesian 

estimation provides a clear alternative that does not require the use of instrumental variables.  

 

4.6 Bayesian MVP Software 

 

 None of the mainstream commercial softwares (SAS, STATA, SPSS…) have the 

capability to run a Bayesian MVP. MVP models estimated by MLE are available but the 

algorithms vary in reliability and versatility. None of the programs were able to successfully 

provide answers for the model run for this dissertation.  

Bayesian statistics have not been fully incorporated into most commercial packages, but 

open source statistical software solutions exist. Bayesian multivariate probit are often not pre-

programmed, but code is available in books and online. Each of these programs has its strengths 

and its weaknesses. The R software has a package by Rossi et al. (Rossi, et al., 2005) which does 

a Bayesian MVP and is geared towards marketing applications. The problem with the Rossi 

package is that the documentation is severely lacking and the model does not run sufficiently 

fast. Simon Lynch’s book has more efficient code to run a MVP that is extended to a ordinal 

outcome, but the code only covers models two dependent variables (Lynch, 2007). Both Rossi, et 

al. and Lynch’s model also suffer from the fact they are programmed to handle the same set of 

regressors on all the dependent variables. The model used in this dissertation has a unique 

diffusion variable for each model, making this implementation problematic. Peter Congdon’s 

(2006) book has code for a MVP model in WinBUGs which is flexible and easily manipulated to 

allow separate variables for each equation and any number of dependent variables. WinBUGs is 

the most used Bayesian software but was not designed for this type of model and runs incredibly 

slow. An earlier and less complicated version of the dissertation analysis was run on WinBUGs 
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and it took two full months to run. The difficulty is WinBUGs uses only a Gibbs sampler, which 

works fine for sampling from regression coefficients but inefficient at sampling from 

covariances. A Metropolis–Hastings is used in most applications to sample from the variance-

covariance matrix and greatly increases the speed with which the model runs.  

The software MLwIN was used to run the Bayesian MVP used in this dissertation. 

MLwIN is a specialty commercial software built for multilevel modeling. It has the functionality 

to handle any number of dependent variables, to have separate sets of covariates for each 

equation, and uses an efficient sampler so that the model can be estimated in a reasonable time 

frame. However, MLwIN is not without its faults. MLwIN can only run a single chain at a time 

and does not allow users to export iterations into a CODA file for standard MCMC diagnostics. 

MLwIN does provide diagnostic measures internally, but they are not easily retrieved.  

While MLwIN does easily compute a MVP model, it does not calculate the DIC or any 

other type of model choosing criteria for multivariate models. This makes comparison between 

specifications difficult if not impossible. This problem is relevant to this dissertation in that the 

MVP model cannot be compared to the individual probit models statistically to determine the 

size of any improved model fit. However, this test is somewhat unnecessary for this dissertation 

because if any of the correlations between the models are significant, the DIC would reflect this 

additional explanatory power and the model would provide a better fit. So determining in a 

binary sense if the MVP model provides a better fit can be inferred from the results, the degree 

of model improvement remains elusive.  

 

4.6.1 MCMC Estimation in MLwIN 

The code to set up MLwIN is located in Appendix C. A picture of MLwIN’s GUI is 

presented in Figure 4.1. MLwIN provides the user with an interface to look at the equations 

before estimating the model. The default, uninformative priors were used for all parameters 

estimated in the MVP model. A burn-in of 50,000 iterations was performed and the model was 

run for 200,000 iterations after the burn-in. The data was thinned by a factor of ten, meaning 

every tenth value of the Markov chain was stored. The model took a little over two days to run. 

Diagnostics and graphical trace plots were use to confirm the model convergence.  
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Figure 4.1: Multivariate Probit Equations 
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CHAPTER 5 

PATTERNS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADOPTION 

 

 

 

 

 This chapter provides a descriptive analysis of the dependent variables used in this 

dissertation. Free or reduced cost land, tax incentives, industrial development bonds, and 

expedited permitting are all considered individually. Each of the development choices was 

originally measured on an ordinal scale ranking of “Never”, “Sometimes”, “Most of the time”, 

and “Always”. The items were dichotomized for the analysis because of the lack of frequency 

and variation in the latter two categories. “Never was coded as “0” for each variable and all other 

values were coded as “1”. Each of the variables is displayed in the original ordinal measurement, 

along with the dichotomized measure implemented for the analysis. A description of the 

independent variables is also provided.  

 Before continuing on with the description of variables the exact nature of the data used 

for the calculations should be given. All plots and tables in the main body of this chapter utilize 

only the data for 243 cities over the time period from 2005-2009. Georgia has 531 cities 

(depending on the year) surveyed by the GOMI survey each year. Only 302 of those cities are 

large enough to gather pertinent independent variables from administrative records. In particular, 

the fiscal and economic community characteristics are absent for the smaller cities. More details 

are given on the amount of missingness in the independent variable sections below. Additionally, 

all consolidated city-counties were dropped from the analysis.  

 

5.1 Missing Data 

 
 One issue which is prevalent in the GOMI is missing data. Although local governments 

are ostensibly required to respond to the GOMI survey, many of the responses are incomplete. 

Since the economic development questions from the survey are towards the end of the survey, 

they suffer more missing data issues than many earlier questions. An additional complication is 

that the 2004 survey has fewer responses and a higher percentage of missing data than any other 
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year. After contacting the Georgia DCA, no adequate explanation was provided for this outlying 

event.  

Table 5.1 shows the number of missing observations for each variable for the years from 

2004-2009 from the complete data set including all the cities in Georgia that were too small to 

include in this study. The unusually high number of missing data points from the 2004 survey is 

easily observed. A second point is that this table is misleading in that many of the missing values 

represent variables which did not appear on every survey and were thus carried over as constant 

across time. For instance, form of government only appeared on the last GOMI survey and was 

carried back in time for the analysis, but not for the table below. A third point is that the fiscal 

variables have high degrees of missingness because they are not recorded for the small cities 

which are eventually dropped. Finally, please note that all the independent variables in this 

analysis are lagged one year, so the missing values in 2009 exist because the data was 

intentionally not collected. All the variables in the Table 5.1 remain in their raw form before any 

observations were dropped or imputed. The tables following this section have all the information 

on the alterations made to the original data set. 

 
 

Table 5.1: Number of Missing Data Points by Year 
 

Variable 
Year-2004 

(n=396) 
Year-2005 

(n=455) 
Year-2006 

(n=454) 
Year-2007 

(n=458) 
Year-2008 

(n=461) 
Year-2009 

(n=414) 

Free Land 167 113 77 47 46 7

Tax Incentive 165 119 80 49 47 7
Industrial 
Development 
Bonds 170 116 82 52 49 9
Expedited 
Permitting 168 117 82 51 49 9

Diffusion 132 58 49 40 39 0
Republican 
Vote  121 49 47 40 39 0
District 
Representation 129 55 52 47 44 2

City Manager 121 49 47 40 39 0

Council Size 133 57 450 457 72 14
Economic 
Development 
Staff 159 116 77 49 48 8
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Table 5.1 Continued  

Year-2004 
(n=396) 

Year-2005 
(n=455) 

Year-2006 
(n=454) 

Year-2007 
(n=458) 

Year-2008 
(n=461) 

Year-2009 
(n=414) Variable 

Economic 
Developmen
t Authority 121 49 47 40 39 0

Log Fiscal 
Effort 99 173 166 178 461 414

Georgia Tax 
Tier 107 170 454 169 461 414

Log Debt 107 170 164 172 186 414

Log 
Population 107 170 162 169 173 414

Education 
(% Bachelor 
Degree) 102 165 165 169 172 414

 
 

Missing data is particularly tricky over time and across multiple equations (Baltagi & 

Chang, 2000). The problem of missing data is well documented in the statistics literature (Little 

& Rubin, 2002) but behaves slightly different under a Bayesian paradigm. Missing data on the 

dependent variable is automatically imputed by Bayesian estimation and only missing data on 

the independent variables must be imputed separately (Gelman, 2004; Gelman & Hill, 2007).  

While the Bayesian statistical model can handle the missing data on economic policy 

decisions automatically in practice, this requires some reasonable level of data to be present in 

the model. Before estimation, I have removed any city which was missing more than two years 

of observations which resulted in the loss of 96 cities from the study. This is based on the 

author’s personal purview that imputation on data where over half the observations are missing is 

risky and unnecessary. Removing observations leads to the possibility of biasing the results if the 

missing data mechanism is not completely at random (MCAR). There is no test of MCAR, but 

simple descriptive plots of missing observations by city size and tax tier do not indicate any 

trend, thus we assume MCAR based on this circumstantial evidence.  

The ability of Bayesian models to automatically impute the dependent variables is a 

substantial advantage, but a notable disadvantage of Bayesian methods is that the imputation of 

independent variables can be rather difficult. Imputation algorithmic code must be written 
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separately for almost every type of analysis. While code is readily available for models such as 

OLS regression and probits, no code is accessible for a multivariate probit model. Even if code 

was readily available, the model is sufficiently complicated that the added time required to 

impute missing observations would become prohibitive. While multiple imputation would be 

superior method for handling missing values in the independent variables, this dissertation uses 

listwise because MI would require a prohibitive amount of computation.  

 

5.1.1 Free or Reduced Cost Land 

 The first incentive discussed is free or reduced cost land. The raw survey values are given 

in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.1. All the dependent variables are dichotomized in the same manner of 

never using an incentive compared to any level of usage. The dichotomized values of free land 

are given in Table 5.3. As the dot plot and tables demonstrate, the majority of cities choose not to 

use free land policies less than ten percent use policy either most of the time or always. The final 

observation is the pattern of usage remains stable over time with relatively few policy shifts.  

 
 

Table 5.2: Original Values of Free Land by Year 
 

Land  2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 Total 

Never (0) 83 134 143 140 135 635

Sometimes (1) 51 67 78 78 83 357

Most of the time (2) 12 13 12 11 9 57

Always (3) 10 7 5 5 5 32
 
 

Table 5.3: Dichotomized Values of Free Land by Year 
 

Land  2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 Total 

0 89 143 145 141 136 654 

1 73 87 95 94 97 446 

Total 162 230 240 235 233 1100 
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Figure 5.1: Original Values of Free Land by Year 
 
 

5.1.2 Tax Incentives 

The second incentive is tax incentives. The raw survey values are given in Table 5.4 and 

Figure 5.2. The dichotomized values of tax incentives are given in Table 5.5. Tax incentives are 

used about fifty percent of the time in this sample, but still relatively rarely at the most of the 

time or always level.  

 
 

Table 5.4: Original Values of Tax Incentives by Year 
 

Tax 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 Total 

Never (0) 68 114 123 121 119 545 

Sometimes (1) 55 68 80 80 82 365 

Most of the time (2) 14 25 24 23 23 109 

Always (3) 17 11 10 9 8 55 
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Table 5.5: Dichotomized Values of Tax Incentives by Year 
 

Tax 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 Total 

0 76 126 126 123 120 571 

1 86 104 114 112 113 529 

Total 162 230 240 235 233 1100 
 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Original Values of Tax Incentives by Year 

 

 

5.1.3 ID Bonds 

 The distribution of ID bond use is provided by Table 5.6 and plotted in Figure 5.3. ID 

bonds are used roughly by forty percent of the cities in some capacity, but following the same 

trend as before they are not used frequently by many cities. The dichotomized ID bond variable 

is given in Table 5.7.  
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Table 5.6: Original Values of ID Bonds by Year 

Bond 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 Total 

Never (0) 82 133 149 146 144 654

Sometimes (1) 49 65 68 70 71 323

Most of the time (2) 15 12 11 9 8 55

Always (3) 9 7 7 7 8 38
 
 

Table 5.7: Dichotomized Values of ID Bond by Year 
 

Bond 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 Total 

0 89 146 154 149 146 684 

1 73 84 86 86 87 416 

Total 162 230 240 235 233 1100 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5.3: Original Values of ID Bonds by Year 
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5.1.4 Expedited Permitting  

 Expedited permitting is the only variable in this study that strays from the previous 

distributional patterns. As Table 5.8 and Figure 5.4 demonstrate, expedited permitting is actually 

implemented in a majority of cities. Additionally, expedited permitting is used more in the most 

of the time and always categories, although these percentages still fall about twenty percent of 

overall usage patterns. Despite expedited permitting’s increased implementation, the amount of 

use is still relatively constant from year to year. The dichotomized values of expedited permitting 

are available in Table 5.9.  

 

 

Table 5.8: Original Values of Expedited Permitting by Year 
 

Permit 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 Total 

Never (0) 60 100 111 106 96 473 

Sometimes (1) 41 72 82 81 82 358 

Most of the time (2) 24 26 28 28 31 137 

Always (3) 28 21 16 18 23 106 
 

 

Table 5.9: Dichotomized Values of Expedited Permitting by Year 
 

Permit 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 Total 

0 69 111 114 108 97 499 

1 93 119 126 127 136 601 

Total 162 230 240 235 233 1100 
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Figure 5.4: Original Values of Expedited Permitting by Year 

 

 
5.2 Independent Variables 

 
 This section provides the descriptive statistics and measurement details for each of the 

independent variables. Please refer to the third chapter of the dissertation for theoretical 

justification of the variables. The independent variables are broken into two groups, those which 

have interesting time variation and those which are not theoretically important over time. The 

diffusion variable which picks up competitive pressures over time and the thirteen other policy 

options play an central role in changes over time while other variables, such as manager form of 

government, are expected to have a relatively constant impact on policy adoption.  
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5.2.1 Duration 

 One of the greatest strengths of this dissertation is the panel data covering all the 

prominent economic development policies in Georgia. For each of these policies, including the 

dependent variables, the duration of the policy starting in 2000 is included as an independent 

variable2. The duration measure counts how many years the policy has been used and is reset to 

zero once the policy is disbanded. As mentioned in the theory section, economic incentives have 

been found to be cumulative and rarely disappear after adoption (Reese, et al., 2010). Policies 

that existed for longer periods of time have likely been engrained into the local administration 

and have had time to gather community support. Theoretically, the duration of policy is a logical 

measurement choice.  

 Measurement by duration also makes sense from a policy implementation stance. 

Economic policies are often adopted on a multiyear basis. For instance, grants are frequently 

given for multiple years with periodic outlays of funds. Reduced cost land is frequently given on 

the condition that that employment levels are maintained for several years. Economic 

development policy tools are frequently multi-year events, thus even if the execution of a policy 

was distant the policy may still be engaged and therefore the measure of duration is practical.  

 In addition to the theoretical congruence of measuring policy previous activity as 

duration, statistically the duration variable removes time dependence. Frequently dynamic panel 

models use lagged dependent variables to remove autocorrelation, however in the case of 

categorical outcomes this becomes tricky to accomplish. The problem is that with qualitative 

dependent variables we are actually modeling a latent scale and not the true binary event 

(Agresti, 2002; Maddala, 1983). Simply lagging the binary dependent variable introduces 

measurement error because it is merely a proxy for the latent scale. Simulations have shown that 

using a duration variable is a viable alternative (Beck, et al., 1998). Beck et al. use a cubic spline 

on their duration variable to avoid any misspecificed functional form issues. A key difference 

between the two studies is Beck et al.’s units of observations are switching between states 

frequently. Considering the static nature of the dependent variable over time, there is no need to 

add in the complication of a spline for this analysis.  

                                                 
2 Duration lengths for cities with missing data were held constant at their last observed value until the next known 
data entry.  
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 The entrenchment of policies and the need to account for autocorrelation justify 

measuring previous policy positions in terms of duration. This dissertation also measures what 

Mahajan and Peterson (1978, 1985) term contingent policies. A total of twelve other policy 

options are modeled in each regression, including the three other policy options modeled as 

dependent variables in the simultaneous equations. The other policies are measured as durations 

because of the theory set out by Mahajan and Peterson (1978, 1985), which indicates that the 

adoption of future policies is not just a function of previous adoption (a binary measure), but also 

the time elapsed since adoption.  

 The duration variables are all measured starting in year 2000 because that is the first year 

data are available for the GOMI survey. Figure 5.5 provides boxplots for each of the thirteen 

policies. The plot exhibits that the lowest quantile is zero for all policies except expedited 

permitting, state grants, and federal grants. This reflects the rarity with which most economic 

development policies are used. All policies have some localities using the policy for the entire 

ten year period, but the frequency is low for this occurrence.  

 The infrequency of policy implementation for the entire ten year span helps control for 

one of the major threats to validity of this measure. The duration measure is only lagged back to 

2000, but some of these policies could have been adopted in the 1970’s and others in the late 

1999, indicating measurement error because of truncation. While this imprecision cannot be 

fixed, the low frequency of constant policy use mitigates the influence of this error on the final 

model.  
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Figure 5.5: Policy Duration in Years 

 

5.2.2 Diffusion 

 The majority of diffusion research operationalizes the variable as the percentage of 

surrounding jurisdictions that have adopted the policy of interest. This measurement requires the 

units of analysis to be circumscribed completely, which occurs naturally with states and counties. 

Cities are diverse and can be surrounded by adjacent cities, but frequently they have areas of 
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unincorporated county land between them. This curious geographic constraint requires a change 

from the standard diffusion measure.  

 I employ the percentage of local governments in the county which have adopted the 

policy as a measure of diffusion. Georgia has a large number of small counties, which allows this 

measure to pick up local pressures to adopt policies. This measure is not perfect, and does not 

pick up competition between cities across county borders. However, the percentage of 

governments within the county that adopt a policy should be reflective of local policy pressures.  

 The diffusion variable also includes county policy adoption in the percentage of 

surrounding adoptions. In areas of economic development, counties compete with cities for 

attracting businesses and in some rural areas counties are the only government entities in 

geographic proximity to cities. This measurement choice does raise the question as to why 

counties were not included along with cities as units of analysis. Counties have a different 

governmental structure in Georgia and also have different economic development restrictions 

placed upon them by the state, making the units incomparable. Despite these differences in 

factors impacting the internal determinants of adoption, there is no reason to treat counties 

differently than cities in how they create external competitive pressures for adoption.  

 Figure 5.6 provides boxplots of diffusion for each of the dependent variables over time. 

An interesting departure from most diffusion studies is that the rate of policy adoption generally 

drops over time for these policies. The spread of usage drops for permitting and particularly tax 

incentives. This is not entirely unexpected since economic incentives, particularly tax incentives, 

can be costly to local governments and this time period represents a time of slowing economic 

growth.  
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Figure 5.6: Boxplot of Diffusion by Incentive Over Time 
 

 

5.2.3 Independent Variable Description 

 The univariate statistical summaries for each independent variable over time are given in 

Table 5.10. An important caveat is that all the variables displayed in this table are lagged values 

with the exception of the duration variables. For instance, the average tax tier of 2.19 given for 

2006 is actually the 2005 value. The data are depicted this way because this format is how the 
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data were analyzed in the multivariate probit model contained in the next section. This section 

will proceed by providing the exact measurement of each variable used in the analysis.  

 Beginning with the political variables, percent Republican vote is from the 2004 and 

2008 presidential election tallies. Republican vote is measured by counties because that is the 

lowest level of voter data available from the State of Georgia. This data was collected from 

Georgia’s Secretary of State’s website and was not part of the original GOMI data set or the 

information available from the DCA. City council representation by district elections is 

measured as an ordinal variable with “0” indicating no district representation, “.5” representing 

mixed district and at-large representation, and “1” signifying complete district representation. 

City manager is measured by a dummy variable with “1” indicating a city manager and “0” 

signifying a mayor form of government. The few other forms of government were dropped from 

the analysis. City council size is measured exactly. City manager, city council size and district 

representation were all measured on the GOMI survey, but not across every year. Since these 

political institutions tend to be stable over time, the imputation of these values is not expected to 

introduce significant amounts of measurement error.  

 Two administrative variables are included in this analysis. The first is a dummy variable 

indicating if the city employs at least one full time economic development staff member. The 

second is also a dummy variable that indicates if they are a member of either a single or joint 

economic development authority. Both of these measures were obtained from the GOMI survey.  

 This dissertation contains three separate measures of city economic health. The first is the 

city debt, which is logged to remove the impact of outliers. The Georgia Job Tax Credit Tier is a 

ranking produced by the state based on local unemployment, poverty levels, and area 

development. The ranking ranges from one to four, with lower levels indicate more economic 

distress and larger state subsidies for businesses which reach a baseline employment levels. Tax 

tier data was not published in the years 2006 or 2008, so the previous year’s value was carried 

forward on these observations. The third measure of fiscal health is the fiscal effort index which 

measures the actual revenue collected by a city versus their potential revenue. Raw scores below 

100 are taxing below capacity. The fiscal effort index is logged to minimize the influence of 

outliers. All three of these measures were retrieved from the DCA. Georgia’s DCA also provides 

a measure of fiscal capacity which was considered for this analysis; however, it was highly 

correlated with the other measures and was dropped in order to avoid convergence issues.  
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 Two control variables were included in the analysis. The percentage of residents with 

bachelor’s degrees is used to proxy socio-economic status. Education is highly correlated with 

income and race, but was chosen for this analysis because it also reflects labor capital and might 

influence economic development decisions. Population is also included to indicate the capacity 

of cities. Population is logged to avoid multicollinearity. Population is also used to proxy urban 

status since the population the correlation between the two was too high for the inclusion of both.  
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Table 5.10: Univariate Statistics for Independent Variables by Year 

 

 

Variable N Mean Std Dev Min Max N Mean Std Dev Min Max N Mean Std Dev Min Max

Diffusion of Free Land 152 0.37 0.36 0 1 216 0.35 0.35 0 1 235 0.32 0.35 0 1

Diffusion of Tax Incentives 152 0.51 0.37 0 1 216 0.42 0.36 0 1 235 0.42 0.36 0 1

Diffusion of ID Bonds 152 0.34 0.35 0 1 216 0.31 0.32 0 1 235 0.30 0.33 0 1

Diffusion of Permitting 152 0.55 0.35 0 1 216 0.46 0.35 0 1 235 0.45 0.36 0 1

Percent Republican Vote 152 0.63 0.13 0.27 0.83 216 0.62 0.13 0.23 0.83 235 0.62 0.13 0.23 0.83

District Representation 152 0.44 0.47 0 1 216 0.39 0.46 0 1 235 0.39 0.46 0 1

City Manager 152 0.43 0.50 0 1 216 0.40 0.49 0 1 235 0.40 0.49 0 1

Council Size 152 5.20 1.21 4 15 216 5.16 1.22 3 16 235 5.16 1.36 3 16

Economic Development Staff 152 0.18 0.39 0 1 216 0.19 0.39 0 1 235 0.18 0.39 0 1

Economic Development Authority 152 0.69 0.46 0 1 216 0.68 0.47 0 1 235 0.70 0.46 0 1

Fiscal Effort Index (logged) 152 4.46 0.31 3.30 5.18 216 4.50 0.31 3.27 5.36 235 4.27 0.44 3.14 6.23

Georgia Tax Tier 152 2.26 1.12 1 4 216 2.19 1.11 1 4 235 2.16 1.10 1 4

City Debt (logged) 152 5.74 2.67 ‐2.30 9.06 216 5.75 2.67 ‐2.30 9.07 235 5.76 2.59 ‐2.30 9.44

Population (logged) 152 8.48 1.15 6.30 12.96 216 8.39 1.16 6.20 12.95 235 8.37 1.18 6.04 13.06

Percent College Education 152 0.17 0.11 0.03 0.57 216 0.16 0.10 0.02 0.57 235 0.15 0.10 0.02 0.57

Free Land Duration 152 2.00 2.57 0 6 216 1.95 2.80 0 7 235 2.24 3.17 0 8

Low Interest Loans Duration 152 2.09 2.52 0 6 216 1.94 2.76 0 7 235 2.18 3.10 0 8

State Grants Duration 152 3.17 2.73 0 6 216 3.27 3.08 0 7 235 3.71 3.46 0 8

Federal Grants Duration 152 2.84 2.56 0 6 216 2.87 2.95 0 7 235 3.29 3.31 0 8

Quickstart Duration 152 2.03 2.58 0 6 216 1.88 2.75 0 7 235 2.11 3.13 0 8

Subsidies Duration 152 0.98 1.89 0 6 216 0.94 2.01 0 7 235 1.09 2.29 0 8

Tax Incentive Duration 152 2.57 2.67 0 6 216 2.46 2.96 0 7 235 2.79 3.35 0 8

Reduced  Utilities Duration 152 0.93 1.88 0 6 216 0.88 1.94 0 7 235 1.07 2.23 0 8

Government Services Duration  152 2.05 2.50 0 6 216 2.02 2.72 0 7 235 2.35 3.08 0 8

ID Bonds Duration 152 1.97 2.57 0 6 216 1.94 2.79 0 7 235 2.14 3.14 0 8

Expedited Permitting Duration 152 2.90 2.71 0 6 216 2.82 3.04 0 7 235 3.17 3.44 0 8

Regulation Duration 152 0.63 1.48 0 6 216 0.51 1.46 0 7 235 0.61 1.68 0 8

Fee Waivers Duration 152 1.82 2.42 0 6 216 1.96 2.71 0 7 235 2.23 3.07 0 8

20072005 2006
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Table 5.10 - continued 

Variable N Mean Std Dev Min Max N Mean Std Dev Min Max

Diffusion of Free Land 231 0.29 0.32 0 1 230 0.30 0.32 0 1

Diffusion of Tax Incentives 231 0.39 0.32 0 1 230 0.38 0.32 0 1

Diffusion of ID Bonds 231 0.25 0.30 0 1 230 0.24 0.28 0 1

Diffusion of Permitting 231 0.42 0.34 0 1 230 0.44 0.33 0 1

Percent Republican Vote 231 0.62 0.13 0.23 0.83 230 0.59 0.15 0.17 0.81

District Representation 231 0.38 0.46 0 1 230 0.38 0.46 0 1

City Manager 231 0.40 0.49 0 1 230 0.40 0.49 0 1

Council Size 231 5.16 1.37 3 16 230 5.15 1.37 3 16

Economic Development Staff 231 0.19 0.40 0 1 230 0.20 0.40 0 1

Economic Development Authority 231 0.71 0.45 0 1 230 0.76 0.43 0 1

Fiscal Effort Index (logged) 231 4.51 0.28 3.25 5.31 230 4.51 0.29 3.25 5.31

Georgia Tax Tier 231 2.17 1.10 1 4 230 2.19 1.10 1 4

City Debt (logged) 231 5.92 2.54 ‐2.30 9.49 230 5.90 2.60 ‐2.30 9.49

Population (logged) 231 8.39 1.16 6.14 13.09 230 8.42 1.17 6.12 13.16

Percent College Education 231 0.15 0.09 0.02 0.57 230 0.15 0.09 0.02 0.57

Free Land Duration 231 2.58 3.59 0 9 230 2.95 4.01 0 10

Low Interest Loans Duration 231 2.63 3.53 0 9 230 2.97 3.97 0 10

State Grants Duration 231 4.32 3.88 0 9 230 4.87 4.30 0 10

Federal Grants Duration 231 3.83 3.73 0 9 230 4.36 4.16 0 10

Quickstart Duration 231 2.49 3.59 0 9 230 2.76 4.01 0 10

Subsidies Duration 231 1.32 2.66 0 9 230 1.53 3.04 0 10

Tax Incentive Duration 231 3.26 3.80 0 9 230 3.66 4.23 0 10

Reduced  Utilities Duration 231 1.30 2.58 0 9 230 1.56 2.96 0 10

Government Services Duration 231 2.78 3.51 0 9 230 3.17 3.91 0 10

ID Bonds Duration 231 2.51 3.60 0 9 230 2.85 4.05 0 10

Expedited Permitting Duration 231 3.65 3.86 0 9 230 4.23 4.26 0 10

Regulation Duration 231 0.78 2.00 0 9 230 0.92 2.32 0 10

Fee Waivers Duration 231 2.65 3.51 0 9 230 3.08 3.95 0 10

2008 2009
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS 

 

 

 

 

 The Bayesian Multivariate Probit (MVP) model was run on MLwIN for 200,000 

iterations with a burn-in of 50,000 iterations. The MCMC diagnostics indicate the model has 

reached convergence. Since 130 parameters are estimated in this model, only a simplified output 

is presented in the text. The full output is available in Appendix D.  

 Before presenting results, there are some distinctive aspects of Bayesian analysis results 

that deserve attention. Bayesian estimation does not provide p-values and instead focuses on the 

variation around the parameter estimate. Bayesian procedures produce credible intervals in order 

to gauge significance, which are analogous to confidence intervals. Credible intervals are the 5% 

and 95% percentiles of the posterior distribution of the parameter, not the normal approximation 

as in confidence intervals. It is possible to construct confidence intervals from a set of Bayesian 

results, but this essentially throws information away and removes one of the most propitious 

aspects of Bayesianism, the ability to clearly interpret results in a logical manner. However, it 

should be pointed out that while credible intervals and confidence intervals generally agree, they 

do not always and the values labeled significant in this dissertation are based off the credible 

intervals. For all the tables presented in this section, estimates and their standard errors are 

highlighted if found significant based on resulting credible intervals.  

 

6.1 Hypotheses Between Incentives 

 
 The major proposition of this dissertation is that policies are bundled strategically. We 

evaluate this hypothesis by use of the polychoric correlations between equations. However, 

MLwIN provides estimates and credible intervals in terms of covariances and not correlations. 

Obviously, the correlation can be calculated from the correlation matrix. However, the credible 

intervals cannot be converted. So the significance tests are performed on the covariances and not 
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the correlations. The correlations are calculated and presented below separately for ease of 

interpretation.  

 Table 6.1 presents the estimated covariance, standard error for the covariance, and the 

calculated correlations. These estimates along with their corresponding credible intervals are 

plotted in Figure 6.1. The results are mixed regarding policy bundling. Free or reduced cost land 

is combined with industrial development bonds in a meaningful manner with a correlation of .6. 

The hypothesis expected the correlation between the two incentives to be roughly .5, and the 

relationship is roughly of that magnitude. However, the same relationship was expected for the 

relationship between tax incentives and free land. The correlation between tax incentives and 

free land was also expected to be roughly .5 and the model gives an estimate of .47, which is 

within a reasonable distance of the expected relationship. However, the relationship between the 

two policies is not significant. Therefore, hypothesis 1 receives mixed support because the 

relationship to free land is upheld for ID bonds, but the results are less clear for tax incentives 

where the correlation was of the hypothesized magnitude but found to be insignificant.  

The correlation for free or reduced cost land and expedited permitting is also significant. 

However, this analysis provides evidence that these two policies are used frequently together 

while hypothesis 2 clearly expects this to be the most infrequent relationship in the data. While 

the significance of this correlation is evidence of policy bundling, hypotheses 2 is rejected 

because these two incentives are clearly used in conjunction with each other frequently.  

The other hypothesized relations are all insignificant. Tax incentives and ID bonds were 

expected to be the highest correlations in hypotheses 3 and are the highest bivariate correlation in 

the raw data, however after accounting for the presence of other policies and control variables 

the relationship is shown to be low and spurious. Permitting was not found to be bundled with 

tax incentives or ID bonds as suggested in hypotheses 4.  
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Table 6.1: Covariance and Correlation Estimates for MVP Model 
 

Variable Mean SE Correlation 

Free Land Variance 0.053 0  

Land and Tax Covariance 0.02 0.015 0.467 

Tax Incentive Variance 0.054 0  

Land and Bond Covariance 0.026 0.008 0.616 

Tax and Bond Covariance 0.012 0.016 0.414 

ID Bond Variance 0.039 0  

Land and Permit Covariance 0.037 0.012 0.709 

Tax and Permit Covariance 0.012 0.022 0.404 

Bond and Permit Covariance 0.025 0.013 0.537 

Expedited Permitting Variance 0.06 0  
 

 

 

Figure 6.1: Credible Interval Estimates for MVP Model Covariances 
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6.2 Hypotheses within Individual Incentives 

 
 An abbreviated set of results for each model is provided in Table 6.2 and each model’s 

credible intervals are plotted in Figures 6.1-6.4. Before proceeding with individual hypotheses, 

an important caveat when analyzing these results is that comparing the size of parameter 

estimates across the probit equations can be misleading and should be avoided. Each model has a 

different diffusion calculation and the correlation between this and individual variables in each 

model can create shifts in the estimates. Additionally, the nature of probit models fixing 

variances causes complications when trying to compare coefficients based on their raw scores.  

 
Table 6.2: Multivariate Probit Parameter Estimates 

 
  

 

Variable Mean SE Mean SE Mean SE Mean SE

Economic Development Authority ‐0.027 0.084 0.007 0.216 0.007 0.16 0.02 0.145

Intercept ‐1.634 0.485 ‐0.341 0.718 ‐0.018 0.127 ‐1.004 0.336

Council Size 0.014 0.028 0.006 0.031 ‐0.142 0.042 0.029 0.049

Diffusion ‐0.312 0.337 ‐0.208 0.256 ‐0.241 0.411 ‐0.204 0.243

District Representation ‐0.013 0.143 0.086 0.152 0.124 0.18 0.075 0.114

Free Land Duration ‐0.033 0.034 1.161 0.304 ‐0.023 0.025 0 0.033

ID Bonds Duration 0.002 0.034 ‐0.007 0.035 1.118 0.257 0.008 0.034

Expedited Permitting Duration 1.332 0.341 0.002 0.024 0.009 0.022 ‐0.026 0.025

Regulation Duration 0.011 0.087 ‐0.003 0.046 ‐0.08 0.066 0.032 0.055

Fee Waivers Duration ‐0.012 0.049 0.004 0.028 0.02 0.041 ‐0.007 0.036

Low Interest Loans Duration ‐0.062 0.058 ‐0.015 0.028 ‐0.006 0.022 ‐0.005 0.028

State Grants Duration ‐0.037 0.031 0.008 0.028 0.017 0.036 0.003 0.027

Federal Grants Duration 0.046 0.036 0.002 0.025 ‐0.002 0.035 0.004 0.035

Quickstart Duration ‐0.031 0.037 0 0.022 0.014 0.032 ‐0.028 0.046

Subsidies Duration 0.08 0.061 0.013 0.039 0.022 0.051 ‐0.023 0.062

Tax Incentive Duration 0.002 0.036 0.016 0.023 ‐0.017 0.023 1.215 0.266

Reduced  Utilities Duration ‐0.011 0.038 0.009 0.024 0.015 0.034 0.01 0.029

Government Services Duration ‐0.002 0.029 ‐0.011 0.018 0.009 0.019 0.006 0.025

Economic Development Staff 0.023 0.204 ‐0.058 0.205 ‐0.172 0.217 0.102 0.203

Percent College Education ‐0.939 0.962 ‐0.648 0.613 ‐0.396 0.589 ‐0.725 0.809

City Debt 0.006 0.018 0.011 0.016 ‐0.024 0.017 0.025 0.023

Fiscal Effort Index 0.129 0.097 ‐0.082 0.052 ‐0.015 0.035 ‐0.065 0.073

Population 0.047 0.034 0.022 0.044 0.059 0.023 0.027 0.058

City Manager 0.099 0.12 0.035 0.12 0.122 0.159 0.156 0.133

Percent Republican Vote 0.137 0.217 ‐0.675 0.314 ‐0.337 0.364 ‐0.053 0.437

Year 2005 ‐0.034 0.04 ‐0.012 0.029 ‐0.041 0.03 ‐0.014 0.025

Year 2006 ‐0.054 0.032 ‐0.022 0.025 ‐0.038 0.024 ‐0.019 0.022

Year 2007 ‐0.042 0.035 ‐0.034 0.022 ‐0.058 0.034 ‐0.039 0.023

Year 2008 ‐0.02 0.021 ‐0.024 0.022 ‐0.041 0.019 ‐0.031 0.02

Georgia Tax Tier 0.011 0.062 0.076 0.076 ‐0.053 0.083 0.051 0.071

Expedited Permitting Free Land ID Bonds Tax Incentives
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Figure 6.2: Credible Intervals for Free Land Equation 
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Figure 6.3: Credible Intervals for Tax Incentives Equation 
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Figure 6.4: Credible Intervals for Industrial Development Bond Equation 
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Figure 6.5: Credible Intervals for Expedited Permitting Equation 
 
 

 The next set of hypotheses predicts the dynamics between the selections of economic 

development policy instruments. No evidence is found for hypotheses 5 that expedited 

permitting will be the predecessor of other policy implementations. Similarly, hypothesis 6 that 

previous adoption of tax incentives will impact future adoptions is also rejected. A set of related 

predictions is sub-hypothesis 7 which predicts the duration of state grants, federal grants, and 

Quickstart programs will positively influence industrial development adoption. Sub-hypothesis is 
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rejected along with the speculative conjecture that some other dynamic relationships might be 

found.  

The most dramatic and consistent finding is the impact of previous adoption as measured 

by duration. Probit coefficients greater than one signify a large effect size in any model, but 

considering the majority of other variables have relatively small coefficients the duration is 

clearly driving the predictive power of this model.  

 The political institution hypotheses received limited support. Sub-hypothesis 2 that city 

council size has a negative impact on adoption of economic development policies is only upheld 

in the industrial development bond equation. City manager and district representation receive no 

support from the model, thus effectively negating sub-hypotheses 3a-3c. In a break with previous 

research, political partisanship was found to be significant in the free land equation.  

 The fiscal variables received little support. The fiscal effort index was in the 

hypothesized negative direction and significant in the free land equation, but not in any of the 

others as predicted in sub-hypothesis 2-b. City debt had no discernable impact on economic 

incentive choice. The Georgia tax tier variable also failed to reach significance in any equation.  

 Both administrative variables received no support. Sub-hypotheses 3 and 4 conjectured 

that membership in an economic development authority and having dedicated staffing for 

economic development would increase adoptions across the board. Both were refuted.  

 The last formal sub-hypothesis regarded policy diffusion and the impact of external 

pressures on city’s policy tool decisions. As a reminder, while this variable retains the same label 

across equations, each policy’s diffusion rate was calculated as a separate variable when inputted 

into the model. Diffusion was not found to have any substantial impact on policy adoption.  

 Several other control variables were found to be significant. The intercepts were found 

significant in the tax incentive and expedited permitting equations. The annual dummies for 2007 

and 2008 were significant in the free land and ID bond equations. Population is found to be a 

significant factor in the use of ID bonds. Percent of the population with a four year diploma is 

found to be insignificant and has the distinction of having the widest credible interval in each 

equation.  
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CHAPTER 7 

DISCUSSION 

 

 

 

 

 This dissertation provides a theory of policy tool bundling and a preliminary test of the 

presence of bundling in the field of economic development. The fact that multiple policy tools 

are used simultaneously to address the same problems is easily observed in practice. However, 

theories of policy tool choice remain focused on explaining individual instruments in isolation or 

the number of tools without considering interdependencies. This dissertation proposed a set of 

possible strategies and motivations to explain why several policy tools might be used in a bundle. 

A range of economic, political, administrative, and other factors are provided as rationales for 

implementing multiple tools. While this dissertation tests for bundling in the area of economic 

development policy, these general expositions can be used in any setting where multiple policies 

are chosen to achieve a common goal. The theoretical grounding for bundling policies 

collectively is the major theoretical contribution of this dissertation.  

 Based on the theory of policy bundling outlined in Chapter 3, this dissertation provides a 

test to see if bundling is occurring in the arena of economic development. Answering this 

question requires investigating whether policies are used together haphazardly or if there is a 

strategic and deliberate goal in adopting each additional policy. Simply having two policies in 

place simultaneously could be random circumstance and not the result of purposeful action. This 

dissertation employs an innovative method for discerning random patterns of policy 

implementation from strategic interactions. The multivariate probit model allows for each 

incentive to be modeled individually while still capturing interdependencies among policies. 

Previous methods either treated policies in isolation or lumped policies together prior to running 

statistical analysis. The multivariate probit is a useful technique to examine policy bundling for a 

range of policy areas.  

This dissertation provides some initial evidence that policy bundling is occurring in the 

area of economic development policy for local governments within the state of Georgia. 

Hypotheses were made concerning all the bivariate relationships assuming each set of policies 
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was chosen based on a purposeful strategy. The results show that many of the policy 

combinations are not used together with clear intent because the polychoric correlations are not 

significant. However, two of the relationships were significant and demonstrate that strategic 

policy bundling is occurring in these areas. The first implication of these findings is that policy 

bundling is present and previous research focusing on individual policies neglects the policy 

system and therefore fails to adequately explain the choice of policy instruments.  

 The second implication is that economic development policies are not always used 

strategically and that in many cases cities simply implement as many policies as possible. The 

multivariate probit model found significant bundling of policies between free or reduced cost 

land and industrial development bonds and also between free land and expedited permitting. The 

amount of policy bundling discovered was substantially less than originally conceived because 

this dissertation assumed that all policy tool choices were made on a strategic basis. The results 

suggest that while bundling is present, there is not as much strategic interaction as originally 

conceived. The majority of literature on economic development is written from the prospective 

that choices are made under some semblance of bounded rationality with each local government 

choosing the policy that will maximize potential benefits. These results generate reservations 

about such assumptions and more research is necessary as to why some policies are chosen for 

strategic reasons and others are thrown into the mix indiscriminately.  

 

7.1 Evidence of Policy Tool Bundling 

 

Beyond the theoretical contribution to the policy tools literature, the relationships 

uncovered in this analysis provide grounding for future research in economic development 

research. The finding that ID bonds are used with free land but not tax incentives leaves open the 

question as to whether this is a function of the data or a fundamental difference between the 

policies that needs to be investigated? Why would ID bonds be used with free land and not tax 

policy? The first possibility is that shortcomings in the dataset made finding trends difficult and 

these limitations are discussed in more detail shortly. A second reason is that industrial 

development bonds in Georgia can be used to provide housing construction incentives. The 

relationship might be a state specific finding based on the fact that reduced cost land and ID 

bond financing would complement each other nicely for land developers.  
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A third reason might be the method by which tax incentives are administered. There are 

numerous manners by which tax abatements are provided, but one of the methods involves 

reducing the tax burden on increased property values from the firm’s investment. Since free or 

reduced land often has been developed by the city already, this would be unnecessary. In cases 

where the city did not develop the land, the land is frequently leased from the city at reduced cost 

until the debt is fulfilled. Under this arrangement, it would make little sense to provide a tax 

break to land the city still owns. Unfortunately, the GOMI data set only has an ordinal indicator 

asking how frequently tax incentives are used, not how these incentives are administered. The 

hypothesis related to free land and tax incentives was conceived with the broadest interpretation 

of tax incentives, but more detailed data might have lead to a different expectation.  

While the finding that free land is a compliment of expedited permitting helps 

demonstrate the existence of policy bundling, the extremely high polychoric correlation between 

the two was unexpected. The hypothesis that permitting and free land would rarely be used 

together was based on the idea that most permitting is based on zoning, which would naturally be 

removed as a consideration before the government provided the land. Additionally, since free 

land is often developed by the city, the need for permitting would be reduced for any firm 

entering the location.  

Speculating as to why the hypothesis was rejected leads back to measurement issues. 

Local governments require permits for building, environmental discharge, zoning, wastewater 

management, health, and a variety of other reasons. On issues such as wastewater permits or 

speedy inspections for any new buildings, the linkage between free land and expedited 

permitting would make sense. The disconnect between the hypothesized relationship and the 

observed correlation may be a matter of imprecise measurement and mistakes in the author’s 

assumptions about the nature of the permitting practices being used. The actual relationship 

between the two variables may be based on picking a set of policies that produce “developable” 

land for industry. This may be particularly true in rural jurisdictions where land is plentiful, 

permitting assistance is cheap, and other government financing is limited. Areas which have 

excess land might choose sets of policies which accentuate and development of their natural 

resources.  

The inclusion of free land and expedited permitting provides a theoretical and practical 

contribution to the economic development literature. As mentioned in the theory chapter, little 
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research has been done on free land or permitting as economic development strategies. The 

significant relationship between these two variables signifies that developable property is either a 

clear need or strategy for local economic development and deserves more attention by the 

academy. Land use issues are not as sexy as tax policy because they tend to be less contentious, 

possibly because they are less transparent to the common citizen. The frequent use of these 

incentives both individually and jointly deserves attention from academics to improve the 

theoretical basis for using land use policies versus other financial incentives. Moreover, the lack 

of academic research in this area prevents practitioners from receiving informed guidance when 

trying to implement these policies.  

The relationship between permitting assistance and land may also relate to the 

“everything and the kitchen sink” strategy of incentive adoption. The adoption of all possible 

policies signifies a city which is willing to meet a wide range of possible demands from 

prospective businesses. The linking of free land and expedited permitting might reinforce this 

strategy by having land accessible and permitting assistance to quickly meet the company’s 

infrastructural needs. A plausible strategy for a city would be to have the land ready with 

permitting assistance in place and a range of other policy options available that can be tailored to 

a incoming business. This would make free land and permitting assistance contingent policies for 

all other economic incentive options. Permitting was hypothesized to have such a relationship in 

this dissertation, but the finding was insignificant. Future studies should reexamine this issue 

over a longer time period to see if this policy bundle between free land and permitting assistance 

is indeed the precursor to future policy adoption.  

Of the insignificant relationships found between incentives, the lack of a relationship 

between tax incentives and industrial development bonds is the most striking. The simple 

bivariate correlation between the two policies is high, which would ostensibly indicate the 

policies are used in conjunction with one another. The model finds the correlation to be 

insignificant and relatively low at .41. Assuming the model is true, this would indicate that when 

tax incentives and ID bonds are used together it is in a capricious manner and not the result of 

strategic interaction. This finding would also support the “throw everything and the kitchen sink” 

approach to economic development which many practitioners observe happening. Theoretically, 

this raises the question of testing for the presence of intentional action in the company of random 

interactions. The policy bundling hypotheses provided in this dissertation assumed that almost all 
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decisions were strategic and deliberate. Future policy tool bundling inquiry may take the 

approach of testing for specific bundles in a larger, more complex system without necessarily 

making formal expectations for all combinations. Separating out why some policy tools paired 

strategically versus those made arbitrarily is an avenue of research that will require some further 

theorizing.  

Is the incongruence between a high raw correlation and a relatively low correlation 

between probit models a sign of an inappropriate modeling strategy? The simple answer is no. 

The multivariate probit model controls for numerous variables, including the influence of other 

incentives, which are absent from the bivariate correlation. The MVP model is used explicitly to 

overcome the misconception that correlation represents coordination. Nowhere is this truer than 

previous studies employing factor analysis, where the common variance is partitioned and 

modeled as a latent variable representing coordination of development policies. The MVP model 

was employed specifically to overcome this problem and is successful at determining meaningful 

coordination efforts after controlling for the individual characteristics of each individual policy.  

The linkage between land use tools and the relatively weak association between financial 

tools might also be indicative of fragmentation in local government. Local planning departments 

are often separate from the economic development agency and therefore coordination across 

agencies may be difficult and require higher transaction costs than coordination with functional 

areas. This idea would be analogous to Lowi’s concept of policy substreams at the national level, 

except local policies are not completely disjointed as they are in national politics by separate 

functional legislative committees and appropriations bills. However, fragmentation issues may 

be more pervasive than recognized in that fragmentation and lack of coordination exists among 

instruments within a policy arena not just between policy areas.  

Since this dissertation erroneously assumed strategic action between all choices, future 

research will need to determine the reason for these capricious and arbitrary policy tool 

instrument arrangements. The lack of research and thus lack of guidance from the academic 

community as to which policies serves as productive compliments might be a contributing factor. 

If administrators had more relevant information they may be able to produce more rational policy 

outcomes. Another reason could be fragmentation of responsibility in local governments. This 

research accounted for regional economic development authorities and local staff, but not for 

issues such as economic development being a separate agency from planning, which would lead 
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to fragmented decision-making authority and possibly conflicting policy goals. Economic 

development decisions may reflect turnover in city management or political authority, two 

measures we are not able to obtain easily at the local level. There are any number of possibilities 

for this lack of strategic behavior and future research is necessary to determine actual barriers to 

coherent policy choices.  

 

7.2 Lessons from the Internal Determinants 

 
Switching gears to the independent variables, the small number of significant findings is 

probably related to the lack of change across years in the GOMI datasets. While the data set had 

over a thousand observations in total (several hundred cities over five years), there is not much 

additional information in the repeated measures because they are relatively invariable over time. 

The low amount of information contained in the data would have a greater effect on the 

individual equations than on the correlations across equations because the variance of each 

equation is being partitioned in more dimensions than the between model variance. However, the 

lack of variation in the data undoubtedly is a severe limitation to both the bundling and 

individual hypotheses.  

The only consistent finding across equations is that the duration of the policy is the best 

predictor of future use. This relationship is expected and reinforces previous research 

demonstrating how economic development policies are cumulative and infrequently removed 

after being enacted (Reese, Larnell, et al. 2010). The sizeable lasting effect of previous policy 

use also reinforces the measurement decision to use duration to remove time effects as opposed 

to a random effects estimator which requires no serial correlation. The data set is remarkably 

stable across time, which is why the duration of a policy is the best predictor of future use. 

Duration is such a strong predictor that it is probably crowding out other important variables.  

The duration of competing policies was intended to check for dynamic relationships and 

in particularly contingent policy tools. Again, the static nature of the data set makes testing for 

dynamic variables difficult if not impossible. While the author is willing to concede that some of 

the insignificant findings on proposed relationships are because of poor intuition, the lack of 

findings for the other variables are almost surely because of poor data. This does not mean that 
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the hypotheses were necessarily correct, just that there is little chance this particular dataset 

could prove any of them.  

 One possible explanation that council size is only found to be significant in the industrial 

bond equation is Georgia’s regulations on state issued bonds. Georgia requires public hearings 

by the city council for industrial bonds from the state. This forced transparency and required 

political action may dissuade local politicians from pursuing ID bonds. However, tax incentives 

usually require council approval also and the failure to assign significance in both equations is 

puzzling. This incongruence is particularly prodigious considering taxes tend to be the most 

politically charged of the incentive possibilities. Council size may be less important when using 

free land because often the management is handled by an outside group that only is responsible 

to the city council tangentially. Council approval may be unnecessary for expedited permitting, 

thus neglecting the effect in that equation.  

 The lack of strength for the fiscal variables and administrative resources is surprising. 

Most previous work has found fiscal health to be a major consideration in the choice of 

economic development tools. Previous work has also found dedicated administrative staff to 

have a positive impact on adoption. The fact that this analysis did not verify these findings is 

troubling, but at least fiscal effort was significant in the land equation and produced negative 

coefficients across all models.  

 Diffusion was unexpectedly insignificant in all equations. The different causes of 

diffusion were not separately measured in this analysis, but previous research on economic 

development has shown strong support for competitive pressures impacting policy adoption. 

Since competition is one of the prominent sources of diffusion, this result is also disappointing. 

One possible cause is the operationalization of diffusion. The use of percent county adoption is 

not a frequently employed diffusion measure and results in measurement bias when cities are 

competing across counties. This may have contributed to diffusion’s insignificance. 

 In summation, the impact of the independent equations parameter estimates is 

uninspiring. Almost all of these variables have been tested in previous research, although 

possibly with different measurement. Most were found to be significant using similar models 

(remember that a multivariate probit will give similar parameter estimates to the individual 

probit equations). Therefore, it is the contention of the author that while these model is not 
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wrong the data has some poor qualities which make the model results appear more ineffective 

than it probably would be with better data or a longer time period.  

 

7.3 Extensions of the Policy Bundling Research and Future Research 

 
 This dissertation marks the beginning, not the end of research on policy tool bundling. 

The results from this dissertation provide some preliminary evidence that bundling is occurring, 

but falls short of producing convincing results because of numerous data issues. The next step in 

this research will be to run a similar model to the one presented here but using counties as the 

unit of observation. While there are fewer counties in Georgia, the data is superior in that more 

variables can be obtained with no missing data. Additionally, the measurement is more accurate 

and updated on an annual basis for most of the county variables. Increasing the amount of 

variation in the dataset should help alleviate some of the modeling issues present in this analysis.  

 The second planned extension of this research is to attempt a similar model on a national 

sample using the ICMA economic development surveys. The main drawback to the use of the 

ICMA data is that few cities answer the survey every time so there is excessive missing data and 

unbalanced panels. However, MLwIN has the capability to run a multilevel multivariate probit 

model to account for this problem. There are other data issues with the ICMA datasets, but 

testing the theory with a national sample will compliment the Georgia results nicely.  

 If policy tool bundling is to expand as a theory, then the unit of analysis must move 

beyond economic bundling. Survey data is already being collected to test policy tool bundling in 

sustainable energy alternatives. This data will have the added benefit of measured outcomes so 

that the impact of policy tool bundling on performance can be entertained.  

 The theoretical development of policy tool bundling would also be enhanced if it were 

not restricted to the policy sciences. One of the most advantageous aspects of policy tools theory 

is that it can be applied almost equally to public management and policy problems. Management 

issues such as e-government service choices, service provision, or other areas where 

administrators have to choose multiple methods to get results can all benefit from a policy 

bundling framework.  

 The application of policy tool bundling to public management also has the perk of 

creating a more applied theory. Currently, my theory of policy tool bundling is largely academic 
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and will probably remain so until enough studies have been done to draw generalizations. 

However, I believe that policy tool bundling has the potential to guide practice in the future. 

Managers frequently are put in situations where they must satisfy multiple constituencies given a 

set of instruments to work with. After sustained research, I hope that policy tool bundling 

findings can assist administers pick a set of policies that fulfills political realities while still 

doing the most to promote the public interest.  

 The long-term agenda theoretically is to develop measures and models that can test 

between the different motivations for policy tool bundling outlined in this dissertation. The 

multivariate probit is a useful tool for testing the existence of bundling, but it doesn’t have the 

capability to have covariates associated with the covariance. Basically, a complete model of 

policy tool bundling would need to have between and within predictors. Analogous statistical 

problems are being addressed in biostatistics currently, but the models require significantly more 

data than is available in most social science settings. In fact, the limiting factor to advancing a 

theory of policy tool bundling is more likely to be the data required to adequately test theories 

and not the ability to build complicated models.  

  While policy tool bundling theory is in its infancy, the hope is that the theory can shape 

the development of theories of policy interactions in both the policy tools and policy diffusion 

literature. This dissertation provides evidence of the existence of bundling, hopefully future 

research can determine if bundling impacts the performance of programs. From a public 

management perspective, does policy diversification help attack public problems from multiple 

angles, or does a mixture of policies produce goal ambiguity and decrease accountability? From 

an administrative perspective, should administrators promote single, large scale policies or 

should they propose compellations of policy options to local elected officials? These questions 

can be answered through rigorous empirical testing of how bundles of policies differ in impact 

from those of individual policy usage and represent a portion of my future research agenda.  

 One of the provocative findings of this study is that bundles are not always strategic and 

sometimes polices are employed together arbitrarily. This has important implications for the 

study of performance. Do policies that are intentionally assembled together have a better chance 

of performing than systems which are unsystematically strung together? How do we evaluate the 

impact of specific policies groups in the mist of multiple confounding policies? The lack of 

strategy across many of these policy combinations indicates that potential benefits may be loss 
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from extraneous policies entering the mix or that there are unrealized benefits not being 

exploited by using ineffective bundles of policies.  

 Performance is not the only measure of policy successfulness and policy bundling is not 

limited to impacting performance. One of the key motivations provided for policy bundling was 

redistributional efforts. Economic development policies are sometimes used as social programs 

to promote equity and not efficiency. Other times, economic incentives are distributed to 

politically powerful interest groups to gain political favor. In both cases, social equity becomes a 

major consideration of economic development programs. Public administration research could 

benefit from examining groups of policies to see if an entire bundle was used to advance a 

privileged group, or if bundles of policies were chosen to fairly distribute resources around a 

community.  

 Policy tool bundling represents an expansion of research to account for interactions 

among different instruments. The theory is a method over overcoming the compartmentalizing 

that plagues policy science research. A richer and broader understanding of the policy process 

occurs when previous policy decisions and the simultaneous choices that lawmakers face is 

modeled in a comprehensive manner.  
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APPENDIX A 

 

SAS CODE TO CREATE VARIABLES 

 

 

 

 

options helpbrowser=sas; 
*GOMI 2004-2009 file. 2004 data is bad. ; 
libname gomi09 'Z:\Work_Computer_5_22_08\GOMI\GOMI_2004_2009'; 
proc sort data=gomi09.section_1; by government survey_year; run; 
proc sort data=gomi09.section_2; by government survey_year; run;  
proc sort data=gomi09.section_3; by government survey_year; run;  
proc sort data=gomi09.section_4; by government survey_year; run; 
proc sort data=gomi09.section_5; by government survey_year; run;  
proc sort data=gomi09.section_6; by government survey_year; run;  
proc sort data=gomi09.section_7; by government survey_year; run;  
proc sort data=gomi09.section_8; by government survey_year; run;  
 
 
libname gomi04 'Z:\Work_Computer_5_22_08\GOMI\GOMI_2004'; 
proc sort data=gomi04.section_1_04; by government ; run; 
proc sort data=gomi04.section_2_04; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi04.section_3_04; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi04.section_4_04; by government ; run; 
proc sort data=gomi04.section_5_04; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi04.section_6_04; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi04.section_7_04; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi04.section_8_04; by government ; run;  
 
libname gomi03 'Z:\Work_Computer_5_22_08\GOMI\GOMI_2003'; 
proc sort data=gomi03.section_1_03; by government ; run; 
proc sort data=gomi03.section_2_03; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi03.section_3_03; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi03.section_4_03; by government ; run; 
proc sort data=gomi03.section_5_03; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi03.section_6_03; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi03.section_7_03; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi03.section_8_03; by government ; run;  
 
libname gomi02 'Z:\Work_Computer_5_22_08\GOMI\GOMI_2002'; 
proc sort data=gomi02.section_1_02; by government ; run; 
proc sort data=gomi02.section_2_02; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi02.section_3_02; by government ; run;  
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proc sort data=gomi02.section_4_02; by government ; run; 
proc sort data=gomi02.section_5_02; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi02.section_6_02; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi02.section_7_02; by government ; run;  
libname gomi01 'Z:\Work_Computer_5_22_08\GOMI\GOMI_2001'; 
proc sort data=gomi01.section_1_01; by government ; run; 
proc sort data=gomi01.section_2_01; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi01.section_3_01; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi01.section_4_01; by government ; run; 
proc sort data=gomi01.section_5_01; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi01.section_6_01; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi01.section_7_01; by government ; run;  
 
libname gomi00 'Z:\Work_Computer_5_22_08\GOMI\GOMI_2000'; 
proc sort data=gomi00.section_1_00; by government ; run; 
proc sort data=gomi00.section_2_00; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi00.section_3_00; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi00.section_4_00; by government ; run; 
proc sort data=gomi00.section_5_00; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi00.section_6_00; by government ; run;  
proc sort data=gomi00.section_7_00; by government ; run;  
  
DATA gomi09; *not the same gomi0, no >2004; 
merge  
gomi09.section_1 
gomi09.section_2 
gomi09.section_3 
gomi09.section_4 
gomi09.section_5 
gomi09.section_6 
gomi09.section_7 
gomi09.section_8 
; 
if CNTY_City_Code =. then delete; 
year=survey_year+0; 
by government survey_year; 
if year=2004 then delete;  *** wrong number of observations here. ; 
run; 
 
data gomi04; 
merge gomi04.section_1_04 gomi04.section_2_04 gomi04.section_3_04 gomi04.section_4_04   
gomi04.section_5_04 gomi04.section_6_04 gomi04.section_7_04 gomi04.section_8_04; 
by government; 
year=2004; 
run; 
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DATA gomi03; 
merge gomi03.section_1_03 gomi03.section_2_03 gomi03.section_3_03 gomi03.section_4_03   
gomi03.section_5_03 gomi03.section_6_03 ;*gomi03.section_7_03 gomi03.section_8_03; 
by government; 
year=2003; 
 
rename  v801=v801_03 
  v802=v802_03 
  v803=v803_03 
  v804=v804_03; 
 
rename v505 = v505_03  
 v506 = v505  
 v507 = v506  
 v508 = v507  
 v509 = v508  
 v510 = v509  
 v511 = v510  
 v512 = v511  
 v513 = v512  
 v514 = v513  
 v515 = v514  
 v516 = v515  
 v517 = v516  
 v518 = v517  
 v519 = v518  
 v520 = v519  
 v521 = v520  
 v522 = v521  
 v523 = v522  
 v524 = v523  
 v525 = v524  
 v526 = v525  
 v527 = v526  
 v528 = v527  
 v529 = v528  
 v530 = v529  
 v531 = v530  
 v532 = v531  
 v533 = v532  
 v534 = v533  
 v535 = v534  
 v536 = v535  
 v537 = v536  
 v538 = v537  
 v539 = v538  
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 v540 = v539  
 v541 = v540  
 v542 = v541  
 v543 = v542  
 v544 = v543  
 v545 = v544  
 v546 = v545  
 v547 = v546  
 v548 = v547  
 v549 = v548  
 v550 = v549  
 v551 = v550  
 v552 = v551  
 v553 = v552  
 v554 = v553  
 v555 = v554  
 v556 = v555  
 v557 = v556  
 v558 = v557  
 v559 = v558  
 v560 = v559  
v636 = v636_03  
v637 = v637_03  
v638 = v638_03  
v639 = v639_03  
v640 = v641  
v641 = v641_03  
v642 = v642   
;   *v642 has different response catagories; 
; 
 
RUN; 
**************************2002; 
DATA gomi02; 
merge gomi02.section_1_02 gomi02.section_2_02 gomi02.section_3_02 gomi02.section_4_02   
gomi02.section_5_02 gomi02.section_6_02 ;*gomi02.section_7_02; 
; 
year=2002; 
by government; 
 
rename v505 = v505_03 
 v506 = v505 
 v507 = v506 
 v508 = v507 
 v509 = v508 
 v510 = v509 
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 v511 = v510 
 v512 = v511 
 v513 = v512 
 v514 = v513 
 v515 = v514 
 v516 = v515 
 v517 = v516 
 v518 = v517 
 v519 = v518 
 v520 = v519 
 v521 = v520 
 v522 = v521 
 v523 = v522 
 v524 = v523 
 v525 = v524 
 v526 = v525 
 v527 = v526 
 v528 = v527 
 v529 = v528 
 v530 = v529 
 v531 = v530 
 v532 = v531 
 v533 = v532 
 v534 = v533 
 v535 = v534 
 v536 = v535 
 v537 = v536 
 v538 = v537 
 v539 = v538 
 v540 = v539 
 v541 = v540 
 v542 = v541 
 v543 = v542 
 v544 = v543 
 v545 = v544 
 v546 = v545 
 v547 = v546 
 v548 = v547 
 v549 = v548 
 v550 = v549 
 v551 = v550 
 v552 = v551 
 v553 = v552 
 v554 = v553 
 v555 = v554 
 v556 = v555 
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 v557 = v556 
 v558 = v557 
 v559 = v558 
 v560 = v559 
 v636 = v636_03 
 v637 = v637_03 
 v638 = v638_03 
 v639 = v639_03 
 v640 = v641 
 v641 = v641_03 
 v642 = v642 
 ; *this has different response catagories;   
 
data gomi01; 
merge gomi01.section_1_01 gomi01.section_2_01 gomi01.section_3_01 gomi01.section_4_01   
gomi01.section_5_01 gomi01.section_6_01 ;*gomi01.section_7_01 ; 
; 
year=2001; 
by government; 
RUN; 
 
DATA gomi00; 
merge gomi00.section_1_00 gomi00.section_2_00 gomi00.section_3_00 gomi00.section_4_00   
gomi00.section_5_00 gomi00.section_6_00 ;*gomi00.section_7_00; 
; 
year=2000; 
by government; 
 
rename V504 = v504_00 
 V504B = v504a_00 
 V504C = v504b_00 
 V505 = v505_00 
 V506 = v506_00 
 V507 = v504 
 V508 = v508_00 
 V509 = v505 
 V510 = v506 
 V511 = v507 
 V512 = v508 
 V513 = v509 
 V514 = v510 
 V515 = v511 
 V516 = v512 
 V517 = v513 
 V518 = v514 
 V519 = v515 
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 V520 = v516 
 V521 = v517 
 V522 = v518 
 V523 = v519 
 V524 = v520 
 V525 = v521 
 V526 = v522 
 V527 = v523 
 V528 = v524 
 V529 = v525 
 V530 = v526 
 V531 = v527 
 V532 = v528 
 V533 = v529 
 V534 = v530 
 V535 = v531 
 V536 = v532 
 V537 = v533 
 V538 = v534 
 V539 = v535 
 V540 = v536 
 V541 = v537 
 V542 = v538 
 V543 = v539 
 V544 = v540 
 V545 = v541 
 V546 = v542 
 V547 = v543 
 V548 = v544 
 V549 = v545 
 V550 = v546 
 V551 = v547 
 V552 = v548 
 V553 = v549 
 V554 = v550 
 V555 = v551 
 V556 = v552 
 V557 = v553 
 V558 = v554 
 V559 = v555 
 V560 = v556 
 V561 = v557 
 V562 = v558 
 V563 = v559 
     
 v636 = v636_03 
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 v637 = v637_00 
 v638 = v638_00 
 v639 = v639_00 
 ; *this has different response catagories;   
RUN; 
 
*Need to add a numeric variable for each county and city;  
data county; 
set gomi09(keep=ResidentCO); 
run; 
 
proc sort data=county nodup; by ResidentCO; run; 
 
data county2; 
set county; 
countynum=_N_; 
if ResidentCO='' then delete; 
run; 
 
data city; 
set gomi09(keep=government); 
run; 
 
proc sort data=city nodup; by government; run; 
 
data city2; 
set city; 
citynum=_N_; 
if government='' then delete; 
run; 
 
proc sort data=gomi09; by ResidentCO; run; 
data gomi09a; 
merge gomi09 county2 ; 
by ResidentCO; 
run; 
 
proc sort data=gomi09a; by government; run; 
data gomi09b; 
merge gomi09a city2 ; 
by government; 
run; 
 
proc sort data=gomi09b; by government year; run; 
 
data gomi0; 
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merge gomi09b gomi04 gomi03 gomi02 gomi01 gomi00; 
by government year; 
array old(13) v608-v620 ; 
array new(13) incent1-incent13 ; *need this to calculate binary; 
array dif(13) dif1-dif13 ; *using this to calculate ordinal diffusion;  
 
do i=1 to 13; 
if upcase(old[i])='A' then do  ; 
 new[i]=0; 
 dif[i]=0; 
end; 
if upcase(old[i])='B' then do  ; 
 new[i]=1; 
 dif[i]=1; 
end; 
if upcase(old[i])='C' then do  ; 
 new[i]=2; 
 dif[i]=1; 
end; 
if upcase(old[i])='D' then do  ; *The "Always" should be recoded the same as usually in the 
dependent variable;  
 new[i]=3; 
 dif[i]=1; 
end; 
if upcase(old[i])='0' then do  ; 
 new[i]=.; 
 dif[i]=.; 
end; 
end; 
 
array old1(6) v601-v606; 
array new1(6) loc_chamber multi_chamber dev_auth joint_dev_auth loc_gov no_econ_dev; 
do i=1 to 6; 
if old1[i]='1' then new1[i]=1; 
else new1[i]=0; 
*if old1[i]='-' then new1[i]=1; 
*if old1[i]='2' then new1[i]=0; 
*if old1[i]='' then new1[i]=.; 
end;  *need to check on 0 condition, there are '-' characters i don't know what mean;  
 
if dev_auth=1 or joint_dev_auth=1 then authority=1;  
if dev_auth=0 & joint_dev_auth=0 then authority=0; 
if v607='1' then ed_staff=1; 
if v607='2' then ed_staff=0; *there are some problems in 2000 and 2003; 
if v800='1' then sole_commish=1; 
if v800='2' then sole_commish=0; 
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if v801='1' then elect_commish=1; 
if v801='2' then elect_commish=0; 
if v802='1' or v805='1' then district=1; 
if v802='2' or v805='2' then district=0; 
if v802='3' or v805='3' then district=.5; 
if v802='4' or v805='4' then district=.; 
if v803~='' then council_size=v803+0; 
if v806~='' then council_size=v806+0;; 
if v807='1' or v807='2' then mayor=1;  
if v807='3' or v807='4' then mayor=0; 
if v807='3' then manager=1;  
if v807='1' or v807='2' or v807='4' then manager=0; 
if v807='4' then commish=1;  
 
label  incent1='free land'  incent2='loans'  incent3='state grant' 
 incent4='federal grant'  incent5='quickstart'  incent6='subsidy' 
  incent7='tax incentive'  incent8='utilities'  incent9='govt 
services'  incent10='ID bonds'  incent11='permiting' 
  incent12='regulation'  incent13='fee waiver'; 
 
ResidentCO=propcase(ResidentCO); 
run;  
 
***** This shows that many of the missing on the DV are probably 0.  
***** I did not recode this;  
/* 
proc freq data=gomi0; 
table incent1*no_econ_dev/missing nocum nopercent; 
run; 
*/ 
***************************** Calculates diffusuion variable (number of adoptions per 
county); 
proc sort data=gomi0;  
by ResidentCO year; 
run; 
 
proc means data=gomi0 noprint ; 
*class ResidentCO; 
by ResidentCO year; 
var dif1-dif13; 
output out=diff (drop=_type_) mean(dif1 dif7 dif10 dif11)= diffusion1 diffusion7 diffusion10 
diffusion11; 
run; 
 
******************************** Add election results; 
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libname elect pcfiles path="Z:\Work_Computer_5_22_08\GOMI\Election\Georgia_electon.xls" ; 
run; 
data elect; 
set elect.'Sheet1$'n; 
ResidentCO= propcase(cat(trim(county), ' COUNTY')); 
if county= 'CLARKE' then ResidentCO= 'Athens-Clarke Cons. Govt.'; 
if county= 'RICHMOND' then ResidentCO= 'Augusta/Richmond Cons. Govt.'; 
run; 
 
***merge elections and diffusion;  
proc sort data=diff; by ResidentCO; run; 
proc sort data=elect; by ResidentCO; run; 
data diff2; 
merge diff elect; 
by  ResidentCO; 
if  ResidentCO='' then delete; 
 
run; 
 
********************* Merge with GOMI; 
 
proc sort data=diff2; by ResidentCO year; run; 
 
data gomi1; 
merge gomi0(in=a) diff2(in=b) ; 
by  ResidentCO year; 
*if ResidentCO= '' then delete; 
if CNTY_City_Code~='2' then delete; *Moved this here after diffusion is calc.;  
*keep incent1-incent13 ed_staff district council_size mayor manager  
loc_chamber multi_chamber dev_auth joint_dev_auth loc_gov no_econ_dev 
government year CNTY_City_Code residentCO authority  
city0 city1 dif1-dif13 county rep_vote; *dem_08 dem_04 rep_08 rep_04 total_04 total_05 ; 
 
if year<2008 then rep_vote=rep_04/total_04; 
if year>=2008 then rep_vote=rep_08/total_08; 
 
**** Adds variable to merge dca data; 
city_1= find(government, "City"); 
city_2= find(government, "Town"); 
city0=city_1+city_2; 
if city0>0 then city1= upcase(substrn(government, 1, city0-1)) ; 
if city0=0 then city1= upcase(government) ; 
gomi=a; 
diff=b; 
drop city_1 city_2 city0 gomi diff; 
run; 
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/* ** checking the merge; 
proc print data=gomi1; where rep_08=. & year>2004 ; var city1 ResidentCO year 
CNTY_City_Code; run; 
proc means data=gomi1 n nmiss; class year; var rep_04  rep_08 ;run; 
*/ 
*************** *********************************Add DCA file; 
 
libname gomi "Z:\Work_Computer_5_22_08\GOMI" ; 
run; 
 
proc sort data=gomi1; by city1 year; 
proc sort data=gomi.dca; by city1 year; run; 
 
data full0; 
merge gomi1(in=a) gomi.dca(in=b);  
by city1 year; 
drop v101--v807 v505_03--v641_03 v560--v639_00; 
if a=b then q=1; 
else q=0; 
lndebt=log(debt+.1); 
if f_capacity<0 & f_capacity~=. then f_capacity=0 ; 
if f_effort<0 & f_capacity~=. then f_effort=0 ; 
lnf_cap=log(f_capacity); 
lnf_eff=log(f_effort); 
lnpop=log(pop); 
array time(9) t1-t9; 
 do i=1 to 9; 
 if year=2000+i then time[i]=i; 
 else time[i]=0; 
end; 
gomi=a; 
dca=b; 
drop gomi dca; 
run;  
/* 
proc print data=full0; where pop=. & year>2004 ; var city1 ResidentCO year gomi dca; run; 
proc means data=full0 n nmiss; where year>2004; class year; var countynum debt f_capacity pop 
;run; 
*/ 
************************* deleting missing DV observations;  
proc freq data=full0 noprint; 
where year>2004 & CNTY_City_Code='2';  
tables government*(incent1 )/ missing nocum nopercent out=nodv1; 
tables government*(incent7 )/ missing nocum nopercent out=nodv7; 
tables government*(incent10)/ missing nocum nopercent out=nodv10; 
tables government*(incent11)/ missing nocum nopercent out=nodv11; 
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tables government / out=nodv_all; *trying to get gove that were in there 4 times only. ; 
run; 
 
data nodv; 
merge  
nodv1( rename= (count=count1)) 
nodv7( rename= (count=count7)) 
nodv10( rename= (count=count10)) 
nodv11( rename= (count=count11)) 
;*nodv_all( rename= (count=count_all)); 
by government; 
keepdv=0; 
if incent1=. then keepdv=keepdv+count1; 
if incent7=. then keepdv=keepdv+count7; 
if incent10=. then keepdv=keepdv+count10; 
if incent11=. then keepdv=keepdv+count11; 
 
if keepdv=0 then delete; 
keep government keepdv; 
drop percent; 
run; 
/* *Provides the number of cities deleted; 
proc sort data=nodv nodup; by government; run; 
ods html; 
proc freq data=nodv; 
where keepdv<21 ; 
table keepdv; 
*table count_all/ missing; 
run; 
ods html close; 
*/ 
proc sort data=nodv nodup; by government; 
proc sort data=full0 ; by government; 
 
data full0b; 
merge full0 nodv; 
by government; 
if keepdv>11 then delete; 
drop keepdv; 
run; 
/* 
proc means data=full0b n nmiss; 
where year>2004; 
class year; 
var incent1 incent7 incent10 incent11; 
*title 'Number of Cities per year'; 
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run; 
*/ 
 
/*  ****************need to remeove "if keepdv=0 then delete;" from above code to make this 
work; 
proc freq data=full0b; 
table keepdv*tax_tier/ missing; 
run; 
 
proc freq data=full0b noprint; 
where year>2004; 
table government/ out=count; 
run; 
 
proc sort data=count; by count; run; 
*/ 
 /* *thse are the data points that did not merge correctly; 
ods html; 
proc print data=full(obs=40); 
where q=0 and year>2003 and year<2009; 
var government city city1 year residentco; 
run;  
ods html off; 
*/ 
 
proc sort data=full0b;  
by city1 year;  *descending; 
run; 
 
********************* Creates lagged variables and duration variable; 
data full1; 
set full0b; 
by city1; 
array old(13) incent1-incent13; 
array new1(13) dif_dv1-dif_dv13; 
array new2(13) lag_dv1-lag_dv13; 
array new2a(13) lag2_dv1-lag2_dv13; 
array new3(13) bin_dv1-bin_dv13; 
array new4(13) lag_bin_dv1-lag_bin_dv13; 
array new4a(13) lag2_bin_dv1-lag2_bin_dv13; 
array new4b(13) lag3_bin_dv1-lag3_bin_dv13; 
array new5(13) duration1-duration13; 
  retain new5 0; 
do i=1 to 13; 
 new1[i]=dif(old[i]); 
 if first.city1 then new1[i] = .; 
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 new2[i]=lag(old[i]); 
 new2a[i]=lag2(old[i]); 
 if first.city1 then new2[i] = .;   
 if first.city1 then new2a[i] = .; 
 if old[i]<1 then new3[i]=0; 
 if old[i]>=1 then new3[i]=1; 
 if old[i]=. then new3[i]=.; 
 new4[i]=lag(new3[i]); 
 new4a[i]=lag2(new3[i]); 
 new4b[i]=lag3(new3[i]); 
 if first.city1 then new4[i] = .;   
 if first.city1 then new4a[i] = .; 
 if first.city1 then new4b[i] = .; 
 
 if first.city1 | new3[i]=0 then new5[i]=0; 
 if new3[i]~=. then new5[i]=new5[i]+new3[i]; 
 
 if year=2005 & new5[i]>6 then new5[i]=6;  
  if year=2006 & new5[i]>7 then new5[i]=7;  
   if year=2007 & new5[i]>8 then new5[i]=8;  
    if year=2008 & new5[i]>9 then new5[i]=9;  
     if year=2009 & new5[i]>10 then new5[i]=10;  
end; 
 *if city1='UNION' then do; 
 * if year=2005 then duration11=5 duration11>10 then duration11=10; *fixes a 
problem with city 'UNION'; 
; 
label  bin_dv1='free land'  bin_dv2='loans'  bin_dv3='state grant' 
 bin_dv4='federal grant'  bin_dv5='quickstart'  incent6='subsidy' 
  bin_dv7='tax incentive'  bin_dv8='utilities'  bin_dv9='govt 
services'  bin_dv10='ID bonds'  bin_dv11='permiting' 
  bin_dv12='regulation'  bin_dv13='fee waiver'; 
run; 
 
/* 
proc means data=full1; class year ;var bin_dv1-bin_dv13 duration1-duration13; run; 
*/ 
******************************************************************************
** i NEED TO COME BACK AND DOCUMENT WHAT IS MISSING; 
 
proc sort data=full1; 
by city1 decending year; run; 
 
data full2; 
*** this creates the leading varibles for the fiscal measures which end in 2008. ; 
merge  
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 full1 
 full1( 
firstobs=2 
keep=f_capacity f_effort lnf_cap lnf_eff lndebt tax_tier ResidentCO 
Rename=( f_capacity=l_f_cap f_effort=l_f_eff  
lnf_cap=l_lnf_cap lnf_eff=l_lnf_eff lndebt=l_lndebt tax_tier=l_tax_tier)); 
/* by is dropped intentionally */ 
 
********* Manager council_size is only measured in 2008. I simply take it as constant over 
time; 
array char_(5)  mayor manager council_size tax_tier ed_staff; *I need to go back and add 
ed_staff and authority. Maybe diffusion and vote; 
array fill(5) fill1-fill5; 
do i=1 to 5; 
 retain fill; 
 if char_(i) ~= . then fill(i)=char_(i);  
 else char_(i)=fill(i); 
 if char_(i)  = . then char_(i)=fill(i); 
end; 
drop fill1-fill5 i; 
 
*stores leads as values for year 2008; 
if year=2008 then do; 
 f_capacity=l_f_cap ; 
 f_effort=l_f_eff ; 
 lnf_cap=l_lnf_cap ; 
 lnf_eff=l_lnf_eff; 
 lndebt=l_lndebt; 
 tax_tier=l_tax_tier; 
end; 
drop l_f_cap l_f_eff l_lnf_cap l_lnf_eff l_lndebt l_tax_tier; 
run; 
 
 
/* 
proc means data=full2; class year;  
var diffusion1 diffusion7 diffusion10 diffusion11 duration1-duration13; run;  
*/ 
********************* lagging all the independent variables;  
proc sort data=full2;  
by city1  year; 
run; 
data full2b; 
set full2; 
array civ(26)  
district mayor manager debt edu_bach edu_hs f_capacity council_size 
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f_effort millage per_old per_young pop popch tax_tier lndebt  
lnf_cap lnf_eff lnpop ed_staff authority rep_vote   
 diffusion1 diffusion7 diffusion10 diffusion11; 
array liv(26) liv1-liv26; 
do i=1 to dim(liv); 
 liv[i]=lag(civ[i]); 
 if first.city1 then liv[i] = .;   
end; 
drop district mayor manager debt edu_bach edu_hs f_capacity council_size 
f_effort millage per_old per_young pop popch tax_tier lndebt  
lnf_cap lnf_eff lnpop ed_staff authority rep_vote   
 diffusion1 diffusion7 diffusion10 diffusion11; 
run; 
/* ** need to remove drop statement to make work.  
proc print data=full2b(obs=26); 
var city1 year district liv1 f_capacity liv7 diffusion11 liv27; 
run; 
*/ 
data full2c; 
set full2b; 
array civ(26)  
district mayor manager debt edu_bach edu_hs f_capacity council_size 
f_effort millage per_old per_young pop popch tax_tier lndebt  
lnf_cap lnf_eff lnpop ed_staff authority rep_vote  
diffusion1 diffusion7 diffusion10 diffusion11 ; 
array liv(26) liv1-liv26; 
do i=1 to 26; 
civ[i] =liv[i] ; 
end; 
drop liv1-liv26 i; 
label  bin_dv1='free land'  bin_dv2='loans'  bin_dv3='state grant' 
 bin_dv4='federal grant'  bin_dv5='quickstart'  incent6='subsidy' 
  bin_dv7='tax incentive'  bin_dv8='utilities'  bin_dv9='govt 
services'  bin_dv10='ID bonds'  bin_dv11='permiting' 
  bin_dv12='regulation'  bin_dv13='fee waiver'; 
run; 
 
/* 
ods html; 
proc means data=full2c; 
class year; 
*var liv1-liv23; 
var district mayor manager debt edu_bach edu_hs f_capacity council_size 
f_effort millage per_old per_young pop popch tax_tier lndebt  
lnf_cap lnf_eff lnpop ed_staff authority diffusion rep_vote; 
run; 
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ods html close; 
run; 
*/ 
 
data full3; 
set full2c; 
*if manager=. and edu_bach=. then delete; 
if ResidentCO='' then delete; 
if year<2005 then delete; 
cons=1; 
id=_N_; 
keep rep_vote district  manager council_size  ed_staff authority 
f_capacity f_effort lnf_eff lnf_cap tax_tier lndebt  
lnpop edu_bach   duration1-duration13 bin_dv1-bin_dv13 countynum citynum cons id year t5-t9  
diffusion1 diffusion7 diffusion10 diffusion11 
incent1-incent13 dif_dv1-dif_dv13 city1 government ResidentCO;  
run; 
 
data full3b; *Variables used in MLwIN analysis; 
set full3; 
array miss(*) diffusion1 diffusion7 diffusion10 diffusion11 rep_vote district   
manager council_size  ed_staff authority  f_effort lnf_eff  tax_tier lndebt  
lnpop edu_bach   duration1-duration13 bin_dv1 bin_dv7 bin_dv10 bin_dv11 citynum countynum 
cons id; 
do i=1 to dim(miss); 
 if miss[i]=. then delete; 
end; 
drop i; 
keep  rep_vote district  manager council_size  ed_staff authority 
f_capacity f_effort lnf_eff lnf_cap tax_tier lndebt  
lnpop edu_bach   duration1-duration13 bin_dv1-bin_dv13 countynum citynum cons id year t5-t9  
diffusion1 diffusion7 diffusion10 diffusion11; 
run; 
 
data full4; 
set full3; 
array miss(*)  rep_vote district  manager council_size  ed_staff authority 
 f_effort lnf_eff  tax_tier lndebt  
lnpop edu_bach   duration1-duration13 bin_dv1 bin_dv7 bin_dv10 bin_dv11 citynum countynum 
cons id 
diffusion1 diffusion7 diffusion10 diffusion11; 
 
do i=1 to dim(miss); 
 if miss[i]=. then delete; 
end; 
drop i; 
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run; 
/* 
ods html; 
proc contents data=full3 position; run; 
ods html close; 
 
proc means data=full3 n nmiss; class year; var council_size; run; 
proc means data=full3b n nmiss mean std; run;   
proc print data=full3 ; where rep_vote=.; var city1 ResidentCO year rep_vote pop incent1; run;  
*/ 
 
/* 
proc logistic data=full3b;  
class citynum; 
model1: model bin_dv10(event='1') =  
diffusion1 diffusion7 diffusion10 diffusion11 
rep_vote  
district   
manager  
council_size   
ed_staff  
authority 
lnf_eff     
tax_tier  
lndebt  
lnpop  
edu_bach    
duration1-duration13 
t6-t9 
/ rsquare link=PROBIT ;*corrb;  
run; 
 
ods html; 
proc freq data=full3b; 
table citynum; 
run; 
ods html close; 
 
/* *regression with only the no missing variables; 
proc logistic; 
model2: model bin_dv1(event='1') = diffusion rep_vote district  manager council_size  ed_staff 
authority 
  duration1-duration12/ rsquare link=PROBIT ;*corrb;  
run; 
*/ 
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/* 
proc export data=full3b  
outfile= 'C:\Users\Tony\Documents\Dissertation\Dissertation\gomi_final.10.16.10.dta' replace; 
*outfile= 'Z:\Work_Computer_5_22_08\GOMI\gomi_final.10.13.10.dta' replace; 
run; 
 
*********************************** Fills in missing values with previous estimates. ; 
/*  *this code filled in missing values with closest observations over time. Not using this. ; 
proc sort data=full1;  
by city1  descending year; 
run; 
******************************************************************************
** i NEED TO COME BACK AND DOCUMENT WHAT IS MISSING; 
data full2; 
set full1 ;*(keep=empid lname fname action job  LOCATION EXEMPT PAYACT);  
array char_(21) district council_size mayor manager debt edu_bach edu_hs f_capacity  
f_effort millage per_old per_young pop popch tax_tier lndebt lnf_cap lnf_eff lnpop ed_staff 
authority; 
array fill(21) fill1-fill21; 
do i=1 to 21; 
retain fill; 
if char_(i) ~= . then fill(i)=char_(i);  
else char_(i)=fill(i); 
if char_(i)  = . then char_(i)=fill(i); 
end; 
drop fill1-fill21 i; 
*/ 
/* 
ods html; 
proc corr data=full3 nosimple noprob; 
var diffusion rep_vote district  manager council_size  ed_staff authority 
f_capacity f_effort  tax_tier lndebt  
lnpop edu_bach   duration1-duration13; 
run; 
ods html close; 
 
options helpbrowser=sas; 
/* 
proc import out=full3 
datafile='Z:\Work_Computer_5_22_08\GOMI\gomi.7.1.10.csv' 
replace; run;  
*/ 
ods html; 
proc means data=full1 nmiss; 
where year>2003; 
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class year; 
var incent1 incent7 incent10 incent12 diffusion  rep_vote district  manager council_size  ed_staff 
authority 
lnf_eff  tax_tier lndebt lnpop edu_bach   duration1-duration13 t6-t9; 
run; 
ods html close; 
 
**** DVs; 
data plot1; 
set full4; 
keep incent1 incent7 incent10 incent11 year ; 
rename incent1=Land incent7=Tax incent10=Bond incent11=Permitting year=Year; 
run; 
 
data plot2; 
set full4; 
keep bin_dv1 bin_dv7 bin_dv10 bin_dv11 year government; 
rename bin_dv1=Land bin_dv7=Tax bin_dv10=Bond bin_dv11=Permitting 
year=Year; 
run; 
 
data plot3; 
set full4; 
keep dif_dv1 dif_dv7 dif_dv10 dif_dv11 year government; 
rename dif_dv1=Land dif_dv7=Tax dif_dv10=Bond dif_dv11=Permitting year=Year; 
run; 
 
ods graphics on; 
ods html; 
proc freq data=plot1 ;*noprint; 
table (Land Tax Bond Permitting)*year/ nocum nopercent norow nocol plots=freqplot(type=dot 
SCALE=percent);*out=a; 
*table (bin_dv1-bin_dv13)*year/ nocum nopercent norow nocol plots=freqplot(type=dot 
SCALE=percent);*out=a; 
*table v620*year/ nocum nopercent norow nocol out=a; 
*output out=a chisq; 
run; 
ods html close; 
ods graphics off;  
 
ods graphics on; 
ods html; 
proc freq data=plot2 ;*noprint; 
table (Land Tax Bond Permitting)*year/ nocum nopercent norow nocol plots=freqplot(type=dot 
SCALE=percent);*out=a; 
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*table (bin_dv1-bin_dv13)*year/ nocum nopercent norow nocol plots=freqplot(type=dot 
SCALE=percent);*out=a; 
*table v620*year/ nocum nopercent norow nocol out=a; 
*output out=a chisq; 
run; 
ods html close; 
ods graphics off;  
 
ods graphics on; 
ods html; 
proc freq data=plot3 ;*noprint; 
table (Land Tax Bond Permitting)*year/ nocum nopercent norow nocol plots=freqplot(type=dot 
SCALE=percent);*out=a; 
*table (bin_dv1-bin_dv13)*year/ nocum nopercent norow nocol plots=freqplot(type=dot 
SCALE=percent);*out=a; 
*table v620*year/ nocum nopercent norow nocol out=a; 
*output out=a chisq; 
run; 
ods html close; 
ods graphics off;  
 
/* 
proc sgpanel data=full3; 
panelby incent1 / novarname; 
dot year; 
keylegend / title="Year"; 
run; 
*/ 
********************8 Independent Variables; 
ods html; 
proc means data=full4; 
class year;  
var diffusion  rep_vote district  manager council_size  ed_staff authority 
lnf_eff  tax_tier lndebt lnpop edu_bach   duration1-duration13; 
run; 
ods html close; 
 
data box; 
set full4(keep=duration1-duration13 year city1); 
length Incentive $22; 
  ARRAY dur(13) duration1-duration13; 
 
DO i=1 to 13 ;*year = 2005 to 2009 ; 
    Duration = dur[i]; 
 type=cat('duration',i); 
 a=1; 
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if type= 'duration1' then Incentive= 'Free Land'  ; 
if type= 'duration2' then Incentive= 'Low Interest Loans'  ; 
if type= 'duration3' then Incentive= 'State Grants'  ; 
if type= 'duration4' then Incentive= 'Federal Grants'  ; 
if type= 'duration5' then Incentive= 'Quickstart' ; 
if type= 'duration6' then Incentive= 'Subsidies'  ; 
if type= 'duration7' then Incentive= 'Tax Incentive'  ; 
if type= 'duration8' then Incentive= 'Reduced Utilities'  ; 
if type= 'duration9' then Incentive= 'Government Services' ; 
if type= 'duration10' then Incentive= 'ID Bonds'  ; 
if type= 'duration11' then Incentive= 'Expedited Permitting'  ; 
if type= 'duration12'    then Incentive= 'Regulation' ; 
if type= 'duration13' then Incentive= 'Fee Waivers'; ; 
    OUTPUT; 
  END; 
 
  keep duration city1 year type a incentive; 
  run; 
  /* 
proc means data=box; class type; var duration; run; 
proc means data=full4; var duration1-duration13; run; 
*/ 
 
proc sort data=box; by incentive ; run; 
 
ods html; 
ods graphics on; 
proc boxplot data=box; 
plot duration*incentive/ nohlabel  BLOCKLABTYPE=SCALED; 
label duration='Duration in Years'; 
run; 
ods graphics off; 
ods html close; 
 
*********8 diffusion; 
ods html; 
proc means data=full4; class year; var diffusion1 diffusion7 diffusion10 diffusion11; run;  
ods html close; 
 
data box2; 
set full4(keep= diffusion1 diffusion7 diffusion10 diffusion11 year city1); 
length Incentive $22; 
  ARRAY dur(4) diffusion1 diffusion7 diffusion10 diffusion11; 
 
DO i=1 to 4 ;*year = 2005 to 2009 ; 
    Diffusion = dur[i]; 
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type=cat('diffusion',i); 
 a=1; 
if i=1 then Incentive= 'Free Land'  ; 
if i=2 then Incentive= 'Tax Incentives'  ; 
if i=3 then Incentive= 'ID Bonds'  ; 
if i=4 then Incentive= 'Expedited Permitting'  ; 
    OUTPUT; 
  END; 
 
  keep Diffusion city1 year type incentive; 
  run; 
 
proc sort data=full4; by incentive year; 
ods html; 
ods graphics on; 
proc boxplot data=box2; 
plot diffusion*incentive/ nohlabel  BLOCKLABTYPE=SCALED; 
by year; 
label diffusion='Diffusion Within County'; 
run; 
ods graphics off; 
ods html close; 
 
***********8 all summaries; 
 
ods html; 
proc means data=full4; class year;  
var diffusion1 diffusion7 diffusion10 diffusion11  
rep_vote district  manager council_size  ed_staff authority 
 f_effort lnf_eff  tax_tier lndebt  
lnpop edu_bach   duration1-duration13  
;  
run;  
ods html close; 
 
proc print data=full2; where year=2005 & duration11>6 | duration10>6; var city1 year 
bin_dv11; run;  
 
city1='UNION'; var year bin_dv1-bin_dv13; run; 
 
proc corr data=full4; 
var  lnf_eff  tax_tier lndebt lnpop edu_bach rep_vote; 
run; 
 
* exporting to R; 
/* 
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proc export data=box  
outfile= 'C:\Users\Tony\Documents\Dissertation\Dissertation\duration.csv' replace; 
run; 
proc export data=box2  
outfile= 'C:\Users\Tony\Documents\Dissertation\Dissertation\diffusion.csv' replace; 
run; 
 
*/ 
 
proc import  
datafile='C:\Users\Tony\Documents\Dissertation\Dissertation\run20_10.18.10.csv' 
out=mlwin replace; 
run; 
 
data ci1; 
set mlwin; 
n=_N_; 
length incentive $22 var $15 var2 $32; 
if n<=120 then do; 
 q=find(name, '.bin_dv'); 
 var= substr(name,1,q-1); 
 type= substr(name,q+1); 
end;  
if n=23 then type='bin_dv10'; 
if n=24 then type='bin_dv11'; 
 
if n=121 then do ; var='var1'; var2='Free Land Variance';    type='var'; end; 
if n=122 then do; var='rho12'; var2='Land and Tax Covariance';   type= 'cov'; end; 
if n=123 then do; var='var2'; var2='Tax Incentive Variance';   type= 'var'; end; 
if n=124 then do; var='rho13'; var2='Land and Bond Covariance';  type= 'cov'; end; 
if n=125 then do; var='rho23'; var2='Tax and Bond Covariance';  type= 'cov'; end; 
if n=126 then do; var='var3'; var2='ID Bond Variance';    type= 'var'; end; 
if n=127 then do; var='rho14'; var2='Land and Permit Covariance';  type= 'cov'; end; 
if n=128 then do; var='rho24'; var2='Tax and Permit Covariance';   type= 'cov'; end;  
if n=129 then do; var='rho34'; var2='Bond and Permit Covariance';  type= 'cov'; end; 
if n=130 then do; var='var4'; var2='Expedited Permitting Variance'; type= 'var'; end;  
 
if type='bin_dv1'  then Incentive= 'Free Land'  ; 
if type='bin_dv7'  then Incentive= 'Tax Incentives'  ; 
if type='bin_dv10'  then Incentive= 'ID Bonds'  ; 
if type='bin_dv11'  then Incentive= 'Expedited Permitting'  ; 
if n>120   then Incentive= 'Covariance'  ; 
 
if var= 'cons'   then var2= 'Intercept'; 
if var= 'diffusion'  then var2= 'Diffusion'; 
if var= 'rep_vote'  then var2= 'Percent Republican Vote'; 
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if var= 'district'  then var2= 'District Representation'; 
if var= 'manager'  then var2= 'City Manager'; 
if var= 'council_size' then var2= 'Council Size'; 
if var= 'ed_staff'  then var2= 'Economic Development Staff'; 
if var= 'authority'  then var2= 'Economic Development Authority'; 
if var= 'lnf_eff'  then var2= 'Fiscal Effort Index'; 
if var= 'tax_tier'  then var2= 'Georgia Tax Tier'; 
if var= 'lndebt'  then var2= 'City Debt'; 
if var= 'lnpop'   then var2= 'Population'; 
if var= 'edu_bach' then var2= 'Percent College Education'; 
if var= 'duration1' then var2= 'Free Land Duration'; 
if var= 'duration2' then var2= 'Low Interest Loans Duration'; 
if var= 'duration3' then var2= 'State Grants Duration'; 
if var= 'duration4' then var2= 'Federal Grants Duration'; 
if var= 'duration5' then var2= 'Quickstart Duration'; 
if var= 'duration6' then var2= 'Subsidies Duration'; 
if var= 'duration7' then var2= 'Tax Incentive Duration'; 
if var= 'duration8' then var2= 'Reduced  Utilities Duration'; 
if var= 'duration9' then var2= 'Government Services Duration'; 
if var= 'duration10' then var2= 'ID Bonds Duration'; 
if var= 'duration11' then var2= 'Expedited Permitting Duration'; 
if var= 'duration12' then var2= 'Regulation Duration'; 
if var= 'duration13' then var2= 'Fee Waivers Duration'; 
if var= 't6' then var2= 'Year 2005'; 
if var= 't7' then var2= 'Year 2006'; 
if var= 't8' then var2= 'Year 2007'; 
if var= 't9' then var2= 'Year 2008'; 
p1=find(var2, 'Duration'); 
p2=find(var2, 'Year'); 
if p1 >0 | p2 >0 then plot=1; else plot=0; 
drop p1 p2 q; 
run; 
/* 
data land1; 
set ci1; 
where Incentive= 'Free Land'  ; 
run; 
data tax1; 
set ci1; 
where Incentive= 'Tax Incentives'   ; 
run; 
data bond1; 
set ci1; 
where Incentive= 'ID Bonds'   ; 
run; 
data permit1; 
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set ci1; 
where Incentive= 'Expedited Permitting'  ; 
run; 
data cor1; 
set ci1; 
where n>120; 
run; 
*/ 
 
/* 
proc export data=ci1  
outfile= 'C:\Users\Tony\Documents\Dissertation\Dissertation\ci_10.18.10.dta' replace; 
run; 
 
proc export data=land1  
outfile= 'C:\Users\Tony\Documents\Dissertation\Dissertation\land1.csv' replace; 
run; 
proc export data=tax1 
outfile= 'C:\Users\Tony\Documents\Dissertation\Dissertation\tax1.csv' replace; 
run; 
proc export data=bond1  
outfile= 'C:\Users\Tony\Documents\Dissertation\Dissertation\bond1.csv' replace; 
run; 
proc export data=permit1  
outfile= 'C:\Users\Tony\Documents\Dissertation\Dissertation\permit1.csv' replace; 
run; 
proc export data=cor1  
outfile= 'C:\Users\Tony\Documents\Dissertation\Dissertation\cor1.csv' replace; 
run; 
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APPENDIX B    

 

R GRAPHIC COMMANDS 

 

 

 

 

library(lattice) 
 
dur<- read.csv( 
'C:/Users/Tony/Documents/Dissertation/Dissertation/duration.csv',  
header=T) 
 
dif<-read.csv( 
'C:/Users/Tony/Documents/Dissertation/Dissertation/diffusion.csv',  
header=T) 
 
######### Duration plot 
dur.plot<-  
bwplot(Incentive~Duration, data=dur,  
horizontal=T,scales=list( y=list(rot=45)), xlab='Duration in Years' ) 
 
######### Diffusion plot 
dif.plot<-  
bwplot(factor(year)~Diffusion|Incentive, data=dif,  
scales=list( x=list(rot=45))) 
 
#####################################################3 
#################################### 
#########  CI plots for MVP  #ci1.csv is full file 
 
m1<-read.csv( 
'C:/Users/Tony/Documents/Dissertation/Dissertation/ci_10.18.10.csv',  
header=T) 
 
library(foreign) 
m1<-read.dta( 
'C:/Users/Tony/Documents/Dissertation/Dissertation/ci_10.18.10.dta') 
 
library(lattice) 
library(latticeExtra) 
 
L<-subset(m1, incentive == "Free Land") 
L1 <- L[order(L$n),]  ### orders all variables the same; 
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#L1 <- reorder(L$var2,L$mean) 
###http://polisci.msu.edu/jacoby/research/dotplots/tpm/Jacoby,%20Dotplots,%20TPM%20Draft.
pdf 
L_plot<-  
dotplot(var2 ~ mean, data = L1, 
 aspect = 1.5, 
 xlim = c(-1.5, 1.5), 
 xlab = "Posterior Mean", main="Credible Intervals for Free Land Model", 
 panel = function (x, y) { 
panel.abline(v = 0, col = "gray", lty = 2)  
 panel.xyplot(x, y, pch = 16, col = "black") 
panel.segments(L1$lci,y, L1$hci,y, col = "blue")}) 
 
T<-subset(m1, incentive == "Tax Incentives") 
T1 <- T[order(T$mean),] 
 
T_plot<- dotplot(var2 ~ mean, data = T1, 
 aspect = 1.5, 
 xlim = c(-1.5, 1.5), 
 xlab = "Posterior Mean", main="Credible Intervals for Tax Incentive Model", 
 panel = function (x, y) { 
panel.abline(v = 0, col = "gray", lty = 2)  
 panel.xyplot(x, y, pch = 16, col = "black") 
panel.segments(T1$lci,y, T1$hci,y, col = "blue")}) 
 
B<-subset(m1, incentive == "ID Bonds") 
B1 <- B[order(B$mean),] 
 
B_plot<- dotplot(var2 ~ mean, data = B1, 
 aspect = 1.5, 
 xlim = c(-1.5, 1.5), 
 xlab = "Posterior Mean", main="Credible Intervals for ID Bonds Model", 
 panel = function (x, y) { 
panel.abline(v = 0, col = "gray", lty = 2)  
 panel.xyplot(x, y, pch = 16, col = "black") 
panel.segments(B1$lci,y, B1$hci,y, col = "blue")}) 
 
P<-subset(m1, incentive == "Expedited Permitting") 
P1 <- P[order(P$mean),] 
 
P_plot<- dotplot(var2 ~ mean, data = P1, 
 aspect = 1.5, 
 xlim = c(-1.5, 1.5), 
 xlab = "Posterior Mean", main="Credible Intervals for Permit Assistance", 
 panel = function (x, y) { 
panel.abline(v = 0, col = "gray", lty = 2)  
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panel.xyplot(x, y, pch = 16, col = "black") 
panel.segments(P1$lci,y, P1$hci,y, col = "blue")}) 
 
V<-subset(m1, type == "cov") 
V1 <- V[order(V$mean),] 
 
cor_plot<- dotplot(var2 ~ mean, data = V1, 
 aspect = 1.5, 
 xlim = c(-.03, .07), 
 xlab = "Polychoric Covariance", main="Credible Intervals for Polychoric Covariance Between 
Models", 
 panel = function (x, y) { 
panel.abline(v = 0, col = "gray", lty = 2)  
panel.xyplot(x, y, pch = 16, col = "black") 
panel.segments(V1$lci,y, V1$hci,y, col = "blue")}) 
 
# pdf('C:/Users/Tony/Documents/Dissertation/Dissertation/ch6_plots.pdf') 
#par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 
L_plot 
T_plot 
B_plot 
P_plot 
cor_plot 
dev.off() 
 
plot(L_plot, split(1,1,2,1), more=T) 
plot(T_plot, split(2,1,2,1), more=F) 
 
library(latticeExtra) 
 
cov<- matrix( 
c( 
0.053 , 0.025 , 0.028 , 0.04 , 
0.025 , 0.054 , 0.019 , 0.023 , 
0.028 , 0.019 , 0.039 , 0.026 , 
0.04 , 0.023 , 0.026 , 0.06  
), 4,4) 
 
C<-round(cov2cor(cov),3) 
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APPENDIX C: MLwIN CODE 

 

 

 

 

track c1090 c1091 
prior c1092 
GALLfilter c1095 
echo 0 
fpath "C:\Program Files\MLwiN v2.20\discrete" 
prefile "pre" 
postfile "post" 
NFMT 1 3 
LOAD "C:\Documents and Settings\Owner\Desktop\Tony\gomi_final.10.15_start.wsz" 
 
WSET  
MVAR 1  c9  
set b13 0 
MVAR 1  c15  
MVAR 1  c18  
MVAR 0  c18  
MVAR 1  c18  
MVAR 1  c19  
RDISt 1 0 
LFUN 1 
RDISt 2 0 
LFUN 1 
RDISt 3 0 
LFUN 1 
RDISt 4 0 
LFUN 1 
CENT 0 
ADDT  'cons'   
DOFFs 1 C50 
DOFFs 2 C50 
DOFFs 3 C50 
DOFFs 4 C50 
 
CENT 0 
RPAT 1 0 0 0  
ADDT  'diffusion1'   
RPAT  
CENT 0 
RPAT 0 1 0 0  
ADDT  'diffusion7'   
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RPAT  
CENT 0 
RPAT 0 0 1 0  
ADDT  'diffusion10'   
RPAT  
ESTM 1 
EXPA 2 
ESTM 2 
EXPA 2 
ESTM 0 
CENT 0 
RPAT 0 0 0 1  
ADDT  'diffusion11'   
RPAT  
 
CENT 0 
ADDT  'rep_vote'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'district'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'manager'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'council_size'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'ed_staff'   
ESCA 75 
ESCA 75 
CENT 0 
ADDT  'authority'   
CENT 0 
CENT 0 
ADDT  'lnf_eff'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'tax_tier'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'lndebt'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'lnpop'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'ed_bach'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'edu_bach'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'duration1'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'duration2'   
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CENT 0 
ADDT  'duration3'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'duration4'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'duration5'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'duration6'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'duration7'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'duration8'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'duration9'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'duration10'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'duration11'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'duration12'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  'duration13'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  't6'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  't7'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  't8'   
CENT 0 
ADDT  't9' IDEN 2 c54  
 
********************** n Starts firdt iteration 
tole  2 
WVERsion 4 
STOR "C:\Documents and Settings\Owner\Desktop\Tony\gomi_final.10.15_start2.wsz" 
tole  2 
link -5 g19 1 
calc g18=g19 
fpath "C:\Program Files\MLwiN v2.20\discrete" 
pref "pre" 
post "post" 
PREF 1 
POST 1 
set b14 0 
set b11 1 
set b12 0 
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offsets 2 
LINK  c57  c58  c59  c60  g9 
set b10 0 
set b15 2 
set b16 0 
offsets 2 
erase  c1091   c1090  
calc b100=1 
join  c1091 b100  c1091  
join  c1090  c1098 c1096  c1090  
calc g19=g18 
erase g18 
link 0 g18 
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APPENDIX D   

 

MULTIVARIATE PROBIT ESTIMATES  

 

 

 

 

Model Variable Name Mean SE Median

Lower 

CI 

Upper 

CI ESS 

Covariance        

 Free Land Variance 0.053 0 0.053 0.053 0.053 10300

 Land and Tax Covariance 0.02 0.015 0.019 -0.01 0.048 10

 Tax Incentive Variance 0.054  1 1 1 0

 

Land and Bond 
Covariance 0.026 0.008 0.025 0.01 0.042 23

 

Tax and Bond 
Covariance 0.012 0.016 0.014 -0.02 0.035 9

 ID Bond Variance 0.039  1 1 1 0

 

Land and Permit 
Covariance 0.037 0.012 0.04 0.007 0.052 11

 

Tax and Permit 
Covariance 0.012 0.022 0.014 -0.026 0.044 9

 

Bond and Permit 
Covariance 0.025 0.013 0.029 -0.007 0.042 8

 

Expedited Permitting 
Variance 0.06 0 0.06 0.06 0.06 10300

Expedited Permitting       

 

Economic Development 
Authority -0.027 0.084 -0.019 -0.215 0.115 37

 Intercept -1.634 0.485 -1.675 -2.447 -0.696 7

 Council Size 0.014 0.028 0.009 -0.033 0.076 9

 Diffusion -0.312 0.337 -0.265 -1.083 0.198 7

 District Representation -0.013 0.143 -0.037 -0.253 0.302 21

 Free Land Duration -0.033 0.034 -0.028 -0.109 0.014 12

 ID Bonds Duration 0.002 0.034 -0.006 -0.048 0.1 19

 

Expedited Permitting 
Duration 1.332 0.341 1.265 0.817 1.826 5

 Regulation Duration 0.011 0.087 0.019 -0.161 0.163 8

 Fee Waivers Duration -0.012 0.049 -0.014 -0.107 0.066 7

 

Low Interest Loans 
Duration -0.062 0.058 -0.043 -0.179 0.019 7

 State Grants Duration -0.037 0.031 -0.041 -0.105 0.026 11

 Federal Grants Duration 0.046 0.036 0.049 -0.026 0.108 7
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 Quickstart Duration -0.031 0.037 -0.033 -0.101 0.063 14

 Subsidies Duration 0.08 0.061 0.082 -0.051 0.199 16

Model Variable Name Mean SE Median

Lower 

CI 

Upper 

CI ESS 

 Tax Incentive Duration 0.002 0.036 0.003 -0.065 0.063 8

 

Reduced  Utilities 
Duration -0.011 0.038 -0.008 -0.104 0.048 17

 

Government Services 
Duration -0.002 0.029 0.002 -0.059 0.052 23

 

Economic Development 
Staff 0.023 0.204 0.043 -0.355 0.394 21

 

Percent College 
Education -0.939 0.962 -0.775 -2.946 0.869 7

 City Debt 0.006 0.018 0.004 -0.028 0.043 10

 Fiscal Effort Index 0.129 0.097 0.134 -0.059 0.284 7

 Population 0.047 0.034 0.046 -0.023 0.099 6

 City Manager 0.099 0.12 0.091 -0.145 0.341 41

 Percent Republican Vote 0.137 0.217 0.13 -0.305 0.627 22

 Year 2005 -0.034 0.04 -0.025 -0.141 0.018 10

 Year 2006 -0.054 0.032 -0.054 -0.121 0.001 13

 Year 2007 -0.042 0.035 -0.035 -0.129 0.005 10

 Year 2008 -0.02 0.021 -0.016 -0.066 0.013 10

 Georgia Tax Tier 0.011 0.062 0.003 -0.104 0.148 9

Free Land        

 

Economic Development 
Authority 0.007 0.216 -0.008 -0.342 0.468 9

 Intercept -0.341 0.718 -0.186 -1.503 0.495 5

 Council Size 0.006 0.031 0.006 -0.059 0.052 11

 Diffusion -0.208 0.256 -0.139 -0.871 0.191 19

 District Representation 0.086 0.152 0.074 -0.202 0.485 19

 Free Land Duration 1.161 0.304 1.106 0.809 1.707 5

 ID Bonds Duration -0.007 0.035 -0.009 -0.074 0.081 8

 

Expedited Permitting 
Duration 0.002 0.024 0.007 -0.054 0.041 10

 Regulation Duration -0.003 0.046 -0.002 -0.103 0.073 13

 Fee Waivers Duration 0.004 0.028 0.009 -0.062 0.048 9

 

Low Interest Loans 
Duration -0.015 0.028 -0.015 -0.061 0.051 9

 State Grants Duration 0.008 0.028 0.011 -0.059 0.063 18

 Federal Grants Duration 0.002 0.025 0.004 -0.05 0.05 15

 Quickstart Duration 0 0.022 0.001 -0.046 0.04 21

 Subsidies Duration 0.013 0.039 0.008 -0.044 0.099 20

 Tax Incentive Duration 0.016 0.023 0.016 -0.024 0.066 12

 Reduced  Utilities 0.009 0.024 0.01 -0.041 0.057 40
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Duration 

 

Model 

 

Variable Name 

 

Mean 

 

SE 

 

Median

 

Lower 

CI 

 

Upper 

CI 

 

ESS 

 

Government Services 
Duration -0.011 0.018 -0.011 -0.049 0.022 29

 

Economic Development 
Staff -0.058 0.205 -0.034 -0.509 0.257 10

 

Percent College 
Education -0.648 0.613 -0.667 -1.697 0.434 17

 City Debt 0.011 0.016 0.008 -0.016 0.051 24

 Fiscal Effort Index -0.082 0.052 -0.078 -0.171 0 6

 Population 0.022 0.044 0.005 -0.031 0.106 6

 City Manager 0.035 0.12 0.038 -0.166 0.262 34

 Percent Republican Vote -0.675 0.314 -0.637 -1.302 -0.145 9

 Year 2005 -0.012 0.029 -0.017 -0.062 0.054 15

 Year 2006 -0.022 0.025 -0.024 -0.061 0.035 12

 Year 2007 -0.034 0.022 -0.033 -0.078 0.01 16

 Year 2008 -0.024 0.022 -0.028 -0.06 0.026 11

 Georgia Tax Tier 0.076 0.076 0.058 -0.024 0.249 7

ID Bonds        

 

Economic Development 
Authority 0.007 0.16 0.033 -0.301 0.282 11

 Intercept -0.018 0.127 -0.012 -0.247 0.217 10

 Council Size -0.142 0.042 -0.139 -0.216 -0.065 8

 Diffusion -0.241 0.411 -0.286 -0.984 0.634 8

 District Representation 0.124 0.18 0.078 -0.152 0.591 10

 Free Land Duration -0.023 0.025 -0.025 -0.065 0.035 23

 ID Bonds Duration 1.118 0.257 1.097 0.782 1.52 5

 

Expedited Permitting 
Duration 0.009 0.022 0.011 -0.041 0.049 16

 Regulation Duration -0.08 0.066 -0.088 -0.19 0.052 10

 Fee Waivers Duration 0.02 0.041 0.007 -0.035 0.101 7

 

Low Interest Loans 
Duration -0.006 0.022 -0.006 -0.043 0.039 17

 State Grants Duration 0.017 0.036 0.012 -0.051 0.098 9

 Federal Grants Duration -0.002 0.035 0.003 -0.069 0.05 9

 Quickstart Duration 0.014 0.032 0.015 -0.044 0.066 16

 Subsidies Duration 0.022 0.051 0.027 -0.073 0.098 7

 Tax Incentive Duration -0.017 0.023 -0.019 -0.061 0.03 13

 

Reduced  Utilities 
Duration 0.015 0.034 0.013 -0.047 0.073 11

 

Government Services 
Duration 0.009 0.019 0.01 -0.031 0.041 29
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Economic Development 
Staff -0.172 0.217 -0.148 -0.597 0.216 15

Model Variable Name Mean SE Median

Lower 

CI 

Upper 

CI ESS 

 

Percent College 
Education -0.396 0.589 -0.408 -1.509 0.798 12

 City Debt -0.024 0.017 -0.021 -0.059 0.007 20

 Fiscal Effort Index -0.015 0.035 -0.01 -0.093 0.051 10

 Population 0.059 0.023 0.065 0.015 0.093 8

 City Manager 0.122 0.159 0.133 -0.193 0.434 11

 Percent Republican Vote -0.337 0.364 -0.314 -1.113 0.331 6

 Year 2005 -0.041 0.03 -0.036 -0.101 0.008 19

 Year 2006 -0.038 0.024 -0.039 -0.082 0.015 15

 Year 2007 -0.058 0.034 -0.054 -0.129 -0.001 8

 Year 2008 -0.041 0.019 -0.041 -0.079 -0.007 20

 Georgia Tax Tier -0.053 0.083 -0.081 -0.159 0.116 6

Tax Incentives       

 

Economic Development 
Authority 0.02 0.145 -0.002 -0.206 0.389 27

 Intercept -1.004 0.336 -1.047 -1.566 -0.352 8

 Council Size 0.029 0.049 0.019 -0.045 0.15 8

 Diffusion -0.204 0.243 -0.184 -0.781 0.216 21

 District Representation 0.075 0.114 0.073 -0.139 0.31 45

 Free Land Duration 0 0.033 0.001 -0.064 0.063 10

 ID Bonds Duration 0.008 0.034 0.002 -0.055 0.093 16

 

Expedited Permitting 
Duration -0.026 0.025 -0.026 -0.074 0.025 28

 Regulation Duration 0.032 0.055 0.022 -0.05 0.183 10

 Fee Waivers Duration -0.007 0.036 0.001 -0.106 0.043 9

 

Low Interest Loans 
Duration -0.005 0.028 -0.003 -0.062 0.045 30

 State Grants Duration 0.003 0.027 0.008 -0.048 0.052 12

 Federal Grants Duration 0.004 0.035 0.005 -0.065 0.069 17

 Quickstart Duration -0.028 0.046 -0.017 -0.13 0.055 15

 Subsidies Duration -0.023 0.062 -0.015 -0.156 0.076 13

 Tax Incentive Duration 1.215 0.266 1.145 0.894 1.714 5

 

Reduced  Utilities 
Duration 0.01 0.029 0.011 -0.056 0.061 32

 

Government Services 
Duration 0.006 0.025 0.01 -0.044 0.045 26

 

Economic Development 
Staff 0.102 0.203 0.097 -0.28 0.48 18

 

Percent College 
Education -0.725 0.809 -0.664 -2.602 0.652 20
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 City Debt 0.025 0.023 0.022 -0.018 0.075 15

 Fiscal Effort Index -0.065 0.073 -0.079 -0.167 0.074 10

Model Variable Name Mean SE Median

Lower 

CI 

Upper 

CI ESS 

 Population 0.027 0.058 0.041 -0.076 0.114 6

 City Manager 0.156 0.133 0.137 -0.072 0.453 30

 Percent Republican Vote -0.053 0.437 -0.164 -0.745 0.731 7

 Year 2005 -0.014 0.025 -0.014 -0.06 0.036 69

 Year 2006 -0.019 0.022 -0.019 -0.063 0.027 26

 Year 2007 -0.039 0.023 -0.039 -0.091 0.004 44

 Year 2008 -0.031 0.02 -0.031 -0.072 0.006 21

 Georgia Tax Tier 0.051 0.071 0.051 -0.077 0.201 14
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